
• 1/4” hex shanks fit quick-change chucks found on impact, drills/drivers, 
or screw guns. Color coded rings offer easy size identification

• 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 & 14mm

• Compact design: 5.3”
• Variable speed trigger  
• Impacts per minute: 0-3,800
• 3 speed transmission settings:
  (0-1,000 rpm / 0-2,800 rpm / 0-3,250 rpm)
• Brushless motor for longer run time
• 1/4” hex quick release chuck
• 3-Mode LED increases work visibility
INCLUDES:  (1) DCF887 - Brushless impact driver
(2) 20V MAX* XR compact 2.0 Ah lithium-ion batteries
(1) fast charger - (1) belt hook - (1) kit box

20V MAX* 
Cordless  3 Speed 
1/4” Hex Impact Driver

2nd Quarter 2017 • Flyer Expires June 30, 2017

DEW # DCL050
$74.99

$21999
DEW # DCF887D2

20V MAX* 
LED Area Light

(BARETOOL)
• FREE with purchase of

DEW # DCF887D2
• (3) bright in-line LEDs 

encased in an over-molded, 
non-marking lens cover

• Has 2 brightness settings 
(500 & 250 Lumens), 140° 
swing arc pivoting head & 

built-in telescoping rotating 
hang hook

$4999
SNX # 9933

• Torsion Bits are designed to absorb some of
the excess torque and impact energy that is
applied to the bit tip & fastener when tightened
• Impact Grade manganese phosphate with
precise designed tips to extends bit life
SET INCLUDES:  Phillips Bits: (2)PH 2x2”, PH 2x5”, (2) PH 3x2”
• Square Drive: S2x2”, S3x2” - 2” • Hex: 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16” & 4, 5, 
5.5, 6, 8mm • Star: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T40 - 5” Star: T25, T27, 
T30, T40 - 5” • Hex with Ball Tip: 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16” & 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 
8mm • Slotted: 6/8x2” - 2-1/2” • Adapters: 1/4 x 1/4”, 1/4” x 3/8” - 2-3/4”
• Adapters: 1/4” x 1/2” - 6” • Adapters: 1/4” x 1/4”, 1/4” x 3/8”
• Chucks: 1/4” x 2-1/2”, 1/4” x 6” - 2-1/2”
• Socket Drivers: 1/4”, 3/8”, 5/16”

Torsion Bit

$4999
TTN # 16251

TORSION
IMPACT
BIT SET

TORSION
IMPACT
BIT SET

50PC.50PC.

IMPACT READY 
MAGNETIC NUT 

SETTER SET

IMPACT READY 
MAGNETIC NUT 

SETTER SET1414
PIECEPIECE



more
power

half the noise!

  CHARGING STARTING CHARGING  SALE
MODEL NUMBER # VOLTAGE AMPS AMPS MODE PRICE

DSR # PSW-2035 12V 35A / 2A (12V) 200A (12V) Manual / Timer $179.99
      Off / Hold Settings

DSR # PSW-2550 6V / 12V 50A (6V) 125A (6V) Manual / Timer $289.99
  50A / 10A (12V) 200A (12V) Off / Hold Settings

DSR # PSW-61224 6V / 12V / 24V
 80A / 40A (6V) 150A (6V) Manual / Timer $399.99  60A / 35A / 1.5A (12V) 250A (12V) Off / Hold Settings

  30A / 10A (24V) 150A (24V)

DSR # PSW-70300A 12V 70A (rapid) / 4A (slow) 300A (12V) Fully Automatic $329.99
   Microprocessor Equipped  40A / 20A (standard)   Manual / Timer

MODEL # DSR # PS-620  DSR # PS-1022MA DSR # PS-1025 DSR # SE-1275A DSR # PS-2100MA
BATTERY VOLTAGE 12 volts 12 volts  12 volts 12 volts  6 &12 volts
CHARGING OPERATION Manual  Manual / Automatic Manual Fully Automatic Manual / Automatic
CHARGE RATE 6A @ 12V 10A @ 12V 10A @ 12V 12A @ 12V 15A @ 6V or 12V
   (amps / voltage) 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V
ENGINE START None  None 50A @ 12V 75A @ 12V 100A @ 12V
SALE PRICE $49.99 $66.99 $67.49 $77.99 $124.99

3 Amp
Microprocessor
Battery Charger/Maintainer
Microprocessor controlled multi-stage charging 
for added precision, safety and battery life. This 
unit charges both 6 & 12 volt batteries using 
Auto Voltage Detection. Scrolling digital mes-
sage screen displays step-by-step instructions 
to properly charge your battery. A built-in hook 
attachment allows the unit to hang outside the 
work area for safety and convenience. Contents 
include: (1) 12V DC cigarette lighter adapter, (1) 
fused 50 amp alligator-style clamp set, (1) 24” 
fused ring lead harness which can be perma-
nently attach to those hard-to-reach batteries.
DSR # SP3 ............................ $49.99

Microprocessor Battery 
Charger w/ Engine Start
Charges both 6 & 12 volt batteries. Choose from 
(4) battery type settings: 12V lead acid, 12V 
deep cycle, 12V AGM/ Gel cell, or 6V batteries; 
it can charge it all. Three step self-adjusting 
output charge rate varies from 15 to 40 amps 
depending on battery condition. Also has 2 amp 
trickle charge setting from maintaining your 
smaller batteries. Electronic touch pad controls 
and easy-to-read digital display allows user to 
see battery voltage, percentage of charge and 
alternator output to help with diagnostic work. 
Includes 125 amp emergency engine start.
DSR # PSC12500A ............. $124.99

12 Volt 
Digital Tester
This hand-held tester tests both the battery and 
charging systems. Microprocessor controlled 
digital accuracy which makes for an easy and 
accurate automatic load test. Features include: 
bright LCD digital display to indicates both 
voltage and test results, 3 colored LED lights 
indicate test results: Pass, Pass & Recharge, 
Recharge & Retest, and Fail / Bad Cell. An LED 
light indicates reverse hook-up. Operates on 9 
volt battery which is included.
DSR # BT-250 ..................... $109.99

1 Amp
Microprocessor
Battery Charger/Maintainer
Small enough to fit in the palm of your hand 
and charges both 6 & 12 volt batteries. A 
series of colored lights provide clues about the 
unit’s status. Red means the SP2 is plugged in 
but not connected to a battery. A solid yellow 
illuminates when the unit is charging. Green 
means the charging process is complete and 
is in the maintain mode. Has 8’ quick connect 
output lead and 12’ power cord. Include: (1) 
12V DC cigarette lighter adapter, (1) fused 50 
amp alligator-style clamp set, (1) 24” fused ring 
lead harness which can be permanently attach 
to those hard-to-reach batteries.
DSR # SP2 ............................ $39.99

Bench Battery Chargers 
Features Include: built-in color-coded amperage 
meter with percent of charge scale, insulated 
alligator style clamps and a durable, ventilated, 
heavy gauge steel case with baked enamel finish. 
See the chart on the right to help you select the 
charge that best fits your needs.

Durable steel cabinet with wide track wheels has a high volume cooling fan for efficient cooling & longer duty cycle • Angu-
lar face provides a clear-view of the color-coded, easy-to-read meters (exception #PSW-2035) • The tubular, chrome-plat-
ed handles have rubber grips and a unique non-conductive clamp rests for storage • Uses 600 amp heavy duty, chrome 
plated steel clamps have plastic-coated handles and a heavy-gauge spring for conductivity & long-term durability • 6-foot 
commercial gauge TPE welding-grade cables for minimal current loss and flexibility in cold temperatures • Extra-long, 
9-foot AC line cord for greater accessibility and reach • 2.25 hour timer with manual “Hold” position for continuous charging

DSR PRO-SERIES Wheel Type Battery Chargers

Commercial Duty 
Bench Charger w/ 200 Amp Engine Start
The power of a wheeled charger in a portable bench top case. Charges both 
6 & 12 volt batteries. 5-function rotary power switch lets you select from: 
OFF, 6V 30A, 12V 30A, 12V 10A, 12V 200 amp emergency engine start. Ro-
tary dial lets you pick up to 2-1/4 hours of precision timer-controlled opera-
tion. Features include: 600 amp ultra-grip parrot battery clamps attached to 
6’ commercial gauge TPE welding grade cables, large face easy-to-read am-
meter and 9’ power cord for greater accessibility. The vented heavy gauge 
steel case has a top mounted carry handle that doubles as a cord wrap.
DSR # PSC-2030T .................................................$244.99

BATTERY CHARGER SELECTION GUIDE
In order to select the battery charger best suited to your needs, 

here are a few things you might want to know:

• MANUAL OPERATION: requires the user to track the charging process (by 
checking the meter) and stopping the charging process when complete. 
• AUTOMATIC OPERATION: will shut off the charging process when it’s complete 
and/or go into a safer maintain or battery tender mode automatically. This 
is a cycling process to prevent overcharging the battery.
• MICROPROCESSOR OPERATION: actually takes information from the battery 
and adjusts the charge current / voltage based on this information. This 
multi-phase charging 
process ensures that each 
battery gets charged quickly, 
correctly, and completely. 
Can regulate the output 
down to milliamps, providing 
maximum charge benefit 
with minimum observation. 

# PS-620

# PSW-2035 # PSW-2550 # PSW-61224 # PSW-70300A

# PS-1022MA # PS-1025 # PS-2100MA

# SE-1275A



6” Palm Grip Sander
3/16” orbit. Lubrication free air motor with patented double 
sealing to prevent internal dust contamination. Isolated motor 
reduces vibration and fatique. Low noise level of 82 dBA. Only 
1.8 lbs with 2.5 average CFM. Rubberized palm grip and built-in 
thumb regulator for instant control. While supples last!
FPM # 6300

6” Dual Sander
The 3/16” orbital action provides the smoothest swirl free fin-
ish possible. Lubrication free air motor has patented double 
sealing to prevent dust contamination. Features a new low 
profile lightweight (2.3 lbs.) composite housing. Rubber-
ized palm provides comfortable yet firm control. Thumb 
operated speed throttle has built-in regulator that delivers 
up to 10,000 rpm, allowing you to match the speed of the 
tool to the job. Internal silencing system reduces noise 
level to 82 dBA.  FPM # 6310

8” Low Vibration Saw
9,500 strokes per minute provides very fast cutting 
action. Internal damping system reduces vibration 
for less fatique. Rotational exhaust can be directed 
as preferred. Weighs only 1.3 lbs with durable metal 
housing. Capable of cutting up to 3/16” steel plate 
(18 gauge). 4.0 CFM. 1/4” air inlet. Includes two (2) 
each of 18, 24 & 32 teeth blades.  FPM # 6350

more
power

half the noise!

$10999

$10999

FPM # 6300

FPM # 6310

1/2” Drive
‘Stubby’
Impact
Wrench 

• Best suited for tight or 
confined applications • Low-

weight aluminum alloy housing 
• Jumbo hammer mechanism 

delivers max power, while increasing 
reliability • Provides 500 ft/lbs. maxi-

mum torque • Trigger mounted foward/
reverse and power management 

system switch provides 
ultimate control and one-handed 
operation • Patented ‘silence tech-
nology’ reduces the noise level to 
89 dBa • 2.75 lbs. • 4.75” length

3-1/4
Switchblade

9,000 RPM
Free Speed

1,600 Imacts
Per Min.

500 foot lbs.
Max Torque

Most powerful 1/2” impact in 
it’s class with 1,295 ft/lbs. of 
loosening torque! • A 15% larger 
rotor and cylinder makes this 
the strongest twin hammer 1/2” 
impact wrench on the market 
• Ergonomic and durable com-
posite housing reduces operator 
fatigue • Patented tuned handle 
exhaust system • 4.3 CFM

1/2” Drive 
‘Killer Torque’ 
Twin Hammer 
Air Impact Wrench

200-950 ft/lbs.
WORKING TORQUE

1,295 ft/lbs.
LOOSENING TORQUE

1,400 BPM
FREE SPEED

$23999

$13999

FPM # 1150

FPM # 1055-TH-KP

W

ith Purchase of FPM # 1055-TH-K
P

$11999
FPM # 6350
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w/ #DCHT820P1 
Purchase

w/ #DCGG571M1
Purchase

20V MAX*
XR Li-Ion
Battery Pack

Cordless
Grease
Gun Kit 

DEW # DCGG571M1: Includes: (1) 20V grease gun - (1) 20V 
MAX* XR Lithium-Ion battery (4.0 Ah) - (1) fast charger - (1) 
shoulder strap - (1) kit box.
High-volume pump delivers up to 5.0 oz./min. & up to 16 
grease cartridges on a single charge. Variable speed trigger 
offers precise control of the grease flow. 42” flexible hose for 
access to those hard to reach grease fittings. Bright LED light 
assists in locating those hard-to-see grease fittings. 
DEW # DCB204: (1) 4.0 Ah Battery. The XR series of lithium-
ion battery packs provide up to 33% more capacity than the 
standard 20V MAX* version. 3-LED fuel gauge indicator lights 
located on the end of the battery allows you to monitor the 
batteries state of charge.

DEW # DWE1622K: Includes - (1) Magnetic drill press - (1) 
magnetic coolant tank - (1) safety chain in case power is 
interrupted - (1) adjustment tools - (1) quick-change 1/2” keyed 
chuck - (1) storage box. 
Looking for a quality accurate mag drill that can be used both 
in the shop or at the work site? Here’s one for you. It weighs 
just 35 pounds and has a comfortable carrying handle for both 
transporting and easy drill positioning. 
• Toggle switch controls magnetic base.
• Powerful 10 amp motor with 2-speed gearbox (300 / 450 rpm) 
deliver optimal performance in a variety of drilling applications. 
• Overload protection electronics prevent motor damage.
• Quick Change Chuck - allows for tool free change between 
3/4” Weldon Shank and 1/2” keyed chuck.
• Maximum diameter cutting capacity: 2”
• Maximum depth of travel: 4” with adjustable motor height.
• Quick Release Feed Handle System - for tool-free change of 
the handles to either side of the tool with a push of the button.
• Magnetic coolant bottle can be placed on either side of tool.
DEW # DWE4011: Includes - (1) Corded grinder - (1) 
depressed center wheel,- (1) 2-position side handle, - (1) Hex 
wrench. Has 7 amp AC/DC, 12,000 rpm motor with low profile, 
jam-pot gear case. Tool free One-Touch™ guard adjustment 
and Quick-Change™ wheel release.

w/ #DWE1622K 
Purchase

2-Speed 
Portable
Corded Magnetic 
Drill Press 

4-1/2”
Corded
Angle Grinder

14” Dia. Corded
Abrasive Chop Saw
Motor ................................15 Amps 
Horsepower ...................... 5.5 HP
No Load ..........................4,000 rpm
Arbor Spindle ....................... 1”
QuickLock Vise Clamp ...... YES
Maximum Capacity
(round) ................................... 5”
(rectangular) .................4-1/2” x 6-1/2”
Blade Change .......... QUIK-CHANGE™

w/ #DCD791D2 
Purchase

w/ #DCBL720P1 
Purchase

20V MAX* 
Pivoting Head 

LED Light

DEW # DCD791D2: Includes: (1) #DCD791 ~ 2 speed drill / 
driver w/ 1/2” ratcheting chuck & 15 clutch settings - (2) 20V 
MAX* XR 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery packs - (1) household fast 
charger - (1) belt hooks - (1) kit box.
DEW # DCL044: This light delivers 160 lumens of bright white 
light. Has kick stand, powerful magnet, belthook, hanging hook 
for hands free use. Bare tool only!

DEW # DCBL720P1: Includes: (1) #DCBL720 Cordless blower 
- (1) 20V MAX* XR 5.0Ah lithium-ion battery pack - (1) household 
fast charger. Performance up to 400 cubic feet per minute of air 
volume and 90 MPH of air speed. Has variable speed trigger and 
trigger lock. Innovative axial fan design maximizes run time. 
DEW # DCB205: (1) 5.0 Ah Battery with 3-LED fuel gauge 
indicator lights located on the end of the battery allows you to 
monitor the batteries state of charge.

DEW # DCST920P1: Includes: (1) #DCST920 Cordless 13” 
string trimmer - (1) 20V MAX* XR 5.0Ah lithium-ion battery pack 
- (1) household fast charger - (1) spool pre-wound with 0.080” 
line. Has a brushless motor and patented gear drive design that 
provides more torque to maintain cut speed under load. Dual 
.080” line with bump feed clears a full 13”. Variable trigger with 
hi/low speed control for added power or extended runtime. 
DEW # DCB205: (1) 5.0 Ah Battery with 3-LED fuel gauge 
indicator lights located on the end of the battery allows you to 
monitor the batteries state of charge.

DEW # DCHT820P1: Includes: (1) #DCHT820 Cordless 22” 
hedge trimmer - (1) 20V MAX* XR 5.0Ah lithium-ion battery 
pack - (1) household fast charger. Has powerful high output 
motor and hardened steel blades that cuts branches up to 3/4 
of an inch thick. 22” of blade length. Lightweight 7.5 lb. design 
maximizes maneuverability and minimizes stress on your arms.
DEW # DCB205: (1) 5.0 Ah Battery with 3-LED fuel gauge 
indicator lights located on the end of the battery allows you to 
monitor the batteries state of charge.

XR Li-Ion 
Brushless
Drill / Driver Kit 

w/ #DCST920P1 
Purchase

20V MAX*
XR Li-Ion
Battery Pack

20V MAX*
XR Li-Ion
Battery Pack

20V MAX*
XR Li-Ion
Battery Pack

2 - Speed
Cordless Brushless
13” String 
Trimmer Kit NO

MORE
GAS
TO USE

Cordless 
Hedge Trimmer 
Kit

FLEXVOLT
Lithium-Ion 
6.0 Ah Battery Packs
Includes: (2) #DCB606 20/60V MAX* 6.0Ah lithium-ion battery 
w/ fuel gauge indicator. Best of all these battery packs work with 
DeWALT 20V tool and slide pack chargers. Longer run time.
DEW # DCB606-2 ......................................$209.99

BATTERIES
5 Ah

Li-Ion

BATTERIES
5 Ah

Li-Ion

BATTERIES
4 Ah

Li-Ion

$14499

$23499

DEW # DCB205

DEW # DCHT820P1

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

$23499
DEW # DCST920P1

$14499

$14499
$6499

$23499

DEW # DCB205

DEW # DCB205
DEW # DCL044

DEW # DCD791D2

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

$11999

$27999

$22999

DEW # DCB204

DEW # DCGG571M1

DEW # D28715

BATTERIES
2 Ah

Li-Ion

$7499

$89999

DEW # DWE4011

DEW # DWE1622K

BATTERIES
5 Ah

Li-Ion
$23499
DEW # DCBL720P1

Brushless 
Blower Kit
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w/ #DCK283D2 
Purchase

20V MAX* 
Pivoting 

Head 
LED Light

Brushless
Hex Shank Impact 
& Drill / Driver 
Combo Kit  

DEW # DCK283D2: Includes: (1) #DCF887 ~ 3 speed brush-
less impact driver w/ 1/4” hex quick release chuck 0-3,600 
IPM - (1) #DCD791 ~ 2 speed brushless drill / driver w/ 1/2” 
ratcheting chuck & 15 clutch settings - (2) 20V MAX* XR 2.0Ah 
lithium-ion battery packs - (1) household fast charger - (1) belt 
hooks - (1) contractor bag.
• (#DCF887) Has variable speed trigger and 3 speed transmis-
sion settings: (0-1,000 rpm / 0-2,800 rpm / 0-3,250 rpm).
DEW # DCL043: (3) bright white LED’s and (1) bright red LED 
to preserve night vision. Select between (2) brightness set-
tings. Can be seen up to 508 yd. or 1,525 ft. Includes integral 
hook and 90° pivoting head for hands free use. Bare tool only!

DEW # DCF899HP2: Includes - (1) 1/2” Drive ‘High Torque’ 
Impact Wrench - (2) 20V MAX* XR 5.0Ah lithium-ion batteries w/ 
fuel gauge indicators - (1) fast charger - (1) contractor bag.
Has maximum torque of 700 ft./lbs. with a breakaway torque 
of 1,200 ft./lbs. for the most demanding applications. The 1/2” 
square drive hog ring anvil provides easy socket changes. XR 
Brushless high torque motor and 3-speed design deliver applica-
tion specific control. (0-400 / 0-1,200 / 0-1,900 rpm) Plus 0-2,400 
impacts per minute. Built-in LED work light for added visibility. 
DEW # DWMT75462: Wrench itself has forward and reverse 
torque capabilities and a quick release trigger to make adjust-
ment easy. Torque range: 50-250 ft./lbs. The 1/2” drive head 
has 72 tooth gearing mechanism and protective head bumper 
Durable storage case for safe storage & transporting.

DEW # DCK299D1T1: Includes - (1) #DCD996 - 20V MAX* 
3-Speed Hammerdrill w/ 1/2” chuck - (1) #DCF887 20V MAX* 1/4” 
Impact Driver - (1) #DCB203 - 20V MAX* XR 2.0Ah lithium-ion 
battery - (1) #DCB606 - 60V-20V MAX* XR Flexvolt™ 6.0AH 
-2.0AH lithium-ion battery - (1) 60V-20V MAX* fan-cooled rapid 
charger - (1) Belt hooks - (1) 360° side handle - (1)contractor bag.

DEW # DCF899HP2: Includes - (1) #DCF899  High Torque 
Impact Wrench with hog ring anvil - (1) #DCF883 - 3/8” Impact 
Wrench - (1) #DCL050 Pivoting Head LED Hand Held Area Light 
-  (2) 20V MAX* 4.0 Ah lithium-ion batteries - (1) household fast 
charger - (1) contractor bag.
• (#DCF883 ) - Measures 5-3/4” long. Has 3/8” square drive hog 
ring anvil for easy socket changes. Delivers 1,560 in/lbs (130 
ft/lbs) of maximum torque while providing 0-2,700 impacts per 
minute. Features (3) built-in LED lights for greater visibility.
• (#DCL050 ) - Has (3) super bright LED lights with two bright-
ness settings (500 and 250 lumens) that provide maximum light 
output or extended run time. Has 140º pivoting head with rotating 
hook for hanging.
DEW # DCG412B: Low profile gear case for limited access 
applications. A 7,000 rpm motor provides power for cutting and 
grinding applications. Quick-Change™ release allows the grind-
ing wheel to be removed from the 5/8” spindle without a wrench. 
Has tool free guard & two position side handle. Bare tool only!

w/ #DCF889HP2 
Purchase

w/ #DCK299D1T1 
Purchase

w/ #DCK398HM22 
Purchase

1/2” Drive
Torque Wrench 4-1/2”

Angle Grinder

4-1/2”
Angle

Grinder

w/ #DCK210S2 -or-
#DCK211S2 -or-

#DCK413S2
Purchase

4 Piece
Combo Kit

3/8” Drive
Impact
Wrench
- Bare Tool Only !!

DEW # DCK210S2: Includes - (1) #DCF610 ~ 1/4” hex bit 
screwdriver 0-1,050 RPM - (1) #DCF815 ~ 1/4” hex bit impact 
driver 0-3,400 IPM - (2) 12V MAX* lithium-ion battery packs - (1) 
household fast charger - (2) belt hooks - (1) contractor bag.
DEW # DCK211S2: Includes - (1) #DCD710 ~ drill / driver w/ 3/8” 
chuck drill & 15 clutch settings - (1) #DCF815 ~ 1/4” hex bit impact 
driver 0-3,400 IPM - (2) 12V MAX* lithium-ion battery packs - (1) 
household fast charger - (2) belt hooks - (1) contractor bag.
DEW # DCK413S2: Includes - (1) #DCD710 ~ drill / driver w/ 
3/8” chuck drill & 15 clutch settings - (1) #DCF815 ~ 1/4” hex bit 
impact driver 0-3,400 IPM - (1) #DCS310 ~ 3 position pivot head 
reciprocating saw - (1) #DCS510 ~ 130 lumens LED worklight - (2) 
12V MAX* lithium-ion battery packs - (1) household fast charger - 
(2) belt hooks - (1) 4” 6 tpi wood cutting recip blade - (1) 4” 18 tpi 
metal cutting recip blade - (1) contractor bag.

Hex Shank
Screwdriver 
& Impact Driver 
Combo Kit

2-Speed 
Drill / Driver 
& Impact Driver Combo Kit

$13999$18499

$9999

$32999

$49999

DEW # DCG412BDEW # DWMT75462

DEW # DCL043

DEW # DCK283D2

DEW # DCF899HP2

$9999

$22999

DEW # DCF813B

DEW # DCK210S2

$22999

$13999

$44999

DEW # DCK211S2

DEW # DCG412B

DEW # DCK299D1T1

700
MAX
TORQUE 

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

BATTERIES
5 Ah

Li-Ion

XR Brushless 
High Torque 1/2” Drive 
Impact Wrench Kit Lithuim Ion

3 Tool Combo Kit

$59999
DEW # DCK398HM2 BATTERIES

4 Ah
Li-Ion

60-Volt & 20-Volt Lithium-Ion 
Brushless (2) Tool Combo Kit

BATTERIES
2 Ah

Li-Ion

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

$32799
DEW # DCK413S2



TRIM & PANEL REMOVAL TOOLS

Rigid 
Stainless 
Steel Scrapers
Features a Go-Thru™ blade with metal capped 
handle for extra strength and durability. Comfortable 
TPR handle for maximum grip.

• 1-1/4” Straight Blade
TTN # 11500.............................$6.99
• 1-1/4” Offset Blade
TTN # 11508.............................$6.99
• 3” Offset Blade
TTN # 11504.............................$8.79

Single
Edge 
Razor
Blades
• 100 Pack - .012” Thickness
TTN # 11038.............................$5.49
• 20 Pack - .020” Thickness
TTN # 11039.............................$3.99
• 5 Pack - Plastic Blades
LIS # 52080 ..............................$1.29

1/4” Pressure 
Washer Hose
Fits most home owner style pressure washers. 
This 3,000 psi hose has M22 x M22 female screw 
couplings and bend protectors.
FRN # 75186 .......25’ Hose ......$41.79
FRN # 75185 .......50’ Hose ......$66.79

1” Wide 
Carbon & Gasket Scraper
Excellent for removing gaskets, 
sealing, carbon build-up and more. 
Features chrome vanadium shaft 
with wide scraper blade and 
comfortable grip handle. 
11” overall length.
PRT # W234C
$3.99

3 Pc. ‘U’ Slotted - Door Panel,
Trim & Upholstery Tool Set
Features angled steel shaft and ergonomic 
grip handles for increased leverage. “U” 
shaped grip sizes include 3/16” to 5/32”, 3/86” 
to 5/16”, 7/16” to 13/32” 
ACI # 387905 .........................$11.99

Part # Description Type Color SALE PRICE
BLZ # 1200 .......1 Gallon ....... Gasoline ......... Red .......... $9.49
BLZ # 2300 .......2 Gallon ....... Gasoline ......... Red .........$11.99
BLZ # 5600 .......5 Gallon ....... Gasoline ......... Red .........$17.99
BLZ # 7600 .......5 Gallon .......Kerosene ........ Blue .........$17.99
BLZ # 8600 .......5 Gallon ......... Diesel ......... Yellow .......$17.99

1-1/2” Wide 
Razor Blade Scrapers
Ideal way to remove labels, decals, paint and 
stickers from windows, tiles, mirrors etc. Uses 
replaceable standard single edged razor blades.

TTN # 12031 ............  A  ......... Rubber Grip Mini Scraper .............................................$3.99
STA # 28-500 ..........  B  ......... Stanley® Retractable Blade Mini Scraper ...................$2.49
TTN # 11030 ............ C  ......... 9” Long Rubber Grip Scraper .......................................$6.49
TTN # 12029 ............ D  ......... Folding Scraper - locks in 3 positions .........................$3.29
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Safe, Environmentally
Friendly & “Spill-Proof”
• Midwest Can offers a wide base 
designed portable fuel can with 
a lower center of gravity reduces 
the chance of a can tipping over. 
• Made of durable HDPE with EPA/
CARB compliant spouts that close auto-
matically forming an airtight seal.

FUEL CONTAINERS

5 Pc. Door Panel, Trim
& Upholstery Tool Set
Set includes long and short reach steel shafts with 
specially designed notch heads that insert into or 
under plastic hold-down fasteners to pry them out. 
Set includes a bent handle tool which allows use 
where space is limited, and provides extra prying 
force. Contoured and textured comfort grip handles.
SNX # 3934 ................................$54.99

These trim tools have multiple tip angles and sizes to work 
on many different applications. Impact resistant poly/nylon 
composite construction for extra leverage, but will not mar 
surfaces like some steel tools can. Designed to quickly and 
safely remove auto body moldings, body trim, dashboard trim, 
upholstery and door panels and much more.

PRT # W80648 .........5 Pc. Popular Trim Tool Set  .................................  X .............$13.99
LIS # 68300 ...............11 Pc. Set - w/ Roll-up Storage Pouch .................  Y .............$31.49
TTN # 15048 .............6 Pc. Dual Compound Wedge Set  .......................  Z  ................$9.99

The orange colored wedges are made of a flexible M.D.P.E. polyethylene which is a softer 
non-marring material for interior use. The black wedges are made of a tough 5230 polycarbonate 

material for exterior emblems or molding, metal trim, glass removal, body panels and more.

X

X

Y

Y

Z

Z
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Door Lock Rod Clip
Tech Tray Assortment
This OEM quality 80 piece kit provides 16 of the 
most popular door lock rod clips. A visual reference 
guide on the inside cover of the resealable tray 
identifies the part number so you can refill your kit. 
Coverage includes GM, Ford, Honda, Nissan, and 
Toyota. Cost-efficient, time-saving alternative to 
purchasing all these components separately.
DOR # 030-209 ..........................$57.99

Trim Clip Assortments
Even with the proper removal tool you’ll end up 
breaking those fragile plastic fasteners in the 
process. Save yourself the frustration with these 
OE manufacturer specific kits shown below. 
Includes a selection of essential retainers, fas-
teners, and clips in a convenient organizer tray 
with illustrated quick part reference guide.

Quick Adhesive & Reinforcing Powder Kit
Dries hard in 10 seconds. Can be used just as an adhe-
sive or with the reinforcing powders allowing you to repair 
almost anything. Fill in breaks, cracks, holes and gaps 
in plastics / metals. Repairs can then be ground, filed, 
sanded and painted to regain its original shape or look.  
Kit Includes: (2) 0.35 oz. bottles Q-BOND adhesive - (1) 
bottle black reinforcing powder for plastics - (1) bottle 
grey reinforcing powder for metals. 
ISN # KTI90002 ..................................... $17.99

PRT # W5240 

350 Piece
Assortment

$36.99

PRT # W5242 

215 Piece
Assortment

$23.99

PRT # W5241 

415  Piece
Assortment

$23.99

PRT # W5244 

418 Piece
Assortment

$29.99

PRT # W5243

340  Piece
Assortment

$29.99

5 lb. Rechargeable 
Fire Control Extinguisher 
UL Rated: 3-A:40-B:C.  Suitable for use on Class A (trash, 
wood & paper), Class B (liquids & gases) and Class C fires 
(energized electrical equipment). The FC340M-VB unit 
features: fitted pressure gauge that provides at-a-glance status, 
tough metal valve assembly and has a lightweight seamless 
aluminum cylinder. Supplied with metal retention bracket. 
HFE # 466425 ................................................$54.99
HFE # 440162N .....2.5 lb. Disposable Model ......$29.99



Quick-Coupler
1/4” FNPT inlet.

FRN # 75127
$6.49

36” Molded 
Grip Lance

(2) 1/4” MNPT threads
FRN # 75168

$17.49

Part # Description ID # SALE PRICE
CRR # 90005 ..........Metal Pistol Grip Water Nozzle - threaded  ...............  1  ...........$4.79
CRR # 90016 ..........Pro Insulated Pistol Grip Water Nozzle .....................  2  ...........$8.79
TTN # 11090 ...........Firefighter Power Spray Water Nozzle .......................  3  ...........$7.99
TTN # 11091 ...........Twist Action Adjustable Water Nozzle ......................  4  ......... $12.99
WDF # 10000 .........Adjustable Spray Trigger Bottle - one pint ...............  5  ...........$3.69
GIL # 046Q ..............Adjustable Spray Trigger Bottle - one quart .............  6  ...........$3.49
TTN # 19421 ...........Non-Aerosol Spot Spray Set - twin pack ...................  7  ......... $59.99
TTN # 19419 ...........1 Quart Non-Aerosol Spot Sprayer - red ...................  8  ......... $29.99
TTN # 19424 ...........1 Quart Non-Aerosol Spot Sprayer - blue .................  9  ......... $29.99
TTN # 19420 ...........Rebuilt Kit - for Spot Sprayer ............................... not pictured  ......$8.99
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PORTABLE PRESSURE WASHERS
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Uses Less
   Water 
  Than a 
Garden Hose

# PWE2000 # PGPW3100H-AT

12 Quart
Plastic Bucket
w/ Carry Handle
CRR # 94102 ............................$4.79

Deluxe Car Care Detailing Kit
This handy kit includes (1) each of the following 
items: Wet Look Polish & Cleaner Wax (8oz.), 
Non-Streaking Car Wash Concentrate (16oz.), 
Vinyl & Leather Dressing (8oz.), All Purpose 
Concentrated Cleaner (22oz.), Aerosol Fabric 
& Carpet Cleaner (19oz.) plus a handy applica-
tor pad and 3 gallon wash bucket.
DUR # 1049 ............................$29.99

DAWN® 
Detergent
Cleans beyond the 
kitchen sink. Contains 
an optimal blend of five 
different surfactants 
that provides the power 
to cut and emulsify 
oils,& grease, but does 
not harm the skin. Biodegradable, contains 
no phosphates. Original Scent 5 gallon pail.
MID # 2126047 .......................$99.79

Mothers® Carnauba 
Wash & Wax 
Clean, shine and protect 
your paint between regular 
waxing. Easy to use, simply 
mix 1 ounce per gallon of 
water. Features 64 ounces 
of powerful, pH balanced, 
ultra-sudsy, biodegradable 
formula that gives you that 
spot-free ‘Just Waxed’ look 
and feel shine. 
MOT # 05674 ...........................$9.79

Part # Description Length Dia SALE PRICE
APX # 8615-25 ........ NeverKink™ Heavy Duty Hose  ...........25 ft ..........5/8” .......... $16.99
APX # 8615-50 ........ NeverKink™ Heavy Duty Hose ............50 ft ..........5/8” .......... $24.99

NeverKink™
Heavy Duty Garden Hose
• Reflex Mesh® Technology utilizes a mesh 
network of reinforcement so the hose 
automatically self-straightens preventing 
kinks, twists and tangles • Translucent Strip 
runs the length of the hose • MicroShield® 
antimicrobial agent guards against mold and 
mildew on the outside of the hose that can 
cause hose deterioration • Lead free Alumi-
num Couplings will not rust or corrode and 
crush-proof up to 1,200 lbs • Rigid Sleeve 
prevents kinking at faucet

Industrial Duty
All Rubber Garden Hose
This commercial grade all rubber hose has the 
ability to be used with cold or hot water up to 160 
degrees F. Radial braid reinforcement provides a 
high burst strength. Equipped with leak-proof brass 
couplings and a rigid sleeve protector to prevent 
kinking at faucet. 5/8” diameter x 50’ length.
APX # 8650-50 ...........................$42.99

50 ft.
Pressure
Washer Hose
3/8” x 50’ high pressure black 
hose with 3/8” NPT couplings and bend 
protectors on both ends to prevent kinking.
FRN # 75183 ........................$126.99

5 Pc. Quick
Connect 
Nozzle Set
Color coded rings provide rapid identification of 
spray angles. Includes: 0°, 15°, 25°, 40° & 65°.
FRN # 75148 ..........................$28.49

Rotating Turbo Nozzles
Powerful 0° water spray pattern rotates a in a 
circular motion to break down dirt and grime. The 
spinning water adds additional scrubbing ability to 
the cleaning process. 200% cleaning efficiency over 
a 25° flat fan nozzle. 1/4” FNPT inlet. 
• 3,600 PSI. - Max Temp: 190° F 
FRN # 75160 ..........................$89.99
• 5,800 PSI. - Max Temp: 212° F 
FRN # 75161 ........................$124.99

Quick-Connect 
Nozzle Filter
FRN # 75176 ..........................$20.99

4,000 PSI 
Trigger
Spray Gun
This gun is rated for 
300°F using specially 
designed heat and 
chemical resistant 
seals. Has 1/4” FNPT 
outlet & 3/8” FNPT inlet.
FRN # 75180 ..........................$36.69
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PSR # PGPW2700H-A ..............2,700 PSI / 2.3 GPM  ................$299.89
Features: 180cc OHV engine, 3-piston axial cam pump, 25’ high pressure hose, 

pistol grip wand assembly with steel lance, (4) quick connect spray nozzles (0°, 25°, 
40°, soap) detergent siphon tube w/ strainer.

PSR # PGPW3100H-AT............3,100 PSI / 2.5 GPM  ................$399.99
Features: 208cc OHV engine, 3-piston axial cam pump, 30’ high pressure hose, 
pistol grip wand assembly, stainless steel lance, (5) quick connect spray nozzles: 
(0°,  15°, 25°, 40°, soap), (1) quick connect turbo nozzle, on-board detergent tank.

PSR # PWE1801K ....................1,800 PSI / 1.6 GPM  ................$129.99
Features: 35’ GFCI power cord, 20’ high pressure hose, pistol grip wand assembly, 
adjustable spray nozzle from a full fan to a direct stream, detergent bottle/nozzle. 
Has hand-held oscillating brush which is ideal for cars while the oscillating floor 
brush makes decks and walks a snap.
PSR # PWE2000A ....................2,000 PSI / 1.6 GPM  ................$159.99

Features: 35’ GFCI power cord, 25’ high pressure hose with hose reel, pistol grip 
wand assembly has 4-in-1 adjustable nozzle (jet stream / oscillating fan / wide fan / 

low pressure soap), on-board detergent tank.

WASHING - 7

These cold water pressure washers are perfect for RV’s, cars, trucks, boats, ATV’s, decks, driveways, patios, lawn equipment, 
buildings and other projects around the home. Simple connect the pressure washer to a water source using a standard 
garden hose. Features include a detergent tank for applying soap, mesh lined polybutyl pressure hose along with a pistol 
grip trigger spray wand, holster and mobility kit. All units are backed by a one year warranty. Gasoline Models: use a 
four-stroke OHV gasoline engine with a three-piston, axial pump mounted on a 1” powered coated steel frame with 
large 12” diameter wheels to take on varied terrain.

# PWE1801K



Part # Description ID # SALE PRICE
MOT # 05141 ............3” Mini PowerBall w/ 10” Extension ................... A  .............. $24.99
MOT # 05140 ............6” Original PowerBall .......................................... B  .............. $25.79
MOT # 05146 ............4” to 1” Tapered PowerCone .............................. C  .............. $26.49

MICROFIBER TOWELS

Part # Description Size ID # SALE PRICE
CRR # 40110 .............. Microfiber Bone Sponge  ...........4.5”W  x 9.5” L .......  1  .........$3.99
CRR # 40112 .............. Sponge w/ Long Fiber Side ....... 4.5”W  x 10” L .......  2  .........$6.29
CRR # 40307 .............. Microfiber Wash Mitt ....................7” W x 10” L .........  3  .........$3.99
CRR # 45602AS ........ 2 Sided Wash Mitt .........................7” W x 10” L .........  4  .........$7.49

Microfiber 
Wash Mitts & Sponges
Wash your vehicle with a quality mitt, pad or sponge. The polyamide found in microfiber material allows the 
fabric to be tremendously absorbent. Hold 7 to 8 times the water. Provide lint, streak and scratch free cleaning.
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Microfiber
Towels
Microfiber is a man-
made material that 
combines two fibers, 
polyester and polyamide. 
The polyester gives the mate-
rial strength and durability, while the 
polyamide allows the fabric to be tremen-
dously absorbent. The thick pile is capable of 
pulling and trapping residual dirt particles away from 
the paint as you wash your vehicle. Microfiber towels 
are also suitable for jobs like polishing, drying, buffing 
and cleaning. Machine washable for repeated use.

Autospa® 22”x 36” ~ Drying
Feel the luxury of Microfiber MAX™. Deep pile 
microfiber holds 7 times its weight in water 
allowing you to dry more area faster. Safe on 
all surfaces. Satin edge prevents snagging.
CRR # 40059AS .......................$9.99

Autospa® 16”x 18” ~ Polishing
Feel the luxury of Microfiber MAX™. This 
2-sided towel has a Poly-Mesh Netting side 
to remove wax haze or polishes from the ve-
hicles exterior while the Deep Pile Microfiber 
side is used to pick up any remaining wax 
dust, or buff and polish smudges.
CRR # 45607AS .......................$6.99

Autospa® 16”x 18” ~ Detailing
Feel the luxury of Microfiber MAX™. 2-sided 
towel for interior and exterior detailing. Use 
to dust with no chemicals needed. Soak up 
moisture or remove haze and stains.
CRR # 45606AS .......................$7.99

Duragloss® 17”x 26” ~ Drying
Helps avoid water spots and swirl markers. 
Holds 8 times its weight in water.
DUR # 9002 ............................$16.99

Duragloss® 11”x 17” ~ Polishing
Remove wax or polish residue and light dust. 
Great for finger prints. Can also be used be-
tween washes as a quick detailer towel.
DUR # 9003 ..............................$8.49

Carrand® 12”x 16” ~ Glass Towel
Great for cleaning any kind of non-porous 
surface like glass, mirrors, crystal, and porcelain 
including TV’s and computer monitors - 2 pack
CRR # 40064 ............................$3.49

Carrand® 12”x 16” ~ 3 pack
Assorted colors allow you to dedicate each 
microfiber towels for specific detailing tasks.
CRR # 40061 ............................$3.99 

Carrand® 12”x 16” ~ 12 pack
CRR # 45067 ..........................$13.99

ELECTRIC BUFFERS / POLISHERS

7” Electric 
Sander / Polisher
Powerful 11 amp motor with variable speed 
thumb dial and on/off trigger switch lets you 
adjust the speed for different materials and 
applications (1,000 to 3,000 RPM). Features 
alloy bevel gear head with composite motor 
housing, interchangeable handle option and 
exterior replaceable motor brushes. 
Contents: (1) rubber pad, (1) Velcro style 
pad, (1) polishing bonnet, (1) straight auxil-
iary side handle, (1) D-Handle, (1) spanner 
wrench, (1) pad arbor, (1) set motor brushes.
TTN # 22530.........................$119.99

10” 
Random 
Orbital Buffer / Polisher
Powerful 0.92 amp electric motor delivers 
a circular hand-polishing motion; at 3,000 
operations per minute, which reduces the risk 
of paint burn. Two large comfortable handles 
and lightweight design makes it easy to oper-
ate and comfortable to use.
Contents: (1) Buffer / Polisher, (1) terry cloth 
bonnet, (1) synthetic wool polishing bonnet.
TTN # 22610...........................$37.99

7” / 9”
Variable Speed
Electric Polisher 
w/ Soft Start Feature
Completely safe for all different types of 
materials and applications. Simply rotate the 
dial; located on the handle, to the maximum 
speed desired (0-600 / 0-3500 rpm). Now the 
variable speed trigger will only allow the user to 
control speed from 0 to dialed rpm setting. An 
electronic module maintains specified speed 
even under a load. 
Features: Wool Ingestion Shields to increasing 
tool life and reducing service costs. Non-mar 
rubber gear case cover reduces surface 
imperfections. Powerful, 12 Amp motor with 
ball-bearing construction the most demanding applications.
Kit Includes: - (1) electric polisher, - (1) 5/8”-11 threaded hook 
& loop backing pad, - (1) bale handle, - (1) straight side handle.
DEW # DWP849X ................................. $259.99

Autospa® Microfiber MAX™ 
Combines all the features of traditional microfiber with 
the added luxury of extra deep pile fibers (30% lon-
ger). Made for the automotive enthusiast who wants 
nothing but the best when caring for there vehicle.

8 - CAR CARE

Polishing Bonnets
These snug fitting bonnets have an elastic edge for easy 
replacement. Great for machine polishing and buffing 
applications. Cotton Terry is perfect for product applica-
tion. Microfiber will grab wax and polish residue to leave 
the paint clean and glossy. Wool ideal for polishing it to 
perfection! Can be used on hardwood floors as well.

Part # Bonnet Type Size Qty. SALE PRICE
CRR # 40401AS ...........Cotton Terry Bonnet  .............7” / 8” ............... 2 pk .............$5.49
CRR # 40402AS ...........Cotton Terry Bonnet  ............9” / 10” .............. 2 pk .............$5.69
CRR # 40405AS ...........Acrylic Wool Bonnet .............9” / 10” .............. 1 pk .............$5.69
CRR # 40407AS ...........Microfiber Bonnet ..................7” / 8” ............... 2 pk .............$6.49
CRR # 40408AS ...........Microfiber Bonnet .................9” / 10” .............. 2 pk .............$8.69

Aluminum
Polishing Kit
Designed to be used for harder 
finishes like aluminum, brass, and 
copper. Features 1/4” dia. round 
shaft for use with a power drill. 
Kit includes: Polishing Pads - 3” mushroom, 
2-1/2” tapered cylinder • Polishing Felts - 3-1/5” 
bullet, 2-1/5” conical, 2-3/10” cone, 2-3/10” pear 
• Polishing Wheels - 2”, 3”, 4”. (three wheels 
share one shaft) • Polishing Compounds - 6 oz. 
of white rouge, black emery and brown tripoli.
PRT # W50090 ...........................$19.99

PowerBall® Products
Achieve professional results in your own garage. 
Perfect for use on any uncoated, polishable metal 
finish. Attaches to any drill to allow you to polish 
curved surface no matter how intricate the design. 
The unique and durable closed-cell foam construction 
compresses into tight spaces and is designed to 
revitalize billet, diamond plate, polished aluminum, 
stainless steel, plastic and much more.
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NATIONAL
CAR CARE 
MONTH

See Your Car Care Professional Today !

APRIL

The Car Care Council strives to bring attention to the 
importance and benefits of car care and preventative 
maintenance. In April, as winter comes to an end, it 
is time to get your car ready for spring driving and 

summer road trips.

# 45607AS



Pacific
Coast Dusters
Developed on the west coast, where the air is dry 
and dusty. Features specially treated cotton fibers 
that attract the dust and remove it from from the 
surface without scratching.

Dash Duster
Measures: 13.5”L x 8”W x 1.4”H 
CRR # 93006 ............................$5.49

Extended Reach Car Duster
Reduces the number of times you wash your 
vehicle. Includes a bag for quick and simple 
storage. Measures: 23.5”L x 7”W x 3.2”H 
CRR # 93007 ..........................$12.99

Brake Dust &
Wheel Cleaning
Brush
Yellow side is designed to 
loosen brake dust and caked 
on dirt while the blue soft 
bristles clean the wheel.
CRR # 92012 ............$6.49

Tire, Grill &
Bumper Brush
Stiff bristles hand brush for 
cleaning a variety of items. 
CRR # 93036 ....... $4.49

20” Long
Handle Brush
Super soft gentle feather tip 
bristles and extra long handle to 
clean hard-to-reach places. 
CRR # 93039 ......... $6.49

4 Pack
Super 
Absorbent
Shammy
These all-purpose washing, 
drying, and polishing shammies are 
made from a non-scratching soft material. 
Fast drying, reusable and machine washable. 
Each measures 24” x 20”. While supples last!
TTN # 19920.............................$6.49

Deluxe
Contoured
Tire Brush
This stiff bristle scrubbing brush offers a 
subtle curve in the brush pad to conform to 
the sidewall surface for effective tire cleaning.
CRR # 92011 ............................$6.49

Wash
Brush Head
The 10” long molded block has super soft 
gentle feather tip nylon bristles. Block accepts 
to most standard size threaded broom handles. 
CRR # 93057 ............................$9.99

Genuine
Full Skin
Chamois
4.5 square ft. 100% all natural sheep skin. 
CRR # 40205AS .....................$27.79

17” Steel Dust Pan
This giant dust pan will help make cleaning 
up sawdust, shavings and other debris in your 
workshop quick and easy.  Features a durable 
powered coated finish and double riveted tu-
bular steel handle with rubberized grip.
PRT # W29 ...............................$9.49

2-1/2” x 8” Tampico Fill 
Counter Duster
WBC # 44004
$5.99

2 Gallon Cordless Wet/Dry Vac
Equipped with Multi-Port™ interface to allow 
this vacuum to operate using either an 18V 
stem-style or 20V MAX* slide-style battery 
pack (not included). Features include: suction 
and blower mode, and everything tucks away 
nicely on the unit so you don’t have hoses 
or accessories dangling during transporting. 
Equipped with a high-efficiency washable/
reusable filter element.
Kit Includes: (1) Wet/Dry Vac, (1) 1-1/4” dia. 
x 5’ crush-resistant hose, (1) filter, (1) crevice 
tool, (1) wide nozzle.
DEW # DCV580....................$114.99 

Corded or Cordless Model
Same great features as above but this model 
has a HEPA rated wet/dry filter that traps dust 
with 99.97% efficiency at 1 micron. Can be 
operated from a battery pack or AC outlet. 
Battery charger sold separately. 
DEW # DCV581H .................$134.99

ELECTRIC SHOP VACUUMS
5 Gallon Portable Vac
Accessories include: 1-1/2” x 7’ crush-resistant 
Lock-On® hose, claw utility nozzle, crevice tool 
adapter, wall mounting bracket, high efficiency 
collection bag and Ultra-Web® cartridge filter 
with filter retainer. When utilizing both filters, 
exhaust air is much cleaner.
SVC # 5872510 ........................$124.99

12 Gal. Floor Vac w/ Blower Feature
Accessories include: 1-1/2” x 12’ premium 
crush-resistant Lock-On® hose, claw utility 
nozzle, (2) extension wands, elbow grip, crevice 
tool, 12” floor nozzle with squeegee and brush 
insert, adapter, high efficiency collection bag & 
Ultra-Web® cartridge filter with filter retainer.
SVC # 9621210 ........................$138.99

16 Gallon Floor Vac w/
Blower Feature & Metal Accessories
Accessories include: 1-1/2” x 12’ premium crush 
resistant Lock-On® hose, (2) metal extension 
wands, crevice tool, 14” metal floor nozzle with 
squeegee and brush insert, elbow grip, adapter, 
claw utility nozzle, high efficiency collection bag 
& Ultra-Web® cartridge filter with filter retainer.
SVC # 9621610 ........................$324.99

Professional Series vacuums are covered 
with a 1 year commercial use warranty

These Professional Series vac’s have com-
mercial duty quality and features which are 
perfect in any facility or home owner. Not 
even the worst messes your family or job site 
crew can dish out slows down these Shop-
Vac’s. Hose, extensions and special suction 
nozzles are included with each model. Proud 
to be an American-based company.

Model Number: SVC # 5872510 SVC # 9621210 SVC # 9621610
Motor Type: Single Stage Single Stage Two Stage
Horsepower: 6.5 HP 6.5 HP 3.0 HP
Capacity: 5 gallon 12 gallon 16 gallon
Tank Type: composite composite composite
Air Flow: 200 (cfm) 195 (cfm) 195 (cfm)
Suction Pressure: 60 (Inches) 60 (Inches) 105 (Inches)
Power Cord: 20’ length 20’ length 36’ length
Tool Storage: No Yes Yes
Metal Tools: No No Yes
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16 Gallon 
Stainless-Steel
Floor Vac
w/ Brushless Motor
If you want the best shop vacuum, you’ve found it! 
This vac features 12 amp Switch Reluctance brushless 
motor for increased suction power & renders long lasting 
performance. So much that the Switch Reluctance motor 
carries a 10 year commercial motor warranty. Impressive 
specifications include max Air Flow: 235 (CFM) and Sealed 
Pressure: 75 inches. Sealed Pressure represents how far up 
a glass tube a vacuum motor will lift a column of water.
Accessories include: 1-1/2” x 12’ premium crush-resistant 
Lock-On® hose, (2) metal extension wands, 14” metal nozzle, 
claw nozzle, crevice tool, squeegee and brush insert, adapter, 
high efficiency collection bag and Ultra-Web® cartridge filter 
with filter retainer. When using both filters, exhaust air is much 
cleaner so the fine dust & dirt stay in the tank.
SVC # 9541610 ............................................ $439.99

BROOMS • SQUEEGEES & ACCESSORIES

Part # Description Dia. SALE PRICE
WBC # 44301 ...... 60” Wooden Handle - Poly Threaded End .............15/16” ...........$4.99
WBC # 44300 ...... 60” Wooden Handle - Metal Threaded End ............15/16” ...........$5.99
CRR # 93069 ....... 60” Metal Handle - Metal Threaded End .................15/16” ...........$6.49
WBC # 44020 ...... 60” Wooden Handle - Tapered End (squeegee) .... 1-1/8”............$6.49

Part # Description ID # SALE PRICE
CRR # 93070 ....... 24” Garage Sweep Head (no handle) ........................  S ............ $19.99
WBC # 42049 ...... 36” Horsehair Sweep Head (no handle) ....................  T  ............ $39.99
CRR # 93028 ....... 10” Whisk Broom - w/ Metal Hanger Loop ................  U  .............$2.99
CRR # 9267 ......... 8” Squeegee - w/ 20” Plastic Handle .........................  X ..............$4.99
WBC # 45511 ...... 36” Curved Squeegee (no handle) ............................  Z  ............ $27.99
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270 Piece
HNBR O-Ring Assortment
These O-rings have an extended high tempera-
ture range making it well suited for use in A/C 
applications. Hydrogenated Nitrile Butadiene 
Rubber (HNBR) is resistant to mineral oil 
based hydraulic fluids, animal and vegetable 
fats, bio oils (biological oils), diesel fuel, ozone, 
sour gas, plus dilute acids and bases.
PRT # W5201 ...........................$6.99

Tech
Select™
Air Conditioning
Service Parts Organizer
This 4 tray kit contains 626 pieces including: 
green HNBR o-rings, garter springs, adapters, 
sealing washers, slim line washers, service 
caps, valve cores, orifice tubes and Chrysler 
gaskets. All pieces are clearly labeled and 
organized for easy location. Covers Domestic, 
European and Asian vehicles.
FOR # 24813 ........................$189.99

Air Operated
Vacuum Pump
No moving parts 
and no oil required. 
Operated using 90 
PSI of shop air. The 
1.3 CFM air displace-
ment venture type pump 
pulls up to 29 inches of 
vacuum (Hg.) at sea level. 
Includes 1/4” flare (R12) 
connection and 1/2” ACME 
(R134a) connection
ISN # MTN8405 ......................$44.99

  Free Air  Ultimate   Pump 
Part # Stage Displacement Vacuum  Motor Speed SALE PRICE     
ISN # MSC90059 1 1.5 CFM  75 Microns  1/6 HP  3450 RPM $149.99
ISN # MSC90066-B  1 6 CFM  75 Microns  1/4 HP  1720 RPM  $189.99
ROB # 15500  2 5 CFM  35 Microns  1/3 HP  --  $249.99

These vacuum pumps are design for use with 
R-12 and/or R-134a A/C systems. Use a thermally 
protected 110V / 60 Hz. motor with on/off rocker 
switch. A high volume internal cooling fan coupled 
with cooling fins on the outside of the case keeps 
operating temperatures down during extended 
motor operation. Has a large oil level sight glass 
with min-max. oil level indicator, and an easily 
accessible bottom oil drain plug. 
Includes: 3 port brass inlet valve with 1/4”, 3/8” 
SAE and 1/2” ACME (R134a) connection.

Digital 
Vacrometer ® 
Vacuum Gauge
Automatically com-
pensates for varying 
ambient temperature 
conditions with no manual 
adjustments needed. The 
user may select measure-
ment units to read in Microns, 
Torr, in/hg or mBar at the 
touch of a key. Large 5 digit LCD digital read-
out. Includes: gauge, hook, adapter “T-fitting” 
and a padded vinyl case. 
FOR # 69506 ........................$249.99

A/C VACUUM PUMPS
# 15500

Non-Contact w/ Digital Displays
Read both Fahrenheit & Celsius
• These tools operate by measuring the radiated and 
absorbed energy from the surface and then translates 
it to an easy-to-read digital temperature display. 
• Just aim and squeeze the trigger and it reads 
surface temperature in less than a second. 
• Uses a single laser guide sighting system for 
precise measuring.
• Features backlit screen for low light locations and 
includes 9 volt battery.

 Part # Description   SALE PRICE
 TTN # 51408 ............ -58° to +1202°  Fahrenheit Hi-Temp Model .................. $34.99
  (-50 to +650°C) with accuracy of +/– 2%. ~ 8:1 spot ratio 
 PRT # W89721 ................ -58° to +716° Fahrenheit Model ......................... $27.99
  (-50 to +380°C) with accuracy of +/– 2% or 3 degrees ~ 12:1 spot ratio 
 PRT # W89720 ................ -4° to +968°  Fahrenheit Model .......................... $64.99
  (-20 to +520° C) with accuracy of +/– 2% or 3 degrees ~ 8:1 spot ratio  
 EQU # 3370 ................ -4° to +248°  Fahrenheit Pocket Model .................... $39.99
  (-20 to +120°C) with accuracy of +/– 4 degrees
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INFRARED THERMOMETERS
Check or Troubleshoot: 

engines, cooling/refrigeration systems, 
brakes, tires, electrical panels, defective 

transformers, asphalt / concrete and kitchen 
cooking applications just to mention a few. 

Remove Air & Moisture: 
Moisture in a refrigerant system cause corrosions which 

destroys A/C components causing failure. In selecting 
either 1 or 2 stage designed pump, consider that a 2-stage 

vacuum design cleans the system more thoroughly. The 
second stage starts at a lower pressure so you can pull a 

deeper vacuum is less time.

Fin Comb
Designed to 
straighten bent 
fins on A/C con-
densers, radiators 
and evaporators 
to increase air flow. Includes: six different fin 
spacings, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, and 15 fins per inch
TTN # 51500.............................$8.99

Pocket Sized 
Probe Thermometer
Used in HVAC, laboratory, 
photography, automotive, food 
preparation and household 
situations. The 1” magnified 
dial reads: 0° F to 220° F or 
-20° C to 104° C. Comes in 
a red protective sheath with 
pocket clip.
QUE # TH-27 ............................$5.49

R134a 
Refillable 
A/C Oil Injector 
Excellent method for adding refrigerant oil or 
large amounts of UV leak detection dye to the 
A/C system. Rugged all metal 2 oz canister 
with R134a ACME thread connections.
ISN # MSC82375....................$43.79

Our Condensers are Designed
to Meet or Exceed OE

Specifications for Form, Fit
and Function. Let us help

you with your Next Application!

A/C  CONDENSERS
A/C Line 
Insulation Tape
This 3” x 30’ roll is used to wrap A/C parts to 
protect from heat. Insulates / Seals - sticking 
to all metal and rubber parts.
FOR # 59010 ..........................$19.99

Universal Hands
Free Adapter with Rubber Tip

Hands Free
Flush Gun Kit
• Complete flow control
• Maintains solvent momentum through components
• Allows seamless transition to air-purge
• Enables hands free connection
Exclusive design uses a continuous supply of regulated 
shop air, which allows a busy technician to hook up the 
component, start the flush process and work on something 
else while the tool does the work.
Kit includes: flush tank, universal air line adapter, air 
regulator, rubber tip, 18” rubber hose and a shut-off valve.

Closed-Loop flushing machines 
can cost upwards of $2,500!

Now you can get the same results for 
a fraction of the cost! Economy

Flush Gun Kit 
This kit includes: 
(1) 2 pint aluminum tank 
(1) 36” service hose 
(1) flush gun with rubber 
sealing tip.

STEP 2 - Follow up with a 
small amount of Dura II flush 
to insure all solvent residue is 
removed from the system. Dura 
II is a premium, highly evapora-
tive flush and will remove all 
traces of slower evaporating 
solvent residue and oil resulting 
in less evacuation time. 
FOR # 69991 ........$34.99

$13499
$9999

FOR # 59172
FOR # 59024

Pressure Regulator
with Universal Adapter

Shut-Off
Valve

FLUSHING TECHNIQUE TIPS
#1) Continuous air pressure

#2) Meter 1/3 quart to flush into evaporator

#3) Allow to soak for 10-15 minutes

#4) Flush at 40 PSI

#5) Air purge at 80 PSI for 30 minutes STEP 1 - Begin with Temp 
Select™ flush solvent to re-
move debris and dirty oil from 
the system. Highly effective 
and chemically stable on A/C 
system materials.
FOR # 69994 ........ $9.99

A/C FLUSH EQUIPMENT & SOLVENTS
10 - A/C



LINE DISCONNECT MASTER SETS

 QUE # 429 ...............................R134a Set - w/ 72” Hoses ....................... $114.99
The kit includes an aluminum block manifold with sight glass and recalibratable low and high pres-
sure gauges. Features 72” extra-long SAE approved hoses (blue/low-side, red/high-side) and a 
60” yellow charging hose. The compact service couplers have a six-ball snap connector for more 
stable grip on the fitting and thumb-wheel style shutoff knob. Includes a blow-molded case.

 ISN # MSC89661-UV ..............R134a Set - w/ 60” Hoses ....................... $174.99
This Master Cool kit features an extruded aluminum manifold with sight glass, 2-1/2” dia. anti-
flutter, recalibratable low and high pressure gauges and 60” long SAE certified hoses (red/blue/
yellow). Includes manual service couplers, large easy-to-grip knobs and a blow-molded plastic 
storage case. As a bonus you also receive a FREE dye injection system.

 PRT # W89730 ........................R134a Set - w/ 50” Hoses ......................... $84.99
This A/C Manifold Gauge Set is designed to test automotive air conditioning systems (using 
R134a refrigerant only) Features include: color coded on gauges with low side pressure 0-120 
PSI and high side 0-500 PSI. The manifold body has a sight glass for viewing condition of 
refrigerant, high quality brass fittings and large easy-to-grip knobs.  Includes hoses, R134a quick 
couplers and custom molded carrying case.
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• All connection can be made by hand 
with NO specialty tools required. 
• Application coverage includes 3/8”,1/2”, 
5/8”, and 3/4” sized lines used on hundreds of 
domestic and foreign cars, trucks & SUV’s. 
• Each compression fitting features double 
seal technology. (Ferrule & O-Ring) 
• Conforms to SAE J2064 specifications and 
pressure rated up to 600 PSI. 

Kit Contains: A 360° Seal Clamp Plier (#CP360), 
a Tubing & Hose cutter plier (#TC35), plus 5’ of A/C 
hose in each of the following sizes #6, #8, #10, #12. Each 
service tray is designated to a particular hose size. Included 
in each tray is rubber line splice, 90° compression to rubber 
hose union, (2) straight compression to rubber hose union, 
double compression fitting and (6) clamp holders and (6) clamps.
SUR # AC1387 ...................................... $499.99

Make Instant On-Car Repairs: 
to damaged rubber and aluminum 
A/C lines in as little as five minutes!

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3!

DUAL SEAL TECHNOLOGY

FERRULE & O-RING

47 Pieces Plus
20 ft. of Hose

DELUXE A/C LINE REPAIR KIT

Fuel & A/C 
Line Disconnect Pliers 

Provides extra leverage when disconnecting 
or reconnecting air conditioning and fuel lines 
quick-connect couplings. Features different 
sized fork openings so the tool can be turned 
around to fit single or two step collar designed 
connector lines. Designed for use with Lisle # 
37000 or Lisle # 39400 disconnect tool sets.
LIS # 37300 ............................$19.99

7 Pc. Spring Lock
Coupler Disconnect Set
Color coded for sizing and spring loaded to 
wrap around the A/C or fuel line. • 3/8” Red + 
1/2” Blue + 5/8” Long Black + 3/4” White: 
A/C Lines found on 1981 & newer Ford and 
some 1994 & newer Chrysler vehicles • 3/8” 
Yellow + 1/2” Aqua: Fuel lines on 1987 & 
newer Ford. • 5/8” Short Black: Heater Hose 
on 1995 & newer Ford Crown Vic & Mercury 
Grand Marquis w 4.6L engines.
LIS # 63800 ............................$15.99

Premium
High
Vacuum
Pump Oil
16 fl. oz. bottle 
ROB # 13119......... $4.99

R-134A Recycle Guard™ In-Line Filter
The A/C chemicals that help you fix or identify A/C 
system problems can go on to damage you’re expensive 
A/C service equipment and components. Recycle 
guard™ traps and removes leak sealants, dyes, oil 
sludge, as well as separates and collects lubricants 
before they enter your service equipment. Includes an 
easy clean out contaminant drain. Comes complete with 
mounting bracket as Recycle guard™ must be mounted 
vertically. Available while supplies last.
FOR # 69400 .................................... $149.99
FOR # 69401 .....Replacement Filter ...... $29.99

These sets contain quick disconnect tools to remove: 
air conditioning fittings, spring lock couplers & fuel line connectors, 
transmission cooler lines and more. Sets include a handy blow-molded storage case.
LIS # 39900 ....................20 Pc. A/C & Fuel Line Disconnect Set .................... $52.99
LIS # 39850 ......................40 Pc. Master PLUS Disconnect Set .................... $159.99
Contents Reference Guide: (I) #11750 Ford hydraulic clutch line disconnect (J) #22930 3/8” & 
#22940 1/2” Low profile Jiffy-tite disconnects (K) # 34750 Low profile fuel line disc. handle w/ 3/8” 
& 5/16” adapter (L) # 37000 Spring lock disconnect set includes six sizes: 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 
3/4”, 7/8” (M) #37500 Fuel and A/C line disconnect pliers (N) #37500 GM fuel module discon-
nect (O) #39170  5/16” & #39180 3/8” fuel nylon retaining clip disconnects (P) #39210 Toyota 
/ Nissan main fuel line disconnect (R) #39810 GM hydraulic clutch line disconnect (S) #39820 
Chrysler Disconnect (T) #39830 Ford oil cooler line disconnect (U) #39840 Ford fuel line discon-
nect (V) #39400 Angled AC/Fuel line disconnect set includes six sizes: 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 
7/8”. (W) #39930 5/16” x 3/8” scissor disconnect (X) #39940 coupler disconnect (Y) #39660 
Ford stepped design transmission oil cooler line disconnect (Z) #39500 GM flex fuel disconnect 
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  BONUS OFFER  Enter into a Chance To Win!
R1234yf Combo Refrigerant Recycle Machine

Three ways to enter. Increase your chances to win by completing 
all 3 levels below and receive a total (10) entries. 
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R1234yf 
Promotional Kit
Kit Includes:
• (1) R1234yf Manifold Gauge Set with sight
  glass. Includes service hoses, couplers and 
  carry case.
• (2) 8 oz. bottles PAG Lubricant 
  designed for R1234yf -  Retail Value $ 61.49
• MACS Section 609 Training Manual and
 (2) Certification forms (MACS is EPA Approved) 
• (2) pair Mechanic Touch Screen Gloves
• (2) Koolgator® Cooling Neck Wraps
• (1) O-Ring Wall Chart - Laminated 
• (4) Four Seasons® Online Training Credits
• Chances to win a #ACX1280 Refrigerant Recycle Machine
FOR # 99902 ................................ $179.99

IS YOUR SHOP READY?
The Future is Now! 

As the automotive industry moves toward a greener future, the US 
EPA has mandated that all vehicle manufactures transition from 
R134a to the newly approved R1234yf refrigerant by 2021.  Why 
R-1234yf? it has a global warming impact value of 1 versus 1300 
for R-134a. It will also breaks down chemically in the atmosphere 

in only 11 days versus 13 years for R134a!

A/C - 11

Register your business 
as a Vehicle Comfort 

Center online.

Complete the promotional score card by installing 
20 Four Season® new (or) reman compressors.

Successfully complete 
Section 609 training & 

certification.

Promo Value
$365.98



 LSL # MVA6000 ..............Complete Automotive Accessory Kit .................. $19.99
Includes: (4) tapered adapters for connecting to tubing from .090” to .50” ID, 

(2) Tapered manifold plugs, (12) Color-coded vacuum line plugs, (2) Universal bleed screw adapt-
ers for connecting to hydraulic bleed screws, (1) 3” dia. (1) 6” dia. (1) 4” x 8” dual chamber master 
cylinder plates, (1) 12 oz. (1) 32 oz. bottle adapters. (1) 4.5 oz. reservoir bottle with fluid transfer 

and storage lid, (2) 1/4” ID x 24” long connection hoses and user manual.
 LSL # MVA660 .....................Power Steering Evac Adapter ....................... $17.99

Aids in removing trapped air from an vehicle’s power steering system.
 LSL # MV4506 ................. Universal Cooling System Adapter ................... $43.99

This adapter replaces numerous special, custom adapters, saving you time, money, and space. 
Installs into filler neck opening and tighten tension knob to expand rubber seal in place. 

Works with most testers for pressure testing radiators.

 Relay Test Jumper Kits
Allows testing relays or live circuits without piercing the 
wires or connecting multiple jumper wires. Simply remove 
relay to be tested, insert the correct jumper from the kit and 
then insert relay into jumper. Jumpers have tabs for clamp-
ing and flat pads to place test leads on.
LIS # 69300 ..... Relay & Fused Circuit Kit .... $196.49

Set contains: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Purple, Orange, 
Gray and White relays jumpers, relay puller pliers, (6) piece 
test lead set, (15) terminal leads with switch, fuse and power 
options provide easy access to check current or voltage on 
many fuses and relays. Comes all in (1) one blow-molded 

case for easy storage.
LIS # 56810 ..........4 Piece Jumper Kit .......... $62.99

Set contains: Red, Blue, Green and Yellow relay
 jumpers in a blow molded case.

LIS # 60610 ..........4 Piece Jumper Kit .......... $63.99
Set contains: Purple, Orange, Gray and White relay 

jumpers in a blow molded case.

 Wire Terminal Extractor Tools
Designed for extracting metal electrical terminal ends from 
their connector housing without damage to either. To use, 
simply slide appropriate size slotted tube over wire. Push 
the tool into the grommet, bottoming out the tool on the 
terminal. Without twisting the tool, pull the wire-terminal out 
of the connector. The convenient “spider” design provides a 
variety of most popular sizes all in one tool.
LIS # 57750 .....3 Pc. Set w/ Storage Case ..... $43.49
LIS # 56500 ...... Conventional Terminals ....... $10.49
LIS # 14900 .... Pack-Con & Weather-Pack ..... $12.69
LIS # 57780 ....Ford Applications & Others .... $12.69

 Double Offset Spark Plug Wire Pliers
These pliers can be used to remove stubborn spark plus 
wires. The 5/8” opening of the pliers properly fits spark plug 
wire boots to help prevent damage. The offset design works 
on booths with heat sleeves found on some GM engines 
and allows use in tight spaces such as rear boots on V6 
transverse mounted engines. These can also be used on 
hoses and for holding other objects.
LIS # 51420 ............................................... $14.49

 Manifold Drill Template Kit
Designed to remove broken exhaust manifold studs on 4.6L, 
5.4L and 6.8L V10 two-valve and three-valve Ford Triton 
engines without damaging the cylinder head. Features 
interchangeable plates and alignment pins help center drill 
on the broken stud. A drill bit depth gauge is marked on the 
template. Once drilled the stud extractor is used to remove 
the broken stud. Includes: (1) 3/16”, (2) 1/8” double ended 
drill bits and square stud extractor.
LIS # 68500 ............................................... $89.99

 Pistol Grip Brake Pad Spreaders
Makes brake pad replacement even easier with its one-
handed operation. Squeeze the handle and the fast acting 
plunger compresses the brake piston back into the caliper 
in seconds. The driving pawl, rod and frame have been 
improved for extra strength.
LIS # 24300 .........Single Piston Model ......... $39.99
LIS # 25750 ..........Dual Piston Model ........... $46.69

 Right Angle Translucent Funnel
Has a 6-3/4” offset from the center of the mouth to the 
center of the spout for hard-to-reach pour openings. Useful 
for filling the DEF reservoir on GM Duramax, adding brake 
fluid to master cylinders and gear lube to differentials, 
Specification: 10” tall with a 3-1/2” O.D. mouth and the spout 
is 0.7” O.D.
LIS # 17232 ................................................. $9.49

 Stretch Belt Remover / Installer
Removal and installation most stretch belt applications. 
These belts looks like standard Micro-V belt, but have 
tension-to-stretch properties that allow the belt to tension 
itself on the drive and maintain tension over the life of the 
belt. Do not attempt to install by prying the belt onto the 
pulleys. Lisle’s compact, one-piece tool can be used on the 
front or back side of the pulley. Unique magnetic faces hold 
the tool in place on the pulley and helps prevent damage to 
belt or pulley during removal or installation.
LIS # 59370 ............................................... $18.99
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4 Pc. Fluid Line Stopper Kit 
Don’t let disconnected fluid lines leak all over 
you and the shop floor. These spring-loaded 
line stoppers installs in seconds to prevent 
messy leaks and contamination during ser-
vice. Suitable applications include: fuel rails, 
fuel lines, brake lines including Banjo fittings, 
power steering and transmission lines. Even 
keeps air, humidity and moisture out of the 
A/C system during service work. Compatable 
with all automotive fluids. 
SUR # FLS330 .......................$24.99

Master Fluid Stopper Kit
This set contains:     Four stoppers to seal flare/bango 
type steel brake lines, power steering and transmis-
sion cooler lines.     Two pinch off pliers made of fluid 
resistant nylon reinforced plastic with smooth rounded 
edges that will not damage flexible rubber brake 
lines, fuel lines and vacuum lines.     Eight plugs and 
four caps used for plugging vacuum, emission and 
fuel lines during engine tune-ups. Stepped design 
can be used for both internal and external stop-
page. Include molded storage case.
LIS # 67000 ............................$64.99
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HAND OPERATED VACUUM PUMPS

LSL # MV8000 ........... Automotive Tune-up & Brake Bleeding Kit ................... $39.99
The original Mityvac hand vacuum pump kit used by service professionals worldwide.

Precision-made repairable hand vacuum pump & comprehensive accessories.
PRT # W87030 ............Basic Vacuum Pump & Brake Bleeder Set ................... $28.79

The patent has run out on the competition so if you have an option.

Silverline Elite Automotive Kit
The die cast metal, dual capability hand pump 
delivers both vacuum and pressure at the turn 
of a switch. Has a one-finger vacuum/pres-
sure trigger release. Features a 2” gearless 
diaphragm style gauge with rubber boot and 
rotates 360° for improved visibility. 
Accessories Include: 4.5 oz. fluid reservoir 
bottle w/ fluid transfer and storage lids, (4) 
tapered adapters for connecting to tubing from 
.09” to .50” ID, (2) tapered manifold plugs, (4) 
universal bleed screw adapters, (12) vacuum 
cap plugs, (1) vacuum line T-adapter, (2) 1/4” ID x 24” long connec-
tion tubes, (1) 5/32” ID x 1/4” ID tubing adapter, (3) connection tubes, 
rubber cupped adapter, model # MVA6825 - Master Cylinder Refill 
Kit, user’s manual and custom molded storage case.
LSL # MV8500 .....................................................$69.99

Hand-Operated Vacuum Pumps 
These hand pumps develops up to 1 cubic inch of vacuum 
every stroke and can develop / maintain up to 25” of mercury. 
Has a 2” diameter easy-to-read gauge. 
Includes: (1) 4.5 oz. fluid reservoir bottle with fluid transfer 
lid, (2) 2’ long clear hoses and many other miscellaneous 
adapter accessories. User manual is provided.

These vacuum tools performs hundreds of 
automotive diagnostic tests, mechanical tests 
and even allows the user to perform one-
person brake and clutch bleeding jobs.



TRANSMISSION REPAIR KITS

PRO FLARING TOOLS

ON-THE-VEHICLE   - FLARING TOOL
This small, compact designed tool is engineered for flaring 
lines in tight spaces and can be used directly on the car. The 
hydraulic assist t-handle ram applies constant and even pres-
sure with subsantially less time and effort than conventional 
flaring tools. The quick chuck tooling provides the user to make fast changes between flaring 
dies. Includes 4 dies to make common flare types (SAE and DIN) and works with line sizes 
including 3/16”, 4.75mm and 1/4”. The 2 position cushioned grip handle can be connected in 
either a vertical or horizontal position. Complete with molded storage case.
SUR # HFT50 ......................................................................................... $169.99

QUICK CHUCK for fast
die / punch changeover

S-LOCK
For Quick Assembly

SAE
Single
(BUBBLE)

SAE
(DOUBLE)

DIN
Single

(MUSHROOM)

BENCH VISE   - FLARING TOOL
This highly efficient tool produces factory-
grade single and double flares in a matter 
of seconds thus reducing labor cost 
per job. Simply rotate the punch 
turrent, selecting the proper flaring 
style and size. Then activate the 
required operations and your done! 
Cam lever operation provides speed and 
efficiency. Meets SAE and DIN standards on 
any light-walled tubing 3/16” to 3/8”.
Includes: 5 dies sets and a 7 position rotat-
able punch turret. Sizes: 45° x  3/16”,1/4”, 
5/16”, 3/8” and 3/16” and/or 4.75mm DIN. 
Comes in a rugged plastic storage case.
SUR # FT351........................ $299.99

‘Dial-A-Size’ Turret 
Makes a Perfect Flare 

Every Time

Flaring Tool 
Bench Mount
Free up your vice with 
this permanent bench
mount adapter. Designed
to use with model # FT351 flaring tool.
SUR # FT351M.......................$31.99

Create SAE & DIN Flares INSTANTLY!

SUR # BR-EZ14 ..............41 Pieces + 25’- 1/4” UltraBend Brake Line ............. $84.99
Includes: 25 ft. roll of 1/4” brake line, M12 x 1.0 bubble flare nuts, 5 types of inverted flare nuts, 

7/16” x 24 inverted flare unions, and is packaged in durable, portable carrying case.
SUR # BR-EZ316 .......... 112 Pieces + 25’- 3/16” UltraBend Brake Line ......... $124.99
Includes: 25 ft. roll of 3/16” brake line, 7 types of bubble flare nuts, 9 types of inverted flare nuts, 

2 types of adapters, 3 types of unions, and is packaged in durable, portable carrying case. 

On-the-car repairs cut labor time by more than 50% percent!  
Metric and standard fittings included in each assortment. 
• True Quality: 3,000 PSI high performance US made alloy 
brake line tubing that is guaranteed not to rust or corrode. True 
OE quality tubing, up to 40% thicker than the competition
• Easy To Use: Because the brake tubing can be easily bent 
by hand it makes routing and installation simple. 

BRAKE LINE REPAIR KITS

HEATER LINE REPAIR KITS

FUEL LINE REPAIR KITS

On-the-car repairs made simple. Repair damaged or 
failed heater lines including pinholes, cracks, kinks, and 
failed rear heater core systems. 
• Easy To Use: No specialty tools required. The all-
aluminum compression style fittings can be connected by 
hand and then tightened using standard wrenches.

11 Pieces + 10’ Heater Hose
Kit Includes: 10 ft. roll of 1/2” heater hose, (1) 5/8” & (1) 
1/2” compression union, (2) 1/2” hose to 1/2” compression 
fittings, (2) 1/2” hose to 5/8” compression fittings, anti-kink 
bend spring, (4) 360° dual clamps, (1) clamp plier and 
organized carry case.
SUR # HL427 ................................... $114.99

Replace and repair fuel lines with the same advanced 
technology used by new vehicle manufacturers. 
• Cost Effective: easy to route, saving you up to 70% 
verse OEM factory fuel lines and best of all your not 
waiting on the shipment. 
• Easy To Use: no special insertion/assembly tools are required 
reducing labor time. Features universal quick connect technology
• Complete Coverage: produce fuel lines to fit virtually any 
vehicle, foreign or domestic. 
• Safe : Nylon line holds up to 200 psi.

SUR # KP1200 ........................ 52 Pieces + 75’ Tubing .............................. $199.99
Includes: 52 fittings, 15 ft. roll of 5/16” & 15 ft. roll of 3/8” nylon fuel line, 5/16” & 3/8” 360° seal 

clamps, tubing cutter and clamp pliers in a well organized carry case.
SUR # KP1500 ........................169 Pieces + 30’ Tubing .............................$364.99

Includes: 169 fittings, 25 ft. roll of 1/4”,  25 ft. roll of 5/16” and 25 ft. roll of 3/8” nylon fuel line, 
5/16 and 3/8” 360° seal clamps, 5/16 & 3/8” tubing holders, heat shield sleeve, tubing cutter 

and clamp pliers in an organized carry case.

80 Pieces + 15’ Oil Cooler Line
Kit Includes: a total of 80 assorted line con-
nectors, nuts, adapters and union fittings to 
perform about any repair. Additional items 
include: a 15 ft. roll of 5/16” triple-walled 
rubber hose, 360° seal clamps, hose hanger 
clamps with screws, tubing cutter and seal 
clamp pliers in a well organized carry case. 
No other speciality tools required.
SUR # TR555 ....................... $239.99

Replace of repair transmission oil cooler lines for 
virtually any vehicle with-in minutes. Use to replace 
or repair both 5/16” & 3/8” transmission oil cooler 
lines for virtually any vehicle within minutes, including 
those affected by leaking connectors, rust, cracks, 
pinholes and more. Features triple-walled rubber 
hose for transmission line replacement applications. 
This hose is both safe and durable; with a pressure 
rating up to 250 PSI & temperatures up to 350  °.

Automotive Fluid
Line Repair Kits
Automotive Fluid
Line Repair Kits

Make Straight Lines
in Seconds

Make Sharp Bends 
without Kinking

Tubing 
Straightener 
& Bending Plier
Not bent in the right place. Now 
you can straighten out brake, tranny 
and fuel lines on-or-off the vehicle in 
seconds! Simply place the jaws over the 
crooked part of your tube and squeeze. 
Works in tight spaces. Note: Has radius jaws 
for bending tubing during custom installation.
SUR # TS14316  ..................... $46.99

Innovative Design, Great for:
Brake,  Fuel,  A/C,  Tranny  &  More!

Automatic Tension
Ratcheting Action Tubing Cutter
Cutting doesn’t get any easier than this! 
Automatic-feed cutter wheel is spring loaded 
for automatic adjusting. Suitable for cutting soft 
copper, brass, aluminum and mild steel tubing. 
10° ratchet movement allows operation in close 
quarter spaces avoiding the problem of having 
to reattach conventional cutters repeatedly. 
Designed to work on 3/16” to 5/8” sized line. 
Replacement blades available (#TC60B)
SUR # TC60 ...........................$29.99

Ratcheting
Action Handle

Removable
Cutting Head

Tighten once & the Spring-
Loaded Cutter does the Rest!
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AUTOMOTIVE MADE EASY
HAND HELD DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT

• Use it to view engine data such as fuel economy, power and 
torque, intake air temperature, ambient air temperature, engine 
coolant temperature, timing, manifold absolute pressure and 
mass air flow and more. 
• Monitor your vehicles health for road trip readiness and 
troubleshoot your vehicles problems or check engine fault light 
anytime anywhere. Even retrieve valuable repair information.
• Read diagnostic trouble codes in customer friendly terms and 
turn off Check Engine light right from the smart device. 

Turn your Smartphone or Tablet
   into a Bluetooth Diagnostic Tool!

UICKLINK™

YOUR WIRELESS CAR PARTNER
$10999

EQU # 3211

ENTRY ADVANCEDCar Scan

Bluetooth™

PATENTED, 2.8” ALL-IN-ONE DISPLAY 
Shows 20 pieces of vital information including 
diagnostic trouble code(s) and definition(s) in 
your choice of English, French or Spanish.

HOT KEYS / BUTTONS 
Provide easy access to important 
information, intuitive navigation.

LED LIGHTED PLUG
Excellent for locating the Data Link Connection (DCL) port

VEHICLE HEALTH MONITORS™ 
Red-Yellow-Green LEDs indicates emissions 
monitor status. They can also help catch intermittent 
problems or confirm repairs during a drive cycle.

Puzzled by your vehicle’s Check Engine Light? You need no automotive 
experience to quickly and easily troubleshoot todays vehicles. Whether you 

are a weekend do-it-yourselfer, entry level pro or an ASE certified automotive 
technician, Innova®  takes the guess work out of where to look first.

# 3030

# 3040

# 3120

INTERMEDIATE

14 - CODE READERS

VEHICLE COVERAGE #31603 #3030 #3040 #3100 #3120 #3130E #3140 #3160
OBD2 / CAN • 1996 to present 
Domestic + Imports + Diesel + Hybrid Compliance
OBD1 • Ford (81-95) + GM (82-95) + Chrysler (83-95)
+ Toyota + Lexus (89-95)
TOOL FUNCTIONS
CHECK ENGINE LIGHT (CEL) • Retrieve + Clear / Erase Codes
ANTILOCK BRAKES (ABS) • Retrieve  + Clear / Erase Codes
AIRBAG (SRS) • Retrieve  + Clear / Erase Codes 
GM + Ford + Chrysler + Toyota + Honda
TRANSMISSION (DTC) • Retrieve OEM-Enhanced Codes
LIVE-DATA • Stream (view) + Graph + Read + Record
FREEZE-FRAME • Fuel trim + Engine Coolant Temp + etc.
Shows engine condition at the time the (MIL) was set.
BATTERY / ALTERNATOR • Test
OIL / BATTERY MAINTENANCE • Light Reset
VEHICLE HEALTH • Confirms State Emissions Test
MEMORY / BATTERY BACKUP •  for Off-Car Review & Analysis
TOOL FEATURES
Internet Updatable & Upgradable
Support • 7 days / week (6am – 6pm Pacific Time)
FixAssist™ • Built-in Guide or Likely Fix for (CEL) Issue
RepairSolutions® • You Can Access: Accurate Recommended Fix(s) +
Labor Times + How-to-Repair Videos + Predicted Failures +
Unscheduled Maintenance Reminders + TSB / Recall Notifications
+ Repair Difficulty Level and more.
SALE PRICE $329.99 $69.99 $99.99 $139.99 $249.99 $269.99 $324.99 $324.99

Optional Optional Optional

Designed by Technicians 
for technicians! This is built 
tough for everyday shop use! 
Accelerated user interface. 
Comes with professional shop 
software to print and manage 
vehicle diagnostic reports for 
customer use and keep track 
of all previous vehicle repairs. 
Dedicated professional sup-
port line available.

EQU # 31603

CarScan®

ABS / SRS

# 3130C

STEP 1 - Download the proper free QUICKLINK app to your phone/tablet (for most Apple & Android-based products, registration required).
STEP 2 - Plug the QUICKLINK device into your vehicle’s OBDII port (app will show you where to find this port).
STEP 3 - Pair the two smart devices via bluetooth for immediate access to a virtual dashboard of information that can save you time and money. 

Pocket OBDII 
Diagnostic Scan Tool
Provides easy and quick access to (DTC) diagnostic trouble 
codes on OBDII compliant vehicles sold worldwide since 
1996. Allows the user to read, erase and reset the OBDII 
system. Supports all OBD2 protocols, including the newly 
released (CAN) Controller Area Network protocol. Includes a 
user manual with the most current trouble code information.
PRT # W2977 ............................................ $29.99



Deluxe Digital
Multimeter
Accessory Kit 
This high quality component set works with most 
DMM or DVOM’s and comes complete with a 
host of accessories to help you get the most out 
of your meter. (1) large jaw 32A, (2) test leads, (2) 
10A max alligator clips, (2) alligator clips, (2) test 
leads / straight to right, (2) piercing probes & (2) 
bed of nails stored in a zip pouch.

AMPROBE® TESTERS

Household and automotive func-
tions are no problem for these 
multimeters. The 10 MegOhm 
circuitry, prevents damage to the 
low-voltage Engine Control Unit 
(ECU) and Powertrain Control 
Module (PCM) on today’s high-
tech, computerized vehicles.
Features LCD display, automatic 
zero adjustment, reverse polarity 
protection, low battery indicator 
and overload protection. Includes test leads, lead holders, back stand and 
easy-to-read instructions in English, French and Spanish. Support avail-
able 7 days/week (6am to 6pm Pacific Time) from Innova’s team of (ASE) 
certified technicians.

Model Number EQU # 3300 EQU # 3320 EQU # 3340
Auto-Ranging - eliminates dial settings
10 MegOHM Input Impedance
DC Volts / AC Volts
Resistance - Ohms
Diode Function
Continuity Check w/ Audible Beep
DC Current - mA / Amps
AC Current - mA / Amps
Duty Cycle, Pulse Width, Dwell
Frequency
Tachometer, RPM (0-10,000)
Temperature (probe included)
Data HOLD & MIN/MAX
Coil-on-Plug System
LED Indicator for Battery Check
Auto Power Off - after idle for 15 min
Back Support Stand / Hands-Free
Protective Corner Guards

SALE PRICE $15.99 $29.99 $109.99

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

3 Pc. Electrician Tool Set
• Digital Display Multimeter measures: AC / 
DC voltage - DC current - resistance - diode 
test - data storage • 7” Diagonal Wire Cutting 
Pliers • 7” Wire Stripper/Cutter - for 10-20 
AWG wire - cuts popular bolt sizes - serrated 
nose that pulls / loops wire - Includes test 
leads, 9V battery and user manual.
PRT # W1714 .........................$19.99

Manual Ranging Digital Multimeter
w/ Non-Contact Voltage Tester
This hand-held multimeter allow the user to select from 30 
ranges / 9 functions. Measures: AC/DC volts, AC/DC amps 
(fused), resistance to 20M O , diode test, battery test under 
load (1.5V & 9V) and continuity audible beep. Has easy 
access Min/Max and Hold Data push buttons. For safe use in 
CAT III 300V and CAT II 600V environments. The non-contact 
voltage tester helps locate breaks in power cords and wires. 
Multimeter operates from a single standard 9V battery. 
Features easy to read large 3-1/2” digit LCD screen with a 
maximum read out of 1999 and 2.5/sec update rate.
Includes: 30XR meter, Magne-Grip™ Holster with magnetic 
hanging strap, test lead set, and instructional user manual.
AMP # 30XR-A .............................. $99.99

Pen Probe Style Digital Multi-Tester
This pocket sized trouble-shooting tool is perfect for measuring in hard to reach areas and will perform 
every bit as good as a hand held meter. Values are displayed on the 3400-count digital display plus 
has an analog bargraph and auto power off. 600 V AC and 600 V DC ranges. Cat III 300 V & Cat II 
600 V safety rated. Measures resistance to 34 MΩ and includes a diode test and continuity beeper.
Contents: (1) Pen style multi-meter, (1) test lead with alligator clip,
(2) batteries - installed, (1) spare tip, (1) users manual.
AMP # DM73C ......................................................................................... $69.99

Voltage Probe
w/ 3-Way Detection
Non-Contact pocket-sized voltage detec-
tor you can rely on. Provides 3-way visual, 
audible and shaker alerts when voltage is 
present. Electricians, maintenance, service 
technicians, safety personnel, and homeown-
ers can quickly test for energized circuits in 
the workplace or around the home. Just touch 
the tip to a terminal strip, outlet, or supply cord 
and if the tip glows red and the unit beeps, you 
know there’s voltage present. Voltage sensing 
ranges from 90 to 1000V CAT IV AC.
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11 Pc. Back Probe Kit
0.027” diameter pin probes: (3) straight, (3) 
45°, (3) 90° and two (2) alligator probes.
LIS # 64750 ............................$27.99

17 Pc. Back Probe Kit 
0.027” diameter pin probes: (3) straight, (3) 
45°, (3) 90°, 0.040” diameter pin probes: (2) 
straight, (2) 45°, (2) 90° & (2) alligator probes.
LIS # 64900 ............................$42.69

Back Probe Pin Sets
No need to disconnect or unplug the wiring har-
ness terminals and connectors anymore. Compact 
size makes these pins easy to fit in tight spots and 
awkward terminal locations. Each probe is fully 
insulated to provide protection up to 30 volts. Up 
to five (5) different colors provide for easy circuit 
identification. (depending on kit purchased).

# 3300 # 3320 # 3340

AUTOMOTIVE MADE EASY

Automatic AC/DC Electrical Tester
Lets you check voltage, current, and continuity, with one simple tool. 
Tester’s unyielding design allows it to stay connected to live lines much longer 
than solenoid-type testers. The Openjaw™ current feature allows you to easily 
check current up to 100 A ac. All inputs are protected to EN61010-1 CAT III 600V
Max specs: 600V DC, 600V AC, 1000 ohms, 100.0A AC. Features detachable Slim-Reach™ 
test probes that stow neatly in the back of the unit. Includes two AA batteries, test leads with 
detachable probe tips and instruction sheet. 
ISN # T5-600 ......................................................................................$149.99

$9999

$1599

EQU # 3396

APM # VP1000SB



16 - BOOSTER PACKS

PSR # PG3250 
3,250 Watt Peak
2,500 Watt Rated

208cc engine / Pull start
Low oil indicator
4.0 gallon tank

Runs 16 hrs. @ 1/2 load
68 dB noise rating

(2)120V outlets
12V DC output

$324.99

PSR # PG5250
5,250 Watt Peak
4,250 Watt Rated

224cc engine / Pull start
Low oil indicator / shutdown

4.0 gallon tank w/ gauge
Runs 8 hrs. @ 1/2 load

76 dB noise rating
(2)120V outlets

(1) 30 amp RV outlet
(1)120 /240V twist lock outlet

12V DC output (trickle charge)
$399.99

PSR # PG7500
7,500 Watt Peak
6,000 Watt Rated

420cc engine 
Pull start / electric start

Low oil indicator / shutdown
6.6 gallon tank w/ gauge
Runs 13 hrs. @ 1/2 load

74 dB noise rating
(4)120V outlets

(1)120V twist lock outlet
(1)120 /240V twist lock outlet

12V DC output
$749.99

Great for shop ven-
tilation and cooling, 
blowing out fumes, 
dust and odors. 
Two operating 
positions speeds up 
drying times of wet carpeting, floors, ceilings and 
painted surfaces. Features stackable high density 
polyethylene housing to resists rust. 

• 1600 CFM Air Mover™
3 speed air control, 30’ power cord and 
extendible transport handle and wheels for 
easy mobility. 
SVC # 1030200 ...................$284.99

• 500 CFM Air Mover™
3 speed air control and 10’ power cord with 
handy cord wrap. This unit has an onboard 
outlet for connecting multiple units together 
as well as a circuit breaker for safety.
SVC # 1032100 ...................$69.99

SVC # 1185000 ...................... 24” Dia. / 1/3 HP Direct Drive ......................... $199.99
Delivers up to 4,300 cfm on HI setting and 3,800 cfm on LOW

SVC # 1185100 ...................... 30” Dia. / 1/3 HP Direct Drive ......................... $259.99
Delivers up to 7,500 cfm on HI setting and 5,000 cfm on LOW

SVC # 1185200 ...................... 36” Dia. / 1/3 HP Direct Drive ......................... $279.99
Delivers up to 9,000 cfm on HI setting and 7,000 cfm on LOW 

Slim Line Drum Fan Features
• Direct drive open motor for maximum 
energy efficiency and less maintenance 
than belt drive motors
• Durable 9.5” wide galvanized stainless 
steel housing with non-skid front feet
• Three balanced aluminum non-corroding 
fan blades provide even airflow and quiet 
operation
• Metal transport ‘D’ style handle, and 
two large rear wheels that allow for easy 
movement around the shop
• Backed by 1 year manufacturer’s warranty

Industrial Floor Fans
Gasoline Powered Portable Generators 
These EPA approved long-running generators use a low emission OHV 4-stroke air cooled engine that 
features fully isolated motor mounts for smooth operation. Comes complete with: protective overload 
circuit breaker and automatic low oil protection. To get an idea of what size generator you will need 
(Amps x Volts = Watts)
• 7,500W & 10,000W Models have additional features which include: push button electric start 
with backup pull-start mechanism, on-board maintenance-free battery, 3-N-1 digital meter that displays 
volts/frequency/hours and a mobility kit with solid never-flat tires. 

PSR # PG10000
10,000 Watt Peak
6000 Watt Rated

420cc engine 
Pull start / electric start

Low oil indicator / shutdown
8 gallon tank w/ gauge

Runs 12 hrs. @ 1/2 load
77 dB noise rating

(4)120V outlets
(1)120 /240V twist lock outlet

(1) 30 amp RV outlet
(1) 50 amp receptacle

12V DC output
$859.99

Mobile Power Supply
& Vehicle Jump Starters
These are a portable jump starter, fuel pack and 
battery back-up all combined in one compact 
unit that conveniently fits in your travel case, 
backpack or glove box. The jump-starter func-
tion is capable of starting 4-6 cylinder vehicles, 
motorcycles, ATV’s, boats, jet skis and more. 
The USB output port is perfect for a device 
charger:  i.e. smart phones, tablets/pads, cam-
eras, GPS units and handheld video games. 

• Automatic Cool-Down Function - allows 
even someone with no vehicle battery experi-
ence to perform jump starts with no worries or 
second guessing

• Built in High-Intensity LED Light - light 
source for recreational & emergency situations

• ‘No Spark’ Safety Feature - the detachable 
smart jumper lead only becomes active once it 
recognizes connection with the vehicle battery

• Advanced Protection - that provides against; 
reverse polarity, short circuit, low voltage, high 
temperature and reverse charging

 DSR # SL-1 .....................400 Peak / 270 Cranking (12000mAh)  ................. $129.99
Accessories Include: (1) USB to Micro USB adapter, (1) Alligator clamp jump start adapter, (1) 
Female 12V DC accessory adapter, (1) Male 12V DC accessory adapter, (1) AC wall charger, (1) 
Owner’s manual and zippered storage case. 
 DSR # SL-65 ....................400 Peak / 200 Cranking (8000mAh)  .................... $89.99
Accessories Include:  (1) Alligator clamp jump start adapter, (1) AC wall charger, (1) Owner’s 
manual and handy travel bag. - LCD Displays.
 SFA # 80600 ....................700 Peak / 350 Cranking (6000mAh)  .................... $87.99
GM Approved - Accessories Includes: (1) Alligator clamp jump start adapter, (1) AC wall charger 
and semi-hard carry case - Power pack color: Black - Compact 3” x 5.5”
 SFA # 80600R ..................700 Peak / 350 Cranking (6000mAh)  .................... $87.99
GM Approved - Accessories Includes: (1) Alligator clamp jump start adapter, (1) AC wall charger 
and semi-hard carry case - Power pack color: Red  - Compact 3” x 5.5”

Scrolling Digital Display
Shows battery voltage, step-by-step 
instructions to properly jump start a 
battery and what mode it is in with a 

push of the button

Charge On The Go 2X Faster
2 Amp USB port for charging of portable 

electronic devices, including smartphones, 
mp3 players, and tablets

Lithium Ion Phosphate Battery
Portable high-capacity (12000 mAh) battery 

delivers 400 peak amps / 270 cranking 
amps of starting power

Ultra-Bright LED Light 
Operate as a work light or 
flashes/strobes as a 
hazard signal

MP3 Players
Smartphones
Tablets

Compatible with

SAFE & EASY TO USE • RELIABLE LITHIUM ION POWER • COMPACT SIZE
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PIT # 50605  ...... Mandarin Habanero Rub ..........$5.99
PIT # 50610  ....... Sweet Heat Rub & Grill ...........$5.99
PIT # 50611  ...........Apple Butter Rub ...............$5.99
PIT # 50613  .......Chop House Steak Rub ...........$5.99
PIT # 50614  ......... Hickory Bacon Rub .............$5.99
PIT # 50618  ...... Raspberry Chipotle Rub ..........$5.99
PIT # 50612  ............ 6-Pack Sampler ..............$35.79

PIT # 72820
LARGE DELUXE GRILL
• Total Cooking Area: 818 sq/in.

• Main Level: 575 sq/in.
• Upper Rack: 243 sq/in.

Not just for steak... Pit Boss® grills can cook a wide variety of foods! Simply 
fill the hopper with pellets, turn the temperature control to the desired 
cooking temperature, (170° to 500°) and the grill will automatically light 
itself and adjust the pellet feed rate to maintain the cooking temperature. 
Precise temperature control along with fan forced convection cooking 
means you can rely on even heat to lock in the juices without the need for 
a rotisserie. Uses 100% hard-
wood BBQ pellets instead 
of charcoal, propane or gas 
which allows you to enjoy 
the amazing wood flavor 
with a simple twist of a dial. 
Designed and built to last 
with heavy-duty 16 gauge 
steel construction and classy 
toned appearance.

5oz. Spices & Rubs There is a perfect spice for 
everything. Versatile as a rub, applied evenly over entire surface of meat 
before cooking. Can also be used in a marinade, or simply as seasoning 
for beef, pork, fish, poultry, or vegetables. Gluten free. Contains no MSG.

Pellets New Pit Boss 100% natural 
hardwood pellets. Our raw wood is sourced 
across North America to make a superior prod-
uct. No artificial flavors, additives, spray scents, 
glues or chemicals are in our pellets making it 
better for the environment and better for your 
family. Be sure to try the competition blend made 
from a combo of maple, hickory and cherry.

PIT # 55435 Competition Blend
PIT # 55433 Apple
PIT # 55434 Cherry
PIT # 55436 Hickory
PIT # 55438 Mesquite
PIT # 55440 Tennessee Oak

GrateGriddle
Lay on top of your GrillGrates or interlock to 
go beside them allowing seamless integration. 
Griddle doubles as a defroster plate for quicker thawing 
of frozen foods. Will never rust! Constructed of aluminum 
and then hard anodized to a create a surface hardness that is 
twice that of stainless steel. Two sizes to choose from:
OZK # GGRID-0001 ....................13-3/4” L x 9-3/8” W ...................$19.99
OZK # GGRID-0003 ....................18-1/2” L x 9-3/8” W ...................$26.99

GrillGrate Cleaning Brush
OZK # WGBRUSH .............. $15.99

GrillGrate upgrades any grill!

Charcoal

Pellet

Egg

Gas

GrillGrate Kits w/ Spatula  Length
OZK # WSS13................ 3 Panel Kit w/ Spatula ..........13-3/4” ........$59.99
OZK # WSS16................ 3 Panel Kit w/ Spatula ..........16-1/4” ........$69.99 
OZK # WSS18................ 3 Panel Kit w/ Spatula ..........18-1/2” ........$79.99
OZK # WGG1925K....... 2 Panel Kit w/ Spatula ..........19-1/2” ........$59.99
OZK # WGG20K ........... 2 Panel Kit w/ Spatula .............20” ...........$59.99

GrillGrate Single / Add-On Panels Length
OZK # WGG1375S .......Single / Add-On Panel ..........13-3/4” ........$18.99
OZK # WGG185S .........Single / Add-On Panel ..........18-1/2” ........$24.99
OZK # WGG1925S .......Single / Add-On Panel ..........19-1/2” ........$23.99
OZK # WGG24S ............Single / Add-On Panel .............24” ...........$32.99

INTERLOCKING PANELS • Use GrillGrates on any existing grill
VERSITILE • Create a new grill surface or use on top of factory grates.
EVEN TEMPERATURE • Even dispuresment of heat means no hot spots!
PERFECT SEAR MARKS • Raised rail design creates bold grill marks
AMPLIFIES HEAT • Grate design converts heat to infrared
BLOCKS FLARE-UPS • Say no more to burnt or charred foods
RETAINS JUICES • Moisture gathers in grate valleys for juicier steaks

GrillGrate Spatula
OZK # WGTOOL ................. $12.99
GrillGrate Tongs
OZK # WGTONG ................ $19.99

$2699

$66999

PIT # 72440
SMALL DELUXE GRILL
• Total Cooking Area: 471 sq/in.

• Main Level: 364 sq/in.
• Upper Rack: 107 sq/in.

$44999 Price Each

Pit Boss Grill Covers These covers are a perfect 
fit for your Pit Boss grill. Heavy duty polyester construction and PVC 
backing protect your grill from the elements and the draw string con-
struction makes it easy to keep it secure.
PIT # 73440 ..........Cover for Small Grill ...........$58.99
PIT # 73821 ..........Cover for Large Grill ...........$58.99

Large Grill has Flame
Broiler for Direct Grilling
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Gray ................................ TER # TLF-802AAA-BK
Orange ............................ TER # TLF-802AAA-OR
Blue ..................................TER # TLF-802AAA-BL
Red .................................. TER # TLF-802AAA-RD
Price Each ........................................ $19.99

LightStar80
One of our best selling flashlights! This has a high ‘CRI’, meaning that 
objects and colors are illuminated with light that fully mimics sunlight. 
This, along with the flashlight’s 80 lumens provides a flood pattern that 
is color-accurate and not overly bright. 5-1/2” x 5/8” dia. Comes with 
two (2) AAA alkaline batteries. Features bite grip for hands-free use.

LightStar300
A very good multi-purpose flashlight. Rugged and dependable with 
water resistant aircraft grade aluminum construction. Features a more 
dispersed light pattern with a wide spill and broad ‘hot spot’ in the 
center. 6” x 7/8” dia. Comes with lanyard 
and two (2) AA alkaline batteries.
Gray ................TER # TLF3002AA-BK
Orange ........... TER # TLF3002AA-OR
Price Each ........................ $31.99

First Aid Kit
This compact zipper case w/ carabiner clip contains 
the following items: fabric bandages, fabric knuckle 
bandages, fabric fingertip bandages, saline solution, 
non-woven triangular bandage, small dressing, finger 
dressing, safety pins and alcohol wipes.
PRT # W1554 .................................... $9.49

EZ Grip LED Work Light
Three (3) powerful LEDs provide 775 raw lumens 
of white light in a flood pattern. Features black 
powder coated aluminum housing with polycarbon-
ate base. Magnetic base for secureing to most 
metal surfaces. Includes wall charger.
GRO # BZ401-5 .......................... $55.99

12V DC Vehicle Charger
For use with either GRO # BZ501-5 or # BZ401-5.
GRO # BZ901-5 ............................ $8.99

Go Anywhere LED Work Light 
Fueled by six (6) LEDs, this light provides 1100 
raw lumens of bright white light. Pick between 
three operating modes: High, Low & Strobe. Fea-
tures pivoting black rectangle aluminum heatsink 
lamp housing with 5” diameter polycarbonate base. 
Five scratch resistant magnetic pads secures 
to most metal surfaces. Colored lenses are sold 
separately for this light. Includes vehicle charger 
and wall charger.
GRO # BZ501-5 ... $79.99

Red Lens/Filter
Attach this filter for night vision.
GRO # BZ702........ $8.99

Android & Apple 4’ Foot
Premium 2-in-1 Braided Cable
Tired of replacing those cheap, fragile ordinary 
cables? This 2-in-1 cable has a removable Lightning 
connector that sits on top of a micro-USB plug for 
chargeing or syncing a host of devices including 
most tablets and smartphones. Features a 
non-kinking wear-resistant cable with braided jacketing for excep-
tional durability. Includes Micro USB cable & Lightning adapter.
DSR # SL70 .............................................. $17.79

 10000mAh Capacity Fuel Pack
Ultra compact durable aluminum case. Kinetic (shake) wake 
feature allows the user to view battery status & charge rate on 
the digital LCD backlit display. Dual USB ports allows you to 
charge 2 devices at the same time. Output: (1) 1 amp USB port, 
(1) 2 amp USB port. Input: (1) 5V / 1 amp Micro-USB port
DSR # SL-5 ............................................... $49.99

 2600mAh Capacity Fuel Pack
Durable rectangular aluminum case with LED indica-
tors that shows battery state-of-charge. Output: (1) 1 
amp USB port. Input: (1) 5V / 1 amp Micro-USB port.
DSR # SL-3 ..................................... $12.99

Premium grade Lithium-Ion Technology provides longer 
consistent battery life with more charging cycles. In fact they 
stay charged for months. These charge many USB devices, 

including smartphones, mp3 
players and tablets. Best of all 
they are safe; protection against 
over-current, overload, under-
voltage and short-circuits.2-Stroke

1,200 Watt AC / DC
PortableGenerator
This 36 lb. generator provides up to 8.5 hours of run time, at 1/2 
load, from the 1.2 gallon fuel tank. Delivers 1,200 watts surge, 
900 watts continuous power. The 2 stroke gasoline powered, 
79cc (2.2hp) air-cooled engine has recoil start system and low 
oil shutdown. Four rubber feet reduces vibration and has a quiet 
noise level of 65 decibels. The control/outlet panel offers one (1) 
120V A/C outlet and one (1) 12V DC output. A trickle charge DC 
cable included.

POTLUCK COLORS

$15999
PSR # PG1202S

3-Bank, On-Board
Marine Battery Charger & Maintainer
Charges 1, 2 and 3 batteries. This 15 amp fully automatic, 
microprocessor controlled marine charger mounts permanently 
to your boat. Its weather proof, water tight seal ensures that 
there will be no leakage and is safe to store on-board, all year 
round. Charges 12 volt flooded and deep cycle batteries, includ-
ing AGM and gel cell. A programmable memory automatically 
maintains battery settings. Features 6’ input & output cables, 
LED status indicators, short circuit & reverse polarity protection 
and is UL Marine listed.

$19999
DSR # SS-15A3-OB

A
A

 4200mAh Capacity Fuel Pack
Thin scratch-resistant lightweight case. Features an embedded 
on-board cable for charging devices and recharging the fuel 
pack. Power button and (4) LED indicators show charging and 
battery state-of-charge. Dual USB ports allows you to charge 2 
devices at the same time. Output: (1) 1 amp USB port, (1) 2 amp 
USB port. Input: (1) 5V / 1 amp Micro-USB port
DSR # SL-4 ............................................... $27.99
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# SL360
# SL28

# SL26

LED Worklight &
Flashlight Combinations
These worklights have multi-function 
switches and a unique ball joint that 
enables 360° swivel and tilt, allowing the light 
source to be positioned in virtually any direction. 
Each has rechargeable Lithium Ion battery.

DSR # SL360R .............400 Lumens (Red) ..............$64.99
Provides the most light in the RedFuel worklight series. 10 SMD side 
LEDs. Swivel magnetic base. Back has two magnets and two hooks. 3 
watt top flashlight. Measures 11” long.

DSR # SL26R ...............200 Lumens (Red) ..............$44.99
DSR # SL26G ............. 200 Lumens (Green) ............$44.99
DSR # SL26B ............. 200 Lumens (Black) .............$44.99
Pocket size, light and very portable. 5 SMD side LEDs. Swivel magnetic 
base. Back has one hook. 3 watt top flashlight. Measures 6.5” long.

DSR # SL28R ...............300 Lumens (Red) ..............$49.99
DSR # SL28G ............. 300 Lumens (Green) ............$49.99
This model produces less light for working in confined areas. 7 SMD 
side LEDs. Swivel magnetic base. Back has two magnets and two 
hooks. 3 watt top flashlight. Measures 11” long

Magnetic

MagneticMagnetic Magnetic

Silver Heavy
Duty Tarps
10 mil thick woven rein-
forced fabric is designed for 
all-weather outdoor use. 
Has rope-reinforced hems, 
rust-resistant grommets 
and reinforced corners 
for added strength.
PRT # W7002 ................. 6’ x 8’ Tarp .................$6.79
PRT # W7004 .................8’ x 10’ Tarp ..............$10.99 
PRT # W7006 ................10’ x 12’ Tarp ..............$16.79 

Boot &
Shoe Brush
Give grimy shoes the 
brush off. Extra-stiff 
polyethylene bristles 
remove mud, dirt, slush and grass 
from boots or shoes BEFORE it enters your 
home or business. Works on all sizes of shoes. Built 
with a powder coated steel frame and hardened wood blocks 
that’ll last through seasons of use. Can be easily screwed 
down to any surface using the integrated tabs.
PRT # W9451 ...............................................$10.99

2-n-1 Compact 
LED Light Bar
This cordless light bar can be 
operated as a pivoting head, 
end mounted flashlight or ex-
tends to reveal a side mounted 
area light. The telescopic area 
light contains (8) LED bulbs 
designed to provide a wide 
angle light beam for use as an 
inspection lamp. Features a 
magnet base opposite the flashlight head for hands-free use. 
When closed the shock resistant housing measures only 7-1/2” 
L x 1-1/4” oval shape. Includes batteries.
DSR # SL25 .................................................$16.99

7x50
Stadium Binoculars
High quality glass lenses produce crisp clear 
images. Ergonomic rubberized body for improved grip. Center 
wheel focus. Fold-down rubber eye cups for use with glasses. 
402 ft.@1,100 yard field of view.
PRT # W9460 ...............................................$15.99

4-Pack Mini
Metal Spring Clamps
Spring action allows instant 
opening and closing. Heavy duty 
spring for extra gripping power. 
Features poly-vinyl protected 
handles and non-marring jaw 
tips with corrosion resistant 
nickel plated steel jaws. Overall 
length: 2” x 1/2” max. opening.
PRT # W5080 ...................................................$1.49

Cordless-Dual Output
30 SMD LED Worklight
Uses LED bulbs which stay much cooler than the original 
halogen bulb models. Single rocker switch allows user to 
select between HI - 850 lumens / LOW - 300 lumens  / OFF. 
Weatherproof for outdoor use. Features: 4000mAh recharge-
able lithium-ion battery, robust tubular steel construction with 
soft touch foam-rubber handle and thumbscrew adjustable 
180° swivel head for desired lighting angle. 
Each Include: (1) SL27 work light, (1) 100-240V AC 
wall plug (1) 12V DC vehicle adapter, 
(1) user manual 

DSR #
SL27R

DSR #
SL27B

$6999
Your Choice

72” x 80”
Camouflage 
Utility Blanket
This large moving 
blanket provides 
additional padded protection for loads during moves or items in 
storage. Shell is made of non-woven synthetic fibers and filled 
with recycled denim cotton.
TTN # 22017...................................................$00.00

72” x 80”
Camouflage 
Utility Blanket
This large moving 
blanket provides 
additional padded protection for loads during moves or items in 
storage. Shell is made of non-woven synthetic fibers and filled 
with recycled denim cotton.
TTN # 22017...................................................$16.99

5 Function Headlamp
Setting include:
• MAX - 540 Lumens / 135m beam distance. 
• HIGH - 250 Lumens / 100m beam distance. 
• MEDIUM - 100 Lumens / 60m beam distance.
• LOW - 20 Lumens / 30m beam distance. 
• STROBE - 540 Lumens. Includes: (2) CR123A batteries, 
headgear, and backed by a limited lifetime warranty.
TER # TLH-50 ..............................................$46.99

Highly Visible
LED Emergency Disk
This super-bright light will help you 
prepare for life’s unexpected troubles. 
Has 12 red LED’s equally spaced round 
the 360° circle. A mode selector switch 
allows user to select from 5 blinking/
flashing light patterns or the white LED 
area light. Tough rubberized polycar-
bonate body endures shock and extreme 
weather conditions. Has swivel hook and magnet 
on back for hands free use. Includes  (3) AAA batteries. 
PRT # W2368 .................................................$11.99

Tactical Knife &
Composite Flashlight Set
This all black set includes a 3” blade skeleton 
frame tactical knife with in-line lock/release mechanism and 
thumb stud for easy, one hand operation. Also included is a 
composite flashlight with a Nichia LED bulb that delivers 55 
lumens of bright white light and is submersible to one meter. 
PRT # W2491 .................................................$9.99

DSR # SP-200 ..................................... 2.4 Watt Maintainer Model .................................. $32.99
Contents: (1) SP-200 solar panel (1) 12V DC adapter (1) clamp adapter (4) mounting screws for permanent 
installation (1) owner’s manual.  Measures 15” W x 17.25H x 2.75D
DSR # SP-400 .............................. 4.8 Watt Charger / Maintainer Model ........................... $64.99
Contents: (1) SP-400 solar panel (1) 12V DC adapter (1) clamp adapter (4) mounting screws for permanent 
installation (1) owner’s manual. Measures 7.37” W x 14.62H x 2.75D
DSR # SPC-7A ..........................................Charge Controller ....................................... $25.99
Use with a solar panel to protect your 12 volt battery from overcharging. The load connection manages the 
discharge of the battery. Three (3) color-coded LED lamps indicate state of controller. No electricity needed.

Solar Powered
Battery Maintainers
• No Electricity Needed, means that these units 
are environmentally friendly and rated for both 
indoor and outdoor use.
• Convert sunlight into 12 volt DC power that trickle 
charges your battery and extends battery life. 
• The thin amorphous panel construction allows 
more power even on cloudy days. 
• The solar panel can be connected to the battery 
using either the 12 volt accessory plug or the 50 
Amp battery clamps. 
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 Handle Head  Head  
Part # Length Weight Material SALE PRICE 
JET # 20416 ........ 16” ......... 4 lb .........Forged Steel......... $51.99
JET # 20616 ........ 16” ......... 6 lb .........Forged Steel......... $62.99
JET # 20816 ........ 16” ......... 8 lb .........Forged Steel......... $74.99
JET # 20424 ........ 24” ......... 4 lb .........Forged Steel......... $61.99
JET # 20624 ........ 24” ......... 6 lb .........Forged Steel......... $68.99
JET # 20824 ........ 24” ......... 8 lb .........Forged Steel......... $81.49
JET # 20830 ........ 30” ......... 8 lb .........Forged Steel......... $85.99
JET # 21230 ........ 30” ........ 12 lb ........Forged Steel........ $112.49
JET # 20636 ........ 36” ......... 6 lb .........Forged Steel......... $78.79
JET # 20836 ........ 36” ......... 8 lb .........Forged Steel......... $89.99
JET # 21036 ........ 36” ........ 10 lb ........Forged Steel........ $104.99
JET # 21236 ........ 36” ........ 12 lb ........Forged Steel........ $117.99
JET # 22036 ........ 36” ........ 20 lb ........Forged Steel........ $179.99

Part # Handle Head Material SALE PRICE 
JET # 90416 .....16” ......4 lb ......Brass .......$119.99
JET # 90616 .....16” ......6 lb ......Brass .......$157.49

Brass Hammers
Features a double face, mar-resistant 
soft brass head to help absorb 
impact and reduces or eliminate work 
damage. Spark resistant for safe use 
near combustible materials.

• Unbreakable®Handle Technology: 
Molten steel bars reinforce to eliminate 
breaking due to overstrikes. These 
put traditional wood and fiberglass 
hammers to shame!
• Safety Plate: Locking steel plate 
holds the head to the handle 
preventing dislodging
• Ergonomic Vulcanized Handle: Shaped and thick-
ened for improved comfort and grip with less vibration

B.A.S.H Sledge Hammers
Hi-Vis Head is drop forged 46 HRC steel for the most demanding 
applications. Features a flat head design that conveniently stands 
upright for easy reach. A steel re-enforced lanyard hole safely 
secures sledge hammer to your wrist.

Dead Blow Hammers
Eliminates bounce back. The non-marring 
and non-sparking soft face making them 
ideal for use in the automotive industry, oil 
and mining, metal fabrication and assembly, 
wood assembly and the aerospace industry.

Part # Handle Head Head Material SALE PRICE 
JET # 55114 .......14” ....... 1.5 lb .......Vulcanized Rubber ..... $34.99
JET # 55214 .......14” .........2 lb ........Vulcanized Rubber ..... $38.79
JET # 55314 .......14” .........3 lb ........Vulcanized Rubber ..... $38.99

Wilton ® Spark-Duty
4 Pc. Hi-Vis C-Clamp Kit
Drop forged construction with extra 
deep throat. ACME rolled copper 
plated spindle with Perma-pad® 
is designed to resist welding 
spatter and corrosion. Features a 
V-grooved anvil that allows secure 
holding of all materials including 
rounds, squares and flats. High-
visibility color conforms to OSHA 
safety color standards for physical 
hazards regulation #1910.144. 
Includes: (1) 2” Clamp - (1) 4” 
Clamp - (1) 6” Clamp - (1) 8” Clamp.
JET # 11114 ............ $69.99

Wilton ® Classic Series F-Clamps
Among the first of their kind; with a timeless 
design, this series from JET® is an industry 
favorite. A simple, no-frills construction means 
it simply gets the job done. Features four of the 
most popular sizes. Black oxide spindle resists 
wear while resisting rust. Drop forged arms 
provides minimal flex under heavy workloads.
Includes: (1) 4” Mini F-Clamp - (1) 8” Mini F-
Clamp - (1) 8” Reg. Duty 8” F-Clamp - (1) 12” 
Regular Duty F-Clamp.
JET # 11116 .........................$112.99

Part # Style Vise Strength / Construction Size Max. Opening Throat Pipe Capacity Base Swivel SALE PRICE

JET # 11126 ........... Utility ............30,000 psi / Cast Iron .......4-1/2” Jaw ...........4” .............2-5/8” .........1/8” to 2” ........... 180° .......... $89.99
JET # 69999 ..... Swivel Head .......30,000 psi / Cast Iron .......... 5” Jaw ...........5-1/4” .............3” ............3/8” to 3” ........... 360° .........$164.99
JET # 11127 ........... Utility ............30,000 psi / Cast Iron .......5-1/2” Jaw ...........5” .............3-1/4” ......1/8” to 2-1/2” ........ 180° .........$113.99
JET # 63200A ... Tradesman......60,000 psi / Ductile Iron .....5-1/2” Jaw ...........5” .............3-3/4” .........1/4” to 3” ........... 360° .........$379.99
JET # 11128 ........... Utility ............30,000 psi / Cast Iron .......6-1/2” Jaw ........5-1/2” ........3-13/16” ....1/8” to 2-1/2” ........ 180° .........$147.99
JET # 63201 ...... Tradesman......60,000 psi / Ductile Iron .....6-1/2” Jaw ........6-1/2” .............4” .........1/4” to 3-1/2” ........ 360° .........$519.99
JET # 11800 ........... Utility ............30,000 psi / Cast Iron .......... 8” Jaw ...........7-1/2” ..........4-1/2” .........1/8” to 3” ........... 180° .........$279.99
JET # 63202 ...... Tradesman......60,000 psi / Ductile Iron ........ 8” Jaw ..............7” .............4-3/4” ......1/8” to 3-1/2” ........ 360° .........$774.99

Powder coat finish resists scratches 
and provides a tough and durable 
surface. Features: single lockdown 
base, (4) mounting ears, 
built-in self-centering pipe 
jaws, large anvil work surface, 
replaceable hardened ser-
rated steel jaw faces.

The rotating head allows you to 
clamp your material at the best 
possible angle. Indexed at 90° left 
and right for quick set up. Features: 
double lockdown base, (4) mounting 
ears, built-in self-centering pipe jaws, 
anvil work surface, and replaceable 
hardened serrated steel jaw faces.

Magnet Vise Jaw Pad Set 
Features (3) magnets per pad, with 
uniform cross-hatch gripping surface.
TTN # 22020.................... $10.49

Securely fastens to any 3” to 6” vise jaw using strong mag-
nets. Non-marring material prevents clamp marks, 
scratching or damage to finished surfaces.

Reversible
Bar Clamps
Heavy duty nylon clamps 
with durable carbon steel 
bar provides up to 1,200 lbs. maximum clamping 
pressure. Quickly converts from a clamp to a spreader 
without the use of tools. Features pistol action rubber-
ized comfort grip handle and removable jaw pads that 
protect surfaces from marring and damage.
PRT # W3945 .......6” Clamp .......$4.99
PRT # W3946 ......12” Clamp ......$5.99
PRT # W3948 ......24” Clamp ......$7.99

REVERSIBLE

Aluminum Vise Jaw Pad Set 
Features magnetic strips holds pad to 
any steel vise jaw. Specially designed 
ledge, supports flat parts while clamp-
ing. V-shaped aluminum surface holds 
and helps protect round or hex parts.
LIS # 48000 ................. $11.59

Magnet Vise
Jaw Pad Set 
Features (2) magnets 
per pad. Pads have 
molded areas to securely 
clamp round objects.
PRT # MV-1 ......... $14.99

Tradesman vises feature 
a fully enclosed spindle 
and nut assembly that 
keeps ‘out’ debris and 
lubrication ‘in’. Features 
double lockdown base, 
four mounting ears, 
built-in self-centering pipe 
jaws, anvil work surface, 
and replaceable hardened 
serrated steel jaw faces.

WILTON® UTILITY VISES

WILTON® TRADESMAN™ VISES

WILTON® SWIVEL HEAD VISE

# 63200

# 69999# 11800

3 Pc. B.A.S.H Unbreakable Hammer Set
The world’s most durable sledge, ball and cross pein hammers available. 
Contains: (1) 2-1/2 lb. sledge hammer with 12” handle (1) 24 oz. ball pein 
hammer with 14” handle (1) 32 oz. cross pein hammer with 16” handle
JET # 3PCBASH .............. Includes Case ...................$129.99
JET # 11111 ......................Without Case ...................$103.79
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Wilton® Tradesman Vise & 
BASH® Sledge Combo Package
This special edition package includes: 
• (1) 5-1/2” black Wilton® Tradesman Bullet 
Vise - enclosed design. See specifications 
listed above for model #63200. 
• (1) B.A.S.H® green hi-vis 4 lb. Sledge 
Hammer # 20412. Has a 4 lb. head with a 12” 
long Unbreakable® Handle Technology.
• If bought individually it would cost $511.74
JET # 63200A ......................$379.99



TOP CHESTS & ROLLER CABINETSTOP CHESTS & ROLLER CABINETS

 36” Top Chest 41” Top Chest 56” Top Chest
Model Number MTZ # BK3608CH MTZ # BK4108CH MTZ # BK5607CH
Width 36” 41” 56”
Depth 17-3/4” 17-3/4” 19-3/4”
Height 21-3/8” 21-3/8” 21-3/8”
Storage Space 20,137 cu/in. 22,578 cu/in. 33,562 cu/in.
Net Weight 117 lbs. 124 lbs. 155 lbs.
SALE PRICE $409.99 $459.99 $599.99

 36” Roller Cabinet 41” Roller Cabinet 56” Roller Cabinet
Model Number MTZ # BK3606TC MTZ # BK4111TC MTZ # BK5611TC
Width 36-1/2” 41-1/2” 56-1/2”
Depth 18-1/8” 18-1/8” 20-1/8”
Height 41-1/2” 41-1/2” 41-1/2”
Storage Space 30,511 cu/in. 34,783 cu/in. 41,440 cu/in.
Net Weight 166 lbs. 208 lbs. 271 lbs.
SALE PRICE $565.99 $659.99 $929.99

You’ll be impressed the quality and look of these black powered-coated boxes. Each 
box features full width aluminum drawer pulls with raise and release drawer latch 
mechanisms. A tubular-style lock with keys provide a central locking system for each of 

the cabinets. The smooth-action ball bearing drawer slides have a load rating of 100 lbs. per set and features dual drawer slides on the deeper drawers. The drawer configuration is 
ideal for storing individual tools with some larger and deeper drawers for power tools and blow-mold tool cases. Includes anti-slip foam drawer liners. Top chests feature an exclusive 
rolled-over lid, allowing for easy access to the toop area of the box while the gas springs provide for easy opening and lid support. Roller cabinets feature a large diameter tubular 
chrome plated side handle, PVC coated top work surface and 5”x 2” casters rated at 550 lb. capacity each. Anti-slip drawer liners provided in each toolbox.

$3,17499
MTZ # BK7217MZ

17 DRAWER 30” DEEP
‘ELITE’ ROLLER CABINET
17 DRAWER 30” DEEP
‘ELITE’ ROLLER CABINET

This is a popular combination for a 
mechanic looking to have easy access to 
their most-used tools that also has a good 
amount of storage. The top triangle box 
can be removed while the bottom remains 
if you need your tools at a job site.
This combo contains:
MTZ # XL450B Triangle Box
MTZ # BK3606TC Roller Cabinet
COMBO PRICE ............ $1,041.98

36” Crossover
Combo

MODEL NUMBER  MTZ # ME300B MTZ # LA400B   MTZ # XL450B
Tool Type Either SAE or Metric Either SAE or Metric  Both SAE & Metric
Storage Capacity 5,260 cu. in. 8,581 cu. in. 13,120 cu. in.
Socket Pegs 88 total 206 total 199 total
• 1/4” drive 11 deep / 11 shallow 64 deep or shallow  64 deep or shallow
• 3/8” drive 15 deep / 15 shallow 30 deep / 30 shallow 28 deep / 28 shallow
• 1/2” drive 18 deep / 18 shallow 41 deep / 41 shallow 40 deep / 39 shallow
Combo Wrench Pegs 18 total 35 total 39 total
Ratchets / Drives / Extensions 25 holes 27 holes 21 holes
Screwdrivers / Nutdrivers 10 holes 21 holes 21 holes 
Dimensions 30”W x 15”D x 18-1/8”H 30”W x 19”D x 20-1/8”H 36”W x 21-1/2”D x 17-3/8”H
Weight 64 lbs. 87 lbs. 87 lbs.
SALE PRICE  $359.99  $459.99 $475.99

These weather-tight mobile multi-function toolboxes are designed to 
conserve valuable work space while providing instant visual tool inven-
tory. Tools at your fingertips, and not at the bottom of a box. Constructed 
last using 16 gauge steel, welded seams and black powder coated 
finish. Each box features two large grab handles for easy movement, 
a recessed locking latch with double-cut keys for added security plus a 
centrally located gas shock to hold the lid open.

TRIANGLE SHAPED
PORTABLE TOOL STORAGE
TRIANGLE SHAPED
PORTABLE TOOL STORAGE

# ME300B

# LA400B

This roller cabinet offers plenty of storage capacity 
for oversized tools and equipment. All steel construc-
tion with black powder coated paint finish, and a 
black PVC coated MDF work surface. Features: full 
extension ball bearing drawer slides that are rated at 
250 lbs. per drawer and the larger, deeper drawers 
have dual sets. Aluminum trimmed drawer pulls 
operate the raise and release drawer latch system. 
Tubular-style coded lock system secure all the draw-
ers with single lock. Has a separate locking security 
drawer for valuables. This toolbox weighs 1,000 lbs. 
with 50,650 cubic inches of storage space. Dimen-
sions: 72” W x 30” D x 46-1/4” H including casters. 
Includes six (6) spring loaded casters (4-swivel & 
2-rigid) with a load rating of 900 lbs each.

Gas shocks raise
socket tray front to access
open storage area underneath

# XL450B
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11 Pc. Blackhawk™  Polished Combo Wrench Set:
7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm
Blackhawk™ 1/4” Drive: (10) Shallow socket sizes: 
5, 5.5 to 13mm • (10) Deep socket sizes: 4 to 13mm • 
Reversible Ratchet • 6” Extension • Spinner Handle
Blackhawk™ 3/8” Drive: (13) Shallow socket sizes: 7 
to 19mm • (9) Deep socket sizes: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
17, 18, 19mm • Reversible Ratchet • Reversible Flex-
Head Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 3” & 6”  Extension • 
Universal Joint
Blackhawk™ 1/2” Drive: (10) Shallow socket sizes: 
10 to 19mm • (10) Deep socket sizes: 10 to 19mm  • 
Reversible Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 5” Extension 
10 Pc. Screwdriver & Pick Set: 5 slotted • 3 Phillips 
screwdrivers • 2 picks
9 Pc. Long Arm Ball End Hex Key Set
Channellock® Pliers: 7” dia. cutting plier • 6” slip 
joint plier • 9-1/2” tongue & groove plier • 6” long nose 
plier w/ side cutter
T/S # MTS2 .......................... $829.99

11 Pc. Blackhawk™  Polished
Combination Wrench Set: 3/8” to 1”
Blackhawk™ 1/4” Drive: (10) Shallow socket sizes: 
5/32” to 1/2” • (9) Deep socket sizes: 3/16”, 7/32”, 
1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” • Reversible 
Ratchet • 6” Extension • Spinner Handle
Blackhawk™ 3/8” Drive: (9) Shallow socket sizes: 
3/8” to 7/8” • (9) Deep socket sizes: 3/8” to 7/8” • 
Reversible Ratchet • Reversible Flex-Head Ratchet • 
Flex Handle Bar • 3” & 6”  Extension • Universal Joint
Blackhawk™ 1/2” Drive: (11) Shallow socket sizes: 
3/8” to 1” • (9) Deep socket sizes: 1/2” to 1” • Reversible 
Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 5” Extension 
10 Pc. Screwdriver & Pick Set: 5 slotted • 3 Phillips 
screwdrivers • 2 picks 13 Pc. Long Arm Ball End Hex 
Key Set
Channellock® Pliers: 7” dia. cutting plier • 6” slip 
joint plier • 9-1/2” tongue & groove plier • 6” long nose 
plier w/ side cutter
T/S # MTS1 .......................... $859.99

Medium
Metric Tool Set
This set fits Montezuma # ME300B toolbox

Medium
SAE Tool Set
This set fits Montezuma # ME300B toolbox

Large SAE &
Metric Tool Set
This set fits Montezuma # XL450 & # LA400 toolboxes

Large SAE &
Metric Tool Set
This set fits Montezuma # XL450 & # LA400 toolboxes

MM

MM

MM

SAE

SAE

Sunex® V-Groove Polished Combination 
Wrenches: SAE 1/4” to 1-1/4” • Metric 6 to 22mm 
Blackhawk™ 1/4” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 5/32” 
to 1/2” -- 5 to 13mm • Deep socket sizes: 1/4”, 9/32”, 
5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” -- 4 to 13mm • Revers-
ible Ratchet • 6” Extension • Spinner Handle
Blackhawk™ 3/8” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 5/16” 
to 1” -- 7 to 19mm • Deep socket sizes: 3/8” to 7/8” 
-- 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm • Reversible 
Ratchet • Reversible Flex-Head Ratchet • Flex Handle 
Bar • 3” & 6”  Extension • Universal Joint
Blackhawk™ 1/2” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 3/8” 
to 1” -- 10 to 19mm • Deep socket sizes: 1/2” to 1-1/8” 
-- 10 to 19mm • Reversible Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar 
• 5” Extension 
10 Pc. Screwdriver & Pick Set: 5 slotted • 3 Phillips 
screwdrivers • 2 picks
Long Arm Ball End Hex Key Sets: 13 pc. SAE set w/ 
holder • 9 pc. Metric set w/holder
Channellock® Pliers: 7” dia. cutting plier • 6” slip 
joint plier • 9-1/2” tongue & groove plier •
6” long nose plier w/ side cutter
T/S # LTS2 ........................ $1,149.99

Blackhawk™  Polished Combination Wrenches: 
SAE 1/4” to 1-1/4” • Metric 6 to 22mm 
Blackhawk™ 1/4” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 5/32” 
to 1/2” -- 5 to 13mm • Deep socket sizes: 1/4”, 9/32”, 
5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” -- 4 to 13mm • Revers-
ible Ratchet • 6” Extension • Spinner Handle
Blackhawk™ 3/8” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 5/16” 
to 1” -- 7 to 19mm • Deep socket sizes: 3/8” to 7/8” 
-- 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm • Reversible 
Ratchet • Reversible Flex-Head Ratchet • Flex Handle 
Bar • 3” & 6”  Extension • Universal Joint
Blackhawk™ 1/2” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 3/8” 
to 1” -- 10 to 19mm • Deep socket sizes: 1/2” to 1-1/8” 
-- 10 to 19mm • Reversible Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar 
• 5” Extension 
10 Pc. Screwdriver & Pick Set: 5 slotted • 3 Phillips 
screwdrivers • 2 picks
Long Arm Ball End Hex Key Sets: 13 pc. SAE set w/ 
holder • 9 pc. Metric set w/holder, 
Channellock® Pliers: 7” dia. cutting plier • 6” slip 
joint plier • 9-1/2” tongue & groove plier • 6” long nose 
plier w/ side cutter
T/S # LTS1 ........................ $1,399.99

125 Piece 
SAE & Metric
Mechanic’s Tool Set
Set includes: 1/4” drive sockets, 3/8” 
drive sockets, 3/8” drive deep sock-
ets, 1/2” drive sockets, full polished 
combination wrenches and 24 piece 
hex key wrench set. All items above 
have both Metric and SAE sizes. Ad-
ditional items include: (2) socket adaptors, 3/8” drive 
3” extension bar and universal joint, Pro-style ratchets (3/8” & 1/2” 
drive) with quick releases feature, 24 pc bit set: 5 slotted, 3 pozi, 3 phllips, 4 
hex & 6 star Torx™ bits, one magnetic bit holder and a study blown molded tri-fold case.
PRT # W1525 ..........................1/4” & 3/8” Drive Tool Set ............................. $89.99

TOOL SETS FOR TRIANGLE BOXES

These tool sets are 
designed to fit Montezuma 
portable triangular tool-
boxes. You’re at the right 
place if you are looking 
for an easy way to fill 
your new toolbox with a 
comprehensive set of 
new tools!

‘Large’
Montezuma®

#XL450

‘Large’
Montezuma®

#XL400

‘Medium’
Montezuma®

#ME300B

SAE

Pliers &
Combination
Wrench Racks
By holding pliers and wrenches vertically, 
tools take up less space in the toolbox 
while keeping them easy to identify, 
locate and grab. Thirteen slots: Ten 
(10) 5/8” wide slots and three (3) 7/8” wide 
slots hold various shapes and sizes of wrenches 
and pliers. Made of durable molded plastic that mea-
sures only 1-5/8” tall.  Also can be used to organize 
open-end, box end and ratcheting wrenches. 
LIS # 40460 .......... Black .........$15.99
LIS # 40490 ........... Red ..........$15.99

Part # Description Sizes Color SALE PRICE
ISN # HNE1401 .....1/4” Drive SAE ................... 1/8” to 5/8” ....................Red ..........$10.99
ISN # HNE1402 .....1/4” Drive Metric ............. 4mm to 15mm ................Gray .........$10.99
ISN # HNE3801 .....3/8” Drive SAE .....................1/4” to 1” .....................Red ..........$10.99
ISN # HNE3802 .....3/8” Drive Metric ............. 6mm to 20mm ................Gray .........$10.99 
ISN # HNE1201 .....1/2” Drive SAE ..................3/8” to 1-1/4” ..................Red ..........$12.99 
ISN # HNE1202 .....1/2” Drive Metric ..... 10mm to 25mm & 27mm ........Gray .........$12.99

Hansen Global Socket Trays 
Quickly become the preferred way to store your sockets. No more 
searching for loose sockets. Now you can organize your sockets 
for quick, easy identification by size and style. Each tough ABS 
plastic tray holds both shallow and deep sockets and the top of 
each post is marked with the socket size. 
Color-coded separate trays offer easy 
identification from Metric to SAE.

Quik-Pik Wrench Racks
Keep box end and open end wrenches ready for 
instant access. Feature a triangular, side-by-
side shape to take up minimum drawer space. 
Each tray pad printed with the size for easy 
grab and go. Made of tough polypropylene 
plastic with molded in carry handle.

Part # Description Sizes Color SALE PRICE
ISN # HNE5301 .....SAE ...........................................1/4” to 15/16” ..........Red ........... $5.99
ISN # HNE5302 .....Metric .......................................6mm to 18mm ........Gray .......... $5.99

Sockets Not Included

REVERSIBLE RATCHES

 Offset Head
TTN # 12045.................3/8” Drive Offset Head - 11” Handle ...................... $18.99
TTN # 12046.................1/2” Drive Offset Head - 15” Handle ......................$23.99

 Long Handle
PRT # W38180 ...................3/8” Drive 18” Long Handle............................ $24.99
TTN # 11086.......................3/8” Drive 18” Long Handle............................ $24.99
TTN # 11087.......................1/2” Drive 24” Long Handle............................$39.99

 Extendable
TTN # 12075................ 1/4” Drive - Extendable (6” to 7-7/8”) ..................... $16.99
TTN # 12070..............3/8” Drive Extendable (8-1/2” to 12-1/2”) ................... $18.99
TTN # 12074............... 1/2” Drive Extendable (12” to 17-1/2”) .................... $26.99
TTN # 12072..............3/4” Drive Extendable (19-1/4” to 7-7/8”) ................... $94.99

 Flex Head
TTN # 11074.................. 1/4” Drive Flex Head - 12” Handle .......................$23.49
TTN # 11073.................. 3/8” Drive Flex Head - 18” Handle ....................... $29.99
TTN # 11072.................. 1/2” Drive Flex Head - 24” Handle ....................... $49.99

OFFSET

EXTENDABLE

FLEX HEAD

LONG HANDLE

3 Pc. Socket Holder Set
1/4”, 3/8” & 1/2” rails hold 16 
sockets each. Chrome plated 
to resist corrorsion. These can 
mount to a wall or tool box.
PRT # W3-SKH ....... $4.99

Sockets
Not Included
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SLIP JOINT PLIERS

LONG NOSE PLIERS

OIL FILTER /PVC PLIERS

DIAGONAL CUTTING PLIERS

TONGUE & GROOVE PLIERS

Part # Description Adjustments Length Sale Price
CNL # 424 ......1/2” Capacity .............3 ............4-1/2” ......$14.79 
CNL # 426 ......1” Capacity ................5 ............6-1/2” ......$12.79 
CNL # 420 ......1-1/2” Capacity ..........5 ............9-1/2” ......$15.39
CNL # 430 ......2” Capacity ................7 ..............10” ........$15.99
CNL # 440 ......2-1/4” Capacity ..........7 ..............12” ........$18.19
CNL # 460 ......4-1/4” Capacity ..........8 ..............16” ........$30.09
CNL # 480 ......5-1/2” Capacity .........12 .............20” ........$58.89

Part # Type Min. Max. Sale Price
CNL # 209 ...........Straight Head ...... 1-3/4” ........ 3”.........$16.59 
CNL # 212 ...........Straight Head ...... 2-1/2” ..... 3-3/4” .....$22.99
CNL # 2012BULK ... 30° Angle Head .... 2-1/2” ..... 3-3/4” .....$19.99
CNL # 215 ...........Straight Head ...... 2-1/2” ..... 4-1/2” .....$27.49

Channellock uses high-carbon C1080 steel for superior performance on the 
job. Sturdy, serrated jaws provide extra gripping power. Each plier is specially 
coated for ultimate rust prevention. Has 2 jaw positions with PermaLock® 
fastener to eliminate nut and bolt failure. Finally, Channellock blue comfort 
grips to ensure a firm, comfortable grip. Made in the USA

CNL # 524 ........................ 4-1/2” Little Champ ® .............$11.89
CNL # 526BULK .........6” Round Nose w/ shear ............ $8.59
CNL # 528BULK .........8” Round Nose w/ shear ............ $8.89
CNL # 516 ....................6-1/2” Thin Nose w/ shear.........$16.29
CNL # 537 ...................8” Thin Nose w/ side cutter .......$29.69

Engineered to operate in tight spaces. Crosshatched teeth pattern provides 
reliable grip in either direction. Side cutter models feature a knife anvil style 
cutting edge to ensure perfect mating. Made in the USA

CNL # 3026 ....................... 6” Long Nose ........................$18.39
CNL # 326 .............6” Long Nose w/ Side Cutter ...........$20.79
CNL # 317 .............8” Long Nose w/ Side Cutter ...........$21.39
CNL # 318 .........8.5” w/ Side Cutter & Crush Area .......$26.99

Laser heat-treated cutting edges last longer. Feature knife and anvil cutters 
ensure proper cutting edge alignment, resulting in a clean cut every time. Most 
manufacturers use two sharp edges which can become misaligned, losing their 
cutting effectiveness. Experience the difference for yourself. Made in the USA.

CNL # 436 .................. 6” Box Joint Diagonal .................$18.79
CNL # 437 .................. 7” Box Joint Diagonal .................$20.79
CNL # 337 .................. 7” Lap Joint Diagonal .................$19.19
CNL # 338 .................. 8” Lap Joint Diagonal .................$20.99
CNL # 447 ............8” Curved Lap Joint Diagonal ..........$24.59
CNL # 449 .......... 9.5” Curved Lap Joint Diagonal .........$27.89

Straight Jaw Design - Channellock® uses high-carbon C1080 steel with a 
patented reinforcing edge that minimizes stress breakage and provides su-
perior performance. Other features include: undercut tongue & groove design 
that won’t slip. The right angle, laser heat-treated teeth provide better grip. A 
PermaLock® fastener that eliminates nut and bolt failure. Finally Channllock 
Blue® grips for added comfort. Made right here in the USA.

Combined the strength and reliability of Channellock® Tongue and Groove 
Plier with the special needs of oil filters and large PVC / Conduit. Features 
right angle teeth for maximum bite and PermaLock® fastener that eliminates 
nut and bolt failure. Made in the USA.

RETAINING RING PLIERS

XTRA SLIM JAW 
ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES
These adjustable wrenches have a extra slim 3/16” 
jaw for extra reach. That is 40% thinner than a regular 
wrench of the same size which means maximum 
accessibility. Super-wide opening that allows users 
to tackle big jobs with a compact wrench. Jaws are 
imprinted with measurement scale for sizing nuts, pipe 
and tube diameters. Signature CODE BLUE® grip 
designed for durability and comfort. 

Part # Description Length Thickness  Jaw Cap. SALE PRICE
CNL # 6SWCB .... WideAzz® Xtra Slim Jaw ....6.93” ..... 0.55” .......1-3/4” ...... $31.19 
CNL # 8SWCB .... WideAzz® Xtra Slim Jaw ....8.49” ..... 0.55” .......1-1/2” ...... $33.19 

PROFESSIONAL 
SCREWDRIVER SETS
These American-Made drivers mean business. Each drivers is designed with 
a four-sided, acetate handle that delivers greater torque and superior strength 
compared to molded handle designs. Acetate handles are solvent resistant 
and extremely durable. The custom heat-treated alloy steel shaft has a nickel 
chrome finish for superior corrosion resistance. Features precision machined 
vapor blast tip for a precise fit and improve grip on the screw head.

CNL # SD-10A ............... 10 Pc. Set - (5 Slotted / 5 Phillips) .................... $62.69
CNL # SD-6A................... 6 Pc. Set - (3 Slotted / 3 Phillips) ..................... $36.19
CNL # TS-5A ...........5 Pc. Torx® Set - (T10, T15, T20, T25, T30) ............. $15.69

5 PIECE PLIER SET 
Buy this set and SAVE! Each Channellock® 
plier is constructed from C1080 steel then 
an electronic coating is added for ultimate 
rust prevention and finished off with the 
iconic blue comfort grips. Set includes one 
each of the following: 9-1/2” (#420) and 
10” (#430) tongue and groove pliers -- 8” 
(#3017) long nose plier -- 7” (# 337) high 
leverage diagonal lap joint cutting plier 
-- 6” (#526) slip joint plier -- tool roll with 
individual sleeves. Made in the USA.
CNL # TOOLROLL3 ........... $78.99

8” STRAIGHT TINNER SNIP 
These American-made tinner snips are designed to 
make straight and wide tight curves in any direction. 
Forged high carbon steel construction for ultimate durabil-
ity and maximum cutting efficiency.  Custom heat-treated 
blades precision machined to last longer cut through 24 
gauge cold rolled steel. Tool length: 8.3” -- Cutting edge:  1.75” 
-- Slip-resistant CHANNELLOCK BLUE® grip. Made in the USA
CNL # 608TS ....................................................$13.49

8˝ HIGH LEVERAGE
CENTER CUTTING PLIER 
No sacrifice with the all new design. A center cutting angle 
along with specially heat treated precision machined 
cutting edges provide more cutting power than diagonal 
cutters of the same length. Xtreme Leverage Technology 
positions the rivet closer to the cutting edge so consider-
ably less force is required to cut than traditional high 
leverage designs. Features improved high carbon alloy 
steel and CHANNELLOCK BLUE® comfort grips.
CNL # E458  .......................................... $25.79

4-Thread Knurl
& Non-Protruding

Jaws Provide Greater
Capacity & Added

Strength

A Difference You
Can Feel from the

First Cut!

A Difference You
Can Feel from the

First Cut!

Convertible from internal to external with flip of the thumb switch. No disas-
sembly and reassembly required. Features a heavy duty return spring and 
Channellock Blue® grips for added comfort. Better price than the Snap-on® 
Bluepoint equivalent. 
Includes: # 926 - External: 1/8” to 1”, Internal: 1/4” to 1”  •  # 927 - External: 
1/4” to 2”, Internal: 3/8” to 2”  •  # 929 - External: 1-1/2” to 4”, Internal: 
1-13/16” to 4”. Each pliers has 5 pairs of color coded interchangeable tips.
CNL # RT3 .......3 Pc. Retaining Ring Plier Set ..............$90.39

# 2012BULK

# 209

# 460

# 424

# 447

# 337

# 437

# 317

# 537

# 526BULK

PLIERS - 23 

SAVE $9.70
When purchased in 

this 5 pc. Set



SNX # 9950 .................. 5 Pc. SAE Set ............$34.99
3/8 & 7/16,  1/2 & 9/16,  5/8 & 11/16,  3/4 & 13/16,  7/8 & 

15/16

BLA # BW6PTNB .... 6 Pc. Long SAE Set ........$94.99
5/16 & 3/8,  7/16 & 1/2,  9/16 & 5/8,  11/16 & 3/4,  13/16 & 

7/8, 15/16 & 1

SNX # 9950M ..............5 Pc. Metric Set ..........$27.99
10mm & 11mm, 12mm & 14mm, 13mm & 15mm, 16mm & 

18mm, 17mm & 19mm

Double Box End Wrench Sets
These 12-point double box end wrenches have a 10° offset head 
to allow clearance in tight areas. The box end design allows user to 
provide higher torque without spreading or rounding the fastener. 
Fully guaranteed and comes with canvas storage pouch.

BLA # MF-017 .............. 17 Pc. SAE .............$189.99
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 

15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4, 1-15/16

BLA # MF-014 .............. 14 Pc. SAE .............$169.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

SNX # 9714 .................. 14 Pc. SAE ...............$59.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

TTN # 17327................. 11 Pc. SAE ...............$12.99
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8

SNX # 9707 ................... 7 Pc. SAE ..............$124.99
1-5/16, 1-3/8, 1-1/2, 1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2

SNX # 9604 ................... 4 Pc. SAE ..............$219.99
2-1/8, 2-1/4, 2-3/8, 2-1/2

BLA # MF-017M .......... 17 Pc. Metric ............$187.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22mm

SNX # 9715 ................. 14 Pc. Metric ..............$45.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

BLA # MF-011M .......... 11 Pc. Metric ..............$89.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16mm

TTN # 17328................ 11 Pc. Metric ..............$12.99
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18mm

SNX # 9605M ...............5 Pc. Metric ...............$29.99
20, 21, 22, 23, 24mm

SNX # 9606M ...............6 Pc. Metric ...............$49.99
25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32mm

SNX # 9707M ...............7 Pc. Metric .............$129.99
33, 34, 36, 38, 41, 46, 50mm

Satin Finish
Combination Wrench Sets
These high density wrenches feature drop forged alloy steel construc-
tion and each wrench is plated to resist rust and corrosion. Rounded 
handle edge makes it comfortable to hold and the satin-finish provides 
a slip resistance gripping surface.

Flare Nut Wrench Sets
Flare nut wrenches are specially designed to grip five sides of a hex 
nut and have a thicker build, creating more surface contact. This 
helps prevent damage to soft metal fittings such as brass copper and 
aluminum. Great for uses on fuel, brake, and air conditioning lines 
Fully guaranteed and comes with canvas storage pouch.

SNX # 9809 ..............9 Pc. SAE / Metric.......... $39.99
1/4 & 5/16,  3/8 & 7/16,  1/2 & 9/16,  5/8 & 11/16

8 & 9mm, 10 & 12mm, 13 & 14mm, 15 & 17mm, 19 & 21mm

BLA # FN8PTNB ......8 Pc. SAE / Metric........ $114.99
3/8 & 7/16,  1/2 & 9/16,  5/8 & 11/16,  3/4” & 1

10 & 12mm, 13 & 14mm, 15 & 17mm, 19 & 21mm

BLA # FN4PTNB ........... 4 Pc. SAE ............... $64.99
3/8 & 7/16, 1/2 & 9/16, 5/8 & 11/16, 3/4 & 1

BLA # FN4MNB ...........4 Pc. Metric .............. $59.99
10 & 12mm, 13 & 14mm, 15 & 17mm, 19 & 21mm

SNX # 9914 .................. 14 Pc. SAE ...............$74.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

SNX # 9916 ..............6 Pc. SAE Jumbo .........$135.99
1-3/8, 1-1/2, 1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2

SNX # 9914M .............. 14 Pc. Metric ..............$55.79
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

SNX # 9926 .............6 Pc. Metric Jumbo..........$44.99
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25mm

SNX # 9927 ............7 Pc. Metric X-Large .........$79.99
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm

Angle Head
Open End Wrench Sets
Both heads of these wrenches are offset at 16° & 60° to the handle. 
Both ends are the same size to permit the wrench to be used in four 
different positions. This adds convenience and access those hard-
to-reach places. Made of drop forged steel for added strength. Fully 
guaranteed and comes with canvas storage pouch.

SNX # 9915 .................. 14 Pc. SAE ...............$74.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

SNX # 9917M .............. 12 Pc. Metric ..............$39.99
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

SNX # 9918M ..........5 Pc. Metric Jumbo..........$38.99
20, 21, 22, 23, 24mm

SNX # 9919M .........8 Pc. Metric X-Large .........$97.49
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm

SNX # 9917MPR ....25 Pc. Metric Master .......$159.99
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 

25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm

V-Groove Extended Length
Combination Wrench Sets 
These smooth fully polished, drop forged alloy steel wrenches are 20% 
longer than standard wrenches and feature V-Groove open end design 
which reduces wear on fasteners. Wrenches  are fully guaranteed and 
comes with canvas storage pouch.

BLA # BW-14PT .......... 14 Pc. SAE ............ $149.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

BLA # BW-11PT .......... 11 Pc. SAE ............ $114.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1

BLA # BW-14MPT ...... 14 Pc. Metric ........... $149.99
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20mm

BLA # BW-11P ............ 11 Pc. Metric ........... $114.99
7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm

TTN # 17398............22 Pc. SAE / Metric ......... $27.99
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

Polished Finish
Combination Wrench Sets

Constructed of chrome vanadium alloy steel for strength and durabil-
ity. Each wrench is polished to a mirror-like finish that wipes clean 
after each use. Wrenches use a 12-point box end design with 15° 
offset creating clearance for fingers.

24 - COMBINATION WRENCHES

These wrenches have an extra-wide jaw capacity and precise jaw design to grip fasteners tightly. The rugged 
I-Beam style handle with radius corner design, features a reinforced stress area. The satin finish provides cor-
rosion resistance and a slip resistant grip. The Click-Stop® Adjustable Wrenches feature a locking design which 
holds the moving jaw of the adjustable wrench at the proper opening you select while the wrench is in use.

Part # Description Jaw Cap. Length SALE PRICE
CNL # 806W ............................Chrome Finish ......................15/16” ......6.25” ..... $17.19
CNL # 808W ............................Chrome Finish ..................... 1-3/16” ....... 8” ........ $18.99 
CNL # 810W ............................Chrome Finish ...................... 1-3/8” ....... 10” ....... $23.09
CNL # 812W ............................Chrome Finish ...................... 1-1/2” ....... 12” ....... $33.19
CNL # 815 ................................Chrome Finish .................... 1-11/16” ..... 15” ....... $54.49
CNL # 818 ................................Chrome Finish ...................... 2-1/8” ....... 18” ....... $99.99
BLA # AW-1006-2 ...........Nickel Chrome Finish ...................7/8” .......... 6” ........ $13.49
BLA # AW-1008-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish ................. 1-1/8” ........ 8” ........ $14.99 
BLA # AW-1010-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish ................. 1-3/8” ....... 10” ....... $16.49
BLA # AW-1015-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish .................... 2”........... 15” ....... $46.99
BLA # AW-1018-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish ................. 2-3/8” ....... 18” ....... $85.99
BLA # AW-1024-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish ................. 2-3/4” ....... 24” ...... $164.99
PRO # 712L ............... Click-Stop Jaw w/ Satin Finish ......... 1-1/2” ....... 12” ....... $43.99
PRO # 712SL ...... Click-Stop Jaw w/ Black Oxide Finish ... 1-1/2” ....... 12” ....... $41.99

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHESADJUSTABLE WRENCHES



SNX # 9935 ..........Half Moon Set - SAE ..........$28.99
5/16” & 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”, 9/16” & 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”, 13/16” 

& 7/8”

SNX # 9935M ......Half Moon Set - Metric.........$32.99
8mm & 10mm, 11mm & 13mm, 14mm & 15mm, 17mm & 

19mm, 21mm & 22mm

SNX # 9940 ............ S-Style Set - SAE ............$29.99
5/16” & 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”, 9/16” & 19/32”, 5/8” & 11/16”, 

11/16” & 3/4”

SNX # 9940M ........S-Style Set - Metric ...........$29.99
8mm & 9mm, 12mm & 13mm, 14mm & 15mm, 16mm & 

17mm, 18mm & 19mm

Limited Access Double
Box End Wrench Sets
These 12-point wrenches feature a curved design for maximum 
access in confined areas and around obstructions. Fully polished 
drop forged steel that provides added strength. Fully guaranteed and 
includes a canvas storage pouch. Used mainly in automotive applica-
tions for starter motors, alternators, carburetors, brakes, driveline and 
exhaust manifolds just to mention a few.

SNX # 9730 ....... 8 Pc. Metric Straight Set .......$53.99
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32mm

SNX # 9740 ....... 7 Pc. Metric Straight Set .......$78.99
34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42, 46mm

SNX # 9720 .........7 Pc. SAE Straight Set ........$64.99
1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16, 1-1/4, 1-3/8, 1-1/2

SNX # 9722 .........6 Pc. SAE Straight Set ........$92.99
1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2, 2-1/8, 2-1/4

SNX # 9708 ...........8 Pc. SAE Flare Set ..........$24.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 7/8

SNX # 9710M ..... 10 Pc. Metric Flare Set ........$33.69
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

Crowfoot Wrench Sets 
These fully polished, chrome finish, drop forged steel crowfoot 
wrenches can easily attach to any ratchet or extension bar to reach 
into confined areas.

Flare Style

Straight
Style

Stubby Combination Wrench Sets
These short handle combination wrenches provide extreme access 
and clearance in tight areas. The 12-point box end provides maximum 
turning power. Fully guaranteed and comes with canvas storage 
pouch.

SNX # 9930 ..............11 Pc. SAE Set ..............$39.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1

SNX # 9930M ......... 10 Pc. Metric Set ............$32.49
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

TTN # 17360 ......................7 Pc. SAE  ..................$74.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 3/4

BLA # BW3251L  .... 8 Pc. SAE - Locking ........ $169.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4

BLA # BW3250L ...12 Pc. Metric - Locking ..... $236.49
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

Flex-Head Ratcheting
Combination Wrench Sets
Great ratcheting power at any angle. Get onto fasteners you normally 
can’t get to with a standard ratchet wrench. The fine-toothed  flip-over 
style ratcheting box-end design requires as little as 5 degrees of 
wrench movement to move the fastener. Available in standard and 
locking head design which allows to freeze or lock the angle of the 
head securely in 13 different positions.

TTN # 17350 ................... 7 Pc. SAE ......................$54.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8,  3/4

BLA # BW-1250 ............ 7 Pc. SAE ......................$73.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8,  11/16, 3/4

TTN # 17354 .................. 13 Pc. SAE .................. $129.99
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1
TTN # 17351 ..................7 Pc. Metric  ...................$54.99

9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18mm
BLA # BW-1251 ...........7 Pc. Metric ....................$73.99

10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18mm
TTN # 17355 .................12 Pc. Metric ...................$89.99

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

‘Original’ Ratcheting
Combination Wrench Sets
These flip-over style chrome vanadium steel combination wrenches 
feature a ratcheting box-end to speed up fastener rundown time. 
Fine-toothed ratcheting gear design allows as little as 5 degrees of 
wrench movement to move the fastener, making it excellent for those 
confined areas.

BLA # BW1400 ...................8 Pc. SAE .............. $126.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4

BLA # BW2250R ....... 9 Pc. SAE - Stubby ....... $128.49
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4

BLA # BW1401 ........... 7 Pc. SAE - Jumbo ....... $275.99
13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4 

BLA # BW3330R ... 4 Pc. SAE - Double Box  .....$89.99
5/16 x 3/8, 7/16 x 1/2, 9/16 x 5/8, 11/16 x 3/4

BLA # BW1408  ................ 8 Pc. Metric ............. $126.89
8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18mm

BLA # BW1450 ................ 12 Pc. Metric ............ $186.49
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

BLA # BW2251R .....13 Pc. Metric - Stubby .... $187.99
6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 mm

Reversible Ratcheting
Combo Wrench Sets
No need to remove the wrench from fastener to change direction, 
thanks to the compact reversing lever. Features a 15-degree offset 
head to allow for knuckle clearance above the work surface. The 
fine-toothed ratcheting box-end design requires as little as 5 degrees 
of wrench movement to move the fastener. Meets ANSI specifications. 
Available in double box end, jumbo, stubby and standard lengths.

Locking
Wrench

Non-Locking
Wrench

4 Pc. Socket & Bit Conversion Kit
Reduces the number of tools you have to lug 
from place to place. Excellent for access into very 
tight spaces. Converts your ratcheting combina-
tion wrench into an extremely low profile square 
drive ratchet for sockets or hex bit driver. Detent 
ball socket retention with push button quick 
release. Designed to work with 10, 13, & 19 mm 
wrenches. Includes: 1/4”, 3/8” & 1/2” square drive 
adapters and 1/4” hex adapter.
TTN # 12624

RATCHETING WRENCHES - 25

R ATCHETING
WRENCHES

EFFICIENT, LESS WORK
& FA STER RUNDOWN

R ATCHETING
WRENCHES

EFFICIENT, LESS WORK
& FA STER RUNDOWN

Adjustable Hook 
Spanner Wrenches
These adjustable spanner wrenches fit a 
wide variety of sizes. For use on service 
collars, slotted/notched locknut rings and 
bearings. Made from high quality chrome 
vanadium steel and have a corrosion 
resistant black phosphate finish.

Part Number Adjustable Size Sale Price
PRT # W30782 ...............3/4” to 2” .................$17.79
PRT # W30783 ............. 1-1/4” to 3” ................$24.99
PRT # W30784 ............. 2” to 4-3/4” ................$29.99
PRT # W30785 ...........4-1/2” to 6-1/4” ..............$39.99

$1299

$4499

TTN # 12624

TTN # 16150

5 Pc. 2-n-1 Wobble / Adapter Set
Feature a unique universal wobbling adapter that allows 360° 
movement, unlike other manufactures that utilize a pin-type 
anchor. Another cool feature these wobble adapters have is 
the capability of operating as a rigid adapter. Simply center 
the male drive pin and push 
it back into the body of the 
adapter. Just that simple.
Includes: 1/4”(M) x 3/8”(F),  
3/8”(M) x 1/4”(F),  3/8”(M) x 
1/2”(F),  1/2”(M) x 3/8”(F),  
3/4”(M) x 1/2”(F). These 
impact grade adapters are 
packaged in an EVA foam 
storage case.
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1/2” DR. MASTER 
IMPACT SOCKET SETS 
These sets include both shallow and deep 
impact sockets in the most popular sizes. The 
impacts are forged from the finest chrome mo-
lybdenum alloy steel and come in a heavy duty 
blow molded storage case. The 6-point radius 
corner design that causes the socket to grab the 
sturdy wall or flat side of the fastener resulting in 
less corner wear on the fastener.

• 39 Pc. SAE Set
Both shallow & deep socket sizes: 3/8”, 7/16”, 
1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 
15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 
1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2” & U-joint.
SNX # 2668 .................................$229.99
• 39 Pc. Metric Set
Both shallow & deep socket sizes: 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 
27, 30mm & U-joint.
     SNX # 2669 ...........................$179.99

SOCKET 
SHAPED
SPEAKER

w/ #2668 -or- #2669 Purchase

w/ #2568 -or- #2569 Purchase

Bluetooth™

# BTSPEAKER

# SX231P
1/2” DRIVE
AIR IMPACT
WRENCH

# SUNCLK16
WALL 
SHOP
CLOCK

w/ #SX4360-6
Purchase

# 8516
ADJUSTABLE
SHOP STOOL

w/ Service Cart
Purchase

1/2” DR. 
MASTER IMPACT 
SOCKET SETS 
These sets include both shallow and deep 
impact sockets in the most popular 
sizes. The impacts are forged from 
the finest chrome molybdenum 
alloy steel and come in a heavy 
duty blow molded storage 
case. The 6-point radius 
corner design resulting in 
less corner wear on the fastener.

• 43 Pc. SAE Set
Both shallow & deep socket sizes: 3/8”, 7/16”, 
1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 
15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 
1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2” - Extensions: 3”, 
5”, 10”, 15” -
Universal/Swivel joint adapter: 1/2”(F) x 1/2”(M)
SNX # 2568 .................................$259.99
• 43 Pc. Metric Set
Both shallow & deep socket sizes: 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 
26, 27, 30mm. - Extensions: 3”, 5”, 10”, 15” -
Universal/Swivel joint adapter: 1/2”(F) x 1/2”(M)
   SNX # 2569 ..............................$209.99

1” DRIVE 
LIGHTWEIGHT
AIR IMPACT WRENCH
w/ 6” EXTENDED ANVIL
This tool weighs only 15.9 lbs. yet is ca-
pable of delivering 1,600 ft./lbs. of maxi-
mum torque @ 90 psi. The redesigned 
ergonomic rear handle and swept-back 
side handle reduces operator fatigue. 
Has three (3) forward and three 
(3) reverse speeds for ulti-
mate direction and power 
control. Features two air 
hose connection options 
and side exhaust that 
keeps air away from the 
operator and work area. 

SNX # SX4360-6 

$72499

6 PC. AIR TOOL KIT
This kit contains these top selling Sunex air tools:
- (1) SX231P – 1/2” Drive Air Impact Wrench 
 Twin hammer mechanism produces up to 500 ft./lbs. of torque
- (1) SX113 – 3/8” Drive Air Ratchet
 Delivers 45 ft./lbs. of torque and free speed of 150 rpm’s
- (1) SX233A – 3” Cut Off Saw
- (1) SX264 – 1/4” Mini Angled Die Grinder
- (1) SX231B – 1/4” Mini Die Grinder
- (1) Gatemouth Zipper Carry Bag

If Purchased Individually 
You Would Pay: 

$525.95

Also Available in RED

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CARTS
SNX # 8057......... Full 6 Drawer Cart w/ Locking Top - RED ........... $699.99
SNX # 8057BK..... Full 6 Drawer Cart w/ Locking Top - BLACK ....... $699.99
SNX # 8057O ...... Full 6 Drawer Cart w/ Locking Top - ORANGE .... $699.99
SNX # 8057G ...... Full 6 Drawer Cart w/ Locking Top - GREEN ....... $699.99
SNX # 8054......... 4 Drawer Cart w/ Locking Top - RED .................... $449.99
SNX # 8054BK..... 4 Drawer Cart w/ Locking Top - BLACK ................ $449.99
SNX # 8035......... 2 Drawer Cart w/ Slide Locking Top - BLACK ......$299.99
SNX # 8035R ...... 2 Drawer Cart w/ Slide Locking Top - RED ..........$299.99

SNX # SX231PBAGPR 

$24999

Retail Value
$14299

Retail Value
$12999



84 Piece - 3/8” Drive 
Master Hex Bit Impact Socket Set
102mm length: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12mm • 52mm length: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 
3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14mm • 
29mm stubby length: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 
5/8”, 3/4”, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14mm, • Star Bits: T20, T25, T27, 
T30, T40, T45, T47, T50, T55, E5, E6, E7, E8, E10, E11, 
E12, E14, E16 • Tamper-proof stubby star bits: TT10, 
TT15, TT20, TT25, TT27, TT30, TT40, TT45, TT47, 
TT50, • Triple square stubby bits: M4, M5, M6, M8, M10, 
M12, M14, M16. Packaged in compact blow molded case for 
convenient storage and transport. Fully guaranteed.
SNX # 3569 ................................................. $224.49

SNX # 3670S ....... 3/8” Dr. 9 Pc. Internal Set ............ $31.69
 T20, T25, T27, T30, T40, T45, T47, T50, & T55

SNX # 3670SE ... 3/8” Dr. 9 Pc. External Set Set ......... $32.99
 E5, E6, E7, E8, E10, E11, E12, E14, & E16

SNX # 2690S ....... 1/2” Dr. 8 Pc. Internal Set ............ $42.99
 T30, T40, T45, T47, T50, T55, T60, & T70

SNX # 2690SE ..... 12” Dr. 10 Pc. External Set ........... $44.79
 E10, E11, E12, E13, E14, E16, E18, E20, E22 & E24

SNX # 1820S ....... 12 Pc. Master Internal Set ........... $38.69
 1/4” Drive: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30
 3/8” Drive: T40, T45, T47, T50, T55 • 1/2” Drive: T60

SNX # 3649 ...... 13 Pc. SAE & Metric Master Set ......... $79.99
 SAE: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”
 Metric: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, & 12 mm

SNX # 3646 ... 16 Pc. Stubby SAE & Metric Master Set ... $46.49
 SAE: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8” & 3/4”
 Metric: 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17 & 19mm

SNX # 3647 ............... 7 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $54.99
 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”

SNX # 3648 ............. 7 Pc. Metric Set ..................... $54.99
 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 & 12 mm

SNX # 4506 ............... 5 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $89.99
 3/4”, 7/8”, 1”, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4”

SNX # 4507 ............. 5 Pc. Metric Set ..................... $89.99
 14, 17, 19, 22 & 24 mm

SNX # 2637 ....... 20 Pc. SAE & Metric Master Set ...... $129.99
 SAE: 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”
 Metric: 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18 & 19 mm

SNX # 2638 .............. 10 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $69.99
 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

SNX # 2639 ............ 10 Pc. Metric Set .................... $64.99
 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18 & 19 mm

SNX # 2749 ............. 8 Pc. Metric Set ................... $136.69
 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17 & 19 mm

SNX # 2748 ......8 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set....... $129.99
 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8” & 3/4”

SNX # 3674 .............. 12 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $38.99
 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4” 13/16”, 7/8” 15/16” & 1”

SNX # 3680 ...........12 Pc. Deep SAE Set .................. $57.99
 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4” 13/16”, 7/8” 15/16” & 1”

SNX # 3690 .....12 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ...... $129.99
 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4” 13/16”, 7/8” 15/16” & 1”

SNX # 3675 ............ 13 Pc. Metric Set .................... $34.99
 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

SNX # 3682 ......... 13 Pc. Deep Metric Set ................ $49.99
 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

SNX # 2678 .............. 14 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $59.99
 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1,
 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”

SNX # 2679 ............ 13 Pc. Metric Set .................... $47.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24mm

SNX # 2670 ...........15 Pc. Deep SAE Set ................ $109.99
 3/8”, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1,
 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”

SNX # 2672 ......... 15 Pc. Deep Metric Set ................ $89.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24 mm

SNX # 2827 ......... 26 Pc. Deep Metric Set .............. $199.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 mm

3/8” 12point SetS

1/2” 12point SetS

1/2” 12pt MaSter

STAR / TORX®

HEX SETS

12-POINT IMPACT SOCKET SETS
These impact sets are forged from chrome molybdenum 
alloy steel, which is the best choice for strength and 
durability. Intended for use with impact tool. All 
sets come in a strong blow molded case 
for easy storage and transporting.

# 3670SE

# 3670S

SNX # 2698  ........ 38 Pc. SAE Master Set ............... $224.99
 • Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”,
 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 
 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2” • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive

SNX # 2699  .......38 Pc. Metric Master Set ............. $239.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27 & 30 mm • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive

A 12-point design means less wear on the fasteners. All Sunex impact 
sockets are forged from the finest chrome molybdenum alloy steel, the 
best choice for strength and durability. All sets listed here come in a 
sturdy blow molded case for easy storage and transporting.

# 2678

3/4” Hex SetS

1/2” Hex SetS

3/8” Hex SetS

SUNEX® IMPACT SOCKETS - 27

6-POINT JUMBO MASTER
IMPACT SOCKET SETS

SNX # 4695 ....... 29 Pc. SAE Jumbo Master Set ........ $684.99
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”,

1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”,
1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 2-3/16”,

2-1/4”, 2-5/16”, 2-3/8”, 2-7/16”, 2-1/2”

SNX # 4696 ....29 Pc. Deep SAE Jumbo Master Set .... $549.99
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”,

1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”,
1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 2-3/16”,

2-1/4”, 2-5/16”, 2-3/8”, 2-7/16”, 2-1/2”

SNX # 5692 ....... 21 Pc. SAE Jumbo Master Set ........ $374.99
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”,

1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”,
1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”

SNX # 5693 ....21 Pc. Deep SAE Jumbo Master Set .... $529.99
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”,

1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”,
1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2” 

¾

¾

1”

1”

Features 
locking 

suit case style 
latches, wheel kit 

and grip handle for 
easy mobility. Sockets 

are forged from the finest 
chrome molybdenum alloy 

steel and feature a radius corner 
design. This design causes the sock-

et to grab the sturdy wall or flat side of 
the socket instead of the fastener corners, 

thus extending the life of the fastener.

INCH

30
CASE

10 Pc. 
1/2” Drive - Long 
Hex Driver Impact Sets
Versatile 6” length for added reach and reduced wear. Engineered spe-
cifically for use with impact tools using CR-MO alloy steel.  Heavy duty, 
rounded corner blow molded case for storage and portability.

• SAE SET 
1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 3/4”, 11/16”, 5/8”, 9/16”, 1/2”
SNX # 2638L ..................................................$89.99
• METRIC SET 
6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm
SNX # 2639L ..................................................$89.99



These Jacks Feature Dual Pump 
Pistons for Fast Lifting!

The dual 
piston power 
unit will rapidly lift 
a vehicle from a lowered height of just 4” to 
the raised height of 19-1/2” in fewer than 12 
strokes. Features double return springs for 
fast ram retraction, 3/8” thick foam rubber 
handle pad, 1” thick hard rubber saddle cover 
protects vehicle’s finish.

3-1/2 Ton Jack (only)
SNX # 66037 ........................$209.99
3-1/2 Ton Jack w/ Jack Stands
SNX # 66037JPK .................$259.99

3-1/2 Ton Capacity
Quick-Lift Service
Floor Jack

Rubber 
Wheel
Chock
Pyramid-shaped 
so that either side 
can be positioned 
against the wheel. The eyebolt enables a 
rope or chain to be connected to the chock 
for easy positioning. Measures 10” x 8” x 6” .
SIR # WC1000........................$12.69

S I R C O

BOTTLE JACKS

Model: Capacity Lowered Raised Height Screw Adj. Power Lift SALE

SNX # 4902A 2 Ton 7” 13” 4-1/4” 1-3/4” $22.99
SNX # 4904A 4 Ton 8” 15” 2-1/4” 4-3/4” $26.99
SNX # 4906A 6 Ton 8-1/2” 16-1/2” 2-3/4” 5” $27.99
SNX # 4908A 8 Ton 9” 18” 3-1/4” 5-3/4” $42.99
SNX # PT4912A 12 Ton 10” 20” 3-1/4” 6” $44.99
SNX # 4913A 12 Ton  7-1/2” 14” 2-1/2” 4” $59.99
SNX # PT4920A 20 Ton 9” 17” 3” 5” $64.99
SNX # 4923A 20 Ton  7-3/4” 14” 2-1/2” 3-1/2” $99.99
SNX # 4930A 30 Ton  11-1/4” 18” N/A 7-5/8” $199.99
SNX # 4950B 50 Ton  11-3/4” 18-7/8” N/A 7-5/8” $324.99

Effortless air operation will greatly reduce 
operator fatigue and speeds up efficiency. If a 
pneumatic source is not available these jacks 
will also operate manually using the inter-
locking handle. Minimum air pressure 
of 90 PSI required to operate. 
Features heat treated extension 
screw (where applicable), overload and 
bypass safety valves prevent the jack from 
being used beyond its rated capacity.
  Lowered Max. Ram  Screw
Model:  Capacity  Height Height Travel Travel SALE

SNX # 4912CAH 12 Ton 10-1/4” 20” 6-5/8” 3-1/8” $199.99
SNX # 4920CAH 20 Ton 10-5/16” 19-15/16” 6-5/16” 3-5/16” $276.99
SFA # 18502 50 Ton 12” 19” 7” N/A $874.99

Air/Hydraulic Bottle Jacks

These electro-statically painted hydraulic bottle jacks feature a heavy-duty 
saddle and ductile steel base construction for extended jack life. A safety 
hydraulic oil by-pass system prevents 
the ram from being over-extended, 
preventing damage to the cylinder.

2 Ton - Low Rider
Long Reach Service Jack
Trouble reaching the factory-approved jacking 
points on most low ground-clearance vehicles? 
Ideal for import cars, race cars, street rods, exotic 
vehicles and flat tires. Constructed out of heavy 
durable steel and employs flanged side 
plates for increased strength. Rapid Rise 
Technology with dual pump pistons allows 
for relatively quick and effortless lifting.

$24999
SNX # 6602LP

Min Height: 2-3/4”
Max Height: 24”

For the professional mechanics and hardcore automotive enthusiasts. These precision-built jacks are constructed from ultra lightweight aluminum for reduced weight. 
Designed using thick frame side plates and reinforced lift arm for optimum strength. Has side mounted handles, wide track front wheels and ball bearing swivel rear caster for 
easy jack positioning. The dual piston Rapid Rise technology pump achieves full lifting height in only a few pumps. Each with built-in overload and bypass safety valves.

1.75 Ton Capacity ‘Roadster’Jack
This portable jack is perfect if you’re looking for smaller high-end 
equipment for your vehicle or garage. Made with the same quality 
aluminum as its bigger brother. Collapsable handle locks into a 
hook for portability. Wide track front wheels and swivel casters for 
stability and maneuverabily. 16-1/2” max height, 3-1/2” lowered.

ALUMINUM PROFESSIONAL JACKS

 JACK LOWERED RAISED OVERALL CHASSIS HANDLE SHIPPING 
CAPACITY HEIGHT HEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH WEIGHT

 2 Ton 3-1/2” 20” 26-1/2” 13” 50” 50 lbs.
 3 Ton 3-5/8” 19-3/8” 26-3/8” 13” 50” 58 lbs.

$28999

2-Ton
Service Jack

SNX # 6602ASJ
$9999

3-Ton Capacity
Jack Stands

SNX # 1003AJ

15
off

%

15
off

%

$34999

3-Ton
Service Jack

SNX # 6603ASJ

$23999
SNX # 66175FASJ

 Roadsid
e

Portabi
lity!

40
      lbs.

3-Ton Service
Floor Jack
Heavy gauge 
steel frames and 
stamped steel round 
saddles, large wide-track 
front wheels with heavy duty rear 
swivel casters and safety-overload protec-
tion. 20” max height, 5-11/16 lowered. 26” 
overall length. 14” width.
SNX # 6603 ..........................$194.99 1,500 lb. Car Dolly

Oversized L-shaped foot pedal protect 
user from jamming toes on wheel. Sturdy 
ratcheting design is maintenance free un-
like competitive hydraulic units. Convenient 
carrying handle for transportation. Locking 
casters on outboard wheels secure vehicle. 
SNX # 7708 ..............$159.99 each

Wheel Dolly Rack
This rack holds four (4) #7708 dollys.
SNX # 7709 ......................... $79.99

Opens to 24”
& Accomodates
Large 12.8” Tires

28 - SUNEX® SERVICE JACKS

Deluxe 
Large Caster
Tapered Frame Creeper
Black powder coated 1” thick steel tube con-
struction with a tapered frame and headrest 
area for extra clearance in tight spaces. 
Features a 5-position stick shift headrest 
adjustment system, as well as a rear drop 
frame design for extra leg comfort. Large 
oversized swivel casters to roll over obstacles 
with ease. Lowered height with headrest 
down is 5” and headrest up is 9-1/2”. Frame 
dimensions measure: 45-1/2” L x 19” W. 
SNX # 8515 ..........................$179.99



Scissor
Jack
Has a 3,000 lb. 
load rating and 
features a large oversized base and saddle to 
help provide stability under loads.
PRT # W1600 .........................$00.00

Trolley Jack
w/ 2-Ton Capacity
Jack Stands
This combo set features a 
pair of 2 ton racheting jack 
stands and a compact sized 
narrow width jack that is 
excellent for transporting 
in a vehicle. Jack has 
a lowered height of 5”, 
raised height 15”, and 
overall capacity of 4,000 lb.
PRT # W1605 .........................$00.00

Dual Safety Locks
for added security

Manual Foot Pump w/
raise & release lever

20” Lift Height for
clear working space

350 lb. Capacity  Lawn Mower Lift
Ideal for routine maintenance jobs, blade sharpening 
and cleaning of the deck. Has a lift height of up to a 
20” from the ground to the wheel stirrup for maximum space to perform necessary 
mower maintenance. The versatile, adjustable stirrup design fits most riding lawn mower and 
zero-turn models. Holds a minimum of 14” track width, all the way up to a whopping 51” track width. 
The rubber coated wheel saddle prevents unwanted movement. 
Features: 2-ton hydraulic foot pedal pump with positive dual locking safety latch provide added 
safety. Large hand operated release knob allows user to lower the mower ata a slow smooth con-
trolled speed. Constructed of welded solid steel with four (4) steel caster/wheels for sturdy mobility.
SFA # T5350 .......................................................................................... $179.99

It Lays
Flat for

Easy
Storage!

It Lays
Flat for

Easy
Storage!

HEAVY DUTY SERVICE JACKS
SERVICE JACKS FEATURE Heavy gauge steel chassis and side plates to prevent twisting. The large 
wide-track front wheels with heavy duty rear swivel casters provide stability and easy maneuverability. Built-in 
safety bypass and overload valve prevents the jack from being used beyond its rated capacity or over-extend-
ing of the ram. It is important that the floor jack you select can handle the lifting requirements of your job.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES of 5 & 10 TON MODELS Hydraulic power unit is Uniweld constructed for 
increased strength and leak prevention. Wiper seals protect hydraulic system from contaminants while flash-
chromed ram and pump piston  inhibits rust. The power unit release knob is located on top of the T-handle. 
The T-handle itself can also be locked in your choice of three different positions/angles. Has convenient foot 
pedal that speeds up the lifting process. Rear kick plate helps turn jack in tight places.

# 6620# 6609

MODEL # # 6604  # 6606 # 6609 # 6620
Capacity 5 Ton 5 Ton 10 Ton 20 Ton
Power Unit Type Hydraulic Air / Hydraulic Hydraulic Air / Hydraulic
Foot Pump Pedal Yes Yes Yes Yes
Lowered Height 5” 5” 6-1/4” 7-1/4”
Raised Height 22” 22” 22-1/2” 24-1/2”
Overall Length 55-1/2” 55-1/2 61” 67”
Chassis Width 17” 17” 17” 20”
Chassis Height 9-1/2” 9-1/2” 10-1/2” 7-1/4”
Handle Length 45-3/4” 45-3/4” 45-3/4” 45-3/4”
Saddle Diameter 5-3/4” 5-3/4” 5-7/8” 5-7/8”
Weight (lbs) 209 lbs. 230 lbs. 359 lbs. 589 lbs.
SALE PRICE $749.99 $969.99 $999.99 $2,229.99

 Capacity 300 lbs.
 Min Height 11.3”
 Max Height 38.6”
 Stroke 27.3”
 Clutch Shaft #1 2” x 10”
 Clutch Shaft #2 1.75” x 10”
 Width 22”
 Length 41”
 Weight 132 lbs.

Trolley Jack
w/ 2-Ton Capacity
Jack Stands
This combo set features a 
pair of 2 ton racheting jack 
stands and a compact sized 
narrow width jack that is 
excellent for transporting 
in a vehicle. Jack has 
a lowered height of 5”, 
raised height 15”, and 
overall capacity of 4,000 lb.
PRT # W1605 .........................$69.99

$69999
SNX # 7790

300 LB. HEAVY DUTY CLUTCH JACK
This new jack make clutch/flywheel removal 
and installation a one man job. Spline saddle 
rotates 360˚ and tilts vertically for precise 
clutch alignment. Pump handle rotates 
360° for ease of operation in virtually 
any work position (4) Swivel casters 
and large grip side handles provide 
easy maneuverability. Includes quick 
change spline saddles in both 1-3/4” 
and 2” with a side rail storage 
holster for easy location.

Scissor
Jack
Has a 3,000 lb. load rating and features a 
large oversized base and saddle to help 
provide stability under loads.
PRT # W1600 .........................$24.99

Model: SNX # 7800A SNX # 7750B SNX # 7740B SNX # 7752C
Capacity: 800 lbs.  1,200 lbs. 2,000 lbs. 3,000 lbs.
Low Height: 8-1/2” 5-3/4” 8-1/2” 9”
Raised Height: 24-1/2” 31-1/2” 29” 37”
Saddle Tilt:        
• Forward: 55°  65° 30° 29°
• Backward: 8°  8° 12° 15°
• Side-to-Side: 30°  12° 15° 15°
Regular Price:  $540.51 $728.14 $1,015.29 $1,976.90
Sale Price: $274.99 $474.99 $599.99 $1,199.99

Low Profile
Transmission
Jacks
Feature fully adjustable universal saddles with adjustable corner brackets and safety chain. Overload and 
bypass safety valves prevent the jack from being used beyond its rated capacity. Pump handle rotates 360 
degrees for operation from any direction. A conveniently located release valve knob allows for slow controlled 
lowering. Four (4) ball bearing mounted swivel caster wheels for easy maneuvering.

# 7800A

# 7740B

  Base Lowered  Raised Adjust. Height  
Part # Capacity Size Height Height Holes Intervals SALE PRICE
SNX # PT1003 ......3 Ton ....... 7.25” x 8.125” ........11-5/8” ....... 16-3/4” ...... Ratcheting ......... 3/4” .........$37.99
SNX # PT1006 ......6 Ton ...... 10.375” x 11.5” .......15-3/4” ...........24” ......... Ratcheting ......... 3/4” .........$64.99
SNX # 1012 ...........12 Ton .......12.5 x 14.75” ........19-1/2” ...........30” ......... Ratcheting ...........1” .........$189.99
SNX # 1210 ...........10 Ton .......... 12” x 12” ...............11” .......... 17-3/8” ............. 4 ..............1-1/2” ......$179.99
SNX # 1310 ...........10 Ton .......... 17” x 17” ............18-7/8” ....... 29-7/8” .............7 ..............1-1/2” ......$219.99
SNX # 1410 ...........10 Ton .......... 16” x 16” ............28-1/8” ....... 46-1/2” ............ 10 ................2” .........$279.99
SNX # 1522 ...........22 Ton .......... 10” x 10” ............11-7/8” ....... 19-3/4” ............. 3 ..............3-1/8” ......$199.99

All jack 
stands are 
sold in pairs. Self-Rising 6-Ton

Capacity Jack Stands
Patented technology automati-
cally raises ratchet bar to load 
by simply lifting the handle! One 
piece, multi-position ductile iron 
ratchet bar. 11”x9-3/4” base 
size. 15-3/4” min height with 
24-3/8” max height. 
SFA # BH5066 .... $77.99

# PT1006

# 1310

# 1522
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DOT Warning Triangle
This DOT approved warning triangle with 
reflective face is ideal for unexpected road-
side emergencies. Bright fluorescent orange 
design for greater daytime safety. Has 2.9 
lb. weighted base with outrigger tabs to help 
prevent tilting or blowing over. 17.5L x 17.5W 
x 17T. Collapsible design for easy storage.
PRT # W1499 ...........................$9.99

G70 Tow Chain Assembly
w/ Clevis Grab Hooks
System 7 Transport chain is suited for load binding, 
towing and logging applications. It’s strength to weight 
ratio exceeds that of ‘Proof Coil’ and ‘High Test’ chain. 
Yellow zinc finish and stamped working load limit 
every 10 links makes for easy identification. Meets all 
Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations. Not 
for overhead lifting. Made in the USA.

Part # Trade Size Wire Dia. Length Working Load Limit SALE PRICE
SEC # H3226-5220.........5/16” ............ 0.334 .......... 16 ft .............4,700 lb ...............$39.99
SEC # H3275-5620..........3/8” ............. 0.392 .......... 20 ft .............6,600 lb ...............$49.99

SIR # WF1000DR ......... 18” x 18” Red Mesh Warning Flag w/ 36” Dowel........... $4.99
Highly visible durable mesh flag fastened to a 3/4” x 36” wood dowel.  

SIR # WB1002............... Mesh ‘Oversize Load’ 18” x 84” Safety Banner ......... $22.99
Features 12” high black letters on an interstate yellow mesh background to let the wind through. 
Includes rubber rope and metal grommets. 

SCC # H5023-4152 ........... 5/16” Chain 5400 lbs. Lever Load Binder ............. $21.39
SCC # H5023-4252 ............ 3/8” Chain 9200 lbs. Lever Load Binder .............. $32.79
These lever load binders provide controlled binding and releasing of chain without the use of 
extra tools. Great for securing heavy equipment, cargo and more.

GRO # 71422 ...................3 Pc. Highway Traffic Triangle Warning Kit ............ $25.99
Contains three (3) 17” DOT Approved polypropylene warning triangles with red reflector edge 
is visible day or night. These triangles snap together for quick and easy set up. Features a wind 
resistant airflow design with a weighted base and nonskid rubber feet for extra stability.

TRUCK AXLE SERVICE JACKS

# SX556-6
1” Drive Air Impact Wrench
This tool features a 6” anvil for extended reach into deep wheel wells. D-Handle design with auxiliary side handle 
gives you effortless control. The integral 360° swivel inlet makes kinked hoses a thing of the past. Adjustable 
3-position power regulator provides ultimate power control. 4,000 rpm free speed, 650 impacts per minute, 1,600 
ft/lbs. max torque @ 90-120 psi, 10.0 CFM, 26 lbs, 22-1/2 long. FREE with purchase of SNX # 6722!

FREE

Spring-Return 22-Ton Capacity
Truck Axle Service Jack
This compact jack uses a high speed air-actuated motor to raise 
the load to the desired height efficiently, effortlessly and safely. 
The adjustable heat treated extension screw provides low pick-up 
height and maximum lift height. A built-in bypass device protects 
the hydraulic system from over pumping damage. Two (2) large 
steel rear wheels and your choice of 3 adjustable handle angles 
(90°, 45  & 0°) for maximum access to the vehicle lifting point. 
Has sturdy one piece handle assembly, self-returning ram 
springs, and an in-line air filter to trap contaminates and protect 
the air motor. Includes 1” & 2-1/2” extension adapters.
SFA # 23221C ............................................$499.99

Air-Return 22-Ton Capacity
Truck Axle Service Jack
Full air actuation raises and lowers the ram with 
a simple turn of the variable speed control knob 
located at the end of the handle. Springless de-
sign eliminates any weathering, rusting, and 
damage of springs or spring retainers The 
narrow chassis design and jumbo 9” diam-
eter wheels making maneuverability easy, 
even between tandem wheels. A 3-position 
locking ‘T’-handle with front positioning handle 
allows jack to be located farther under vehicle. 
Includes 0.8”, 2.4”, & 3.9” extension adapters.
SNX # 6722 ......................................... $829.99
SNX # SX556-6 ............. FREE with Purchase

 8.9” Min. Height
 21.7” Max Height
 4.7” Ram Stroke

  9-3/4” Min. Height
21-3/4” Max Height
  5-5/8” Ram Stroke

# 23221C

# 6722

Double End Truck Wrenches
Great for roadside wheel service. Wrenches measure 
16” in length are forged from 1” alloy steel for long lasting 
durability. Designed to use in conjunction with a 3/4” hex leverage bar.  
KEN # 32501 ....... 13/16” Square Surrounded by 1-1/8” Hex • 1-1/2” Hex .......... $35.49
KEN # 32502 ............ 5/8” Square Surrounded by 1” Hex • 1-1/4 Hex ............... $35.49
KEN # 32508 ..........................1-1/2” Hex • 13/16” Square ............................$35.49
KEN # 32552 ..................................24 mm • 33 mm ....................................$35.49
KEN # 32553 .............................27 mm • 30 mm (Deep) ...............................$35.49
KEN # 32318 ..................Leverage Bar - 3/4” Hex by 22” Length .................... $21.69

Brake Drum Handler
Reduces lost-time injuries. This 
brake drum dolly is designed for 
removing, installing and transporting out-
board mounted brake drums and inboard 
mounted drums; with disc wheel hubs, found 
on class 7 & 8 tractor and trailer brake systems. 
Handles 15” & 16-1/2” brake drums without having to 
manually lift them. The rotating handle eases raising and lowering 
drum, while the adjustable angle bracket secures both outboard and inboard 
mounted drums to the drum handler’s carriage. Features ball bearing wheels 
for maneuverability and a detachable handle for convenient storage.
SNX # 1330 ....................................................$259.99

20-Ton Capacity
Wide Portable Truck Ramps 
These ramps are sold in pairs and have a 
tread width of 18”- which is large enough to handle 
larger super single tires found on many new trucks and 
trailers. The non-slip design creates positive traction 
of the tire when driving on the ramp, plus the rubber 
surface base helps prevent any ramp movement on 
the floor. The hidden wheels along with the retractable 
T-handle allows ease of portability when storing and 
moving ramps around the shop.
SNX # 1520 ............................... $699.99

10-Ton Capacity Air/Hydraulic Service Jack
Designed for heavy duty truck and trailer shop use, bus work, farm and 
construction equipment, collision repair and portable for roadside service 
calls. This jack has 8” wheels making maneuverability easy, while the 
removable handle and 8’ air hose allows for remote safe positioning and 
operation. Has a lowered height of 17-3/4” and a max height of 49” 
with the tubes. The lifting saddle features a serrated surface and side 
locating lugs. Includes: extension tubes and detent pins that provide 
multiple lift heights and support after lifting.
SNX # 6710 ..................... $729.99

1,500 lb. Capacity
Tilt-Frame Wheel Dolly
Removes and installs wheel assemblies up to 
52” in diameter. It operates from a hydraulic 
4-ton bottle jack (included) attached to an all-
welded steel frame. Bearing mounted lift arms 
provide rotation of the vehicles rim for easy 
bolt pattern alignment. Steel roller bearing 
casters for excellent mobility.
SNX # 1501 ..........................$467.99

No-Mar Rim Guard™
Protective cover prevents damage to chrome 
and aluminum rims and wheels when remov-
ing or replacing lug nuts. Imprinted with 
torque sequence number for proper torquing 
of disc wheels. Imported from Canada.
KEN # 30605 ............................$8.79

2 Pc. 
16” Snap Ring Plier Set
Designed for large equipment repair. Has 
spring ratchet locking mechanism to securely 
hold snap ring tension. Internal plier snap ring 
capacity: 3-1/16” to 6-1/4”. External plier snap 
ring capacity: 3-1/2” to 6-1/2”. 
Set contains: (1) internal and (1) external 
snap ring plier - (6) 0.12” tips: (two straight, 
two 45°, two 90° tips) - (4) tip retaining screws.
OTC # 4513 ..........................$119.99
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Chrome Lug
Nut Remover
Special coating will not scratch or damage 
chrome, painted or coated lug nut covers.
KEN # 30606 ..........................$39.99

Double-Ended
Radiator Cap Wrench For Trucks
How many radiator caps have you ruined or 
been unable to open because you didn’t have 
the right tool? This tool works on most  three-
finger and four-finger radiator caps found on 
ISX Cummins, Paccar, Peterbilt, Kenworth, 
Freightliner. Volvo and many other Class 8 
truck radiators and reservoirs. A 3/8” square 
drive in the center of wrench can be used with 
a breaker bar for stubborn caps.
LIS # 61420 ............................$15.99

Truck Anchor
Pin Bushing Driver
This pneumatic bushing driver set is designed 
to easily remove and install truck and trailer 
anchor pin bushing or stuck anchor pins. The 
parker-style shank fits most any air operated 
hammer. The small cone is used to drive out 
the bushing and the larger cone is used to 
install bushing to proper depth.
LIS # 28890 ............................$43.79

With 120V Electric 
Evacuation Pump 
Simply plug into a standard
power outlet and it discharges fluid 
through the 6’ hose with steel J-hook.
LSL # 3669 ....................... $449.99

*Other models available by special order:
LSL # 3667 ......................... w/ Rotary Evacuation Pump ...........................$359.99*
LSL # 3665 ..........................w/ Gravity Feed Evacuation ...........................$269.99*

17 Gallon Low Profile Truck Drain Pans
Design to capture used fluids including motor oil, coolant and transmission 
fluid. The 17 gallon robust, lightweight high-impact polypropylene reservoir 
is mounted on (4) four inch diameter casters. Its low profile design has an 
overall height is only 7-3/4”. The top of the reservoir 
features a large 20” x 29” recessed area for 
capturing fluid. A removable metal screen covers 
the reservoir opening to keep out debris. 
Recessed pockets at each corner provides 
storage for drain plugs and used filters.

58 Quart 
Low-Profile
Capacity Oil Drain
Catches everything, then seals tight for 
transport or storage. Even stands on-end 
without leaking! Constructed of heavy-duty 
polyethylene and has a center draw plug 
and screw vent cap for smooth filling and 
pouring. Angled 1-1/2” diameter spout aids in 
fluid transfers and two built-in rollers for easy 
maneuverability. 36” L x 26” W x 9.5” H.
BLZ # 42008...........................$85.79

Truck & Trailer Wheel Pan
This pan is made of durability polypropylene 
and fits 13-3/4” ID rims or larger. Prevents an 
oily mess during wheel repair. Features side 
handle compartments that hold hub nuts out 
of the oil. Will not warp if oil is warm. Total oil 
capacity is 88 ounces.
LIS # 19852  ...........................$10.79

Steel 
Underbody Toolbox

Only 18”H x 18”D x 36”W to fit under flatbeds, 
on chassis trucks and semi’s, including trail-
ers. Rugged, high-strength 14 gauge steel 
box with black powder coated finish to resist 
corrosion. The 12 gauge recessed steel door 
has beveled edges and a single stainless 
steel rotating T-handle locking latch. Features 
a hidden stainless steel continuous hinge for 
superior strength. EPDM closed cell 1/2” thick 
gasket system protect contents from moisture 
and road dirt. 
SIR # TB1836 .......................$349.99
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LED Strobe Warning Light
12 ft. cord with 12V accessory 
plug. Strobe-only light with 36 high 
output LEDs. Heavy duty non-scratch 
magnetic base. Durable polycarbonate 
amber lens. 3-1/4”T x 3-3/4”W.

LED Beacon Warning
Light w/ 4 Flash Patterns
This battery operated light has a heavy 
duty non-scratch magnetic base. 
Powered by two (2) ‘D’ cell batteries (not 
inluded). Automatic on/off option. Beacon 
light with 21 high output LEDs. Durable 
polycarbonate amber lens. 5-1/4”T x 4”W.

LED Beacon Warning
Light w/ 8 Flash Patterns
12 ft. cord with 12V on/off accessory plug. 
Heavy duty non-scratch magnetic base. 
High output LEDs change between Light on 
plug indicates if light is on or off. Durable 
polycarbonate amber lens. 5-1/4”T x 7”W.

Large LED Warning Light Bar
w/ 20 Flash Patterns
This light has 6 banks of LEDs containing 
4 lights each. 20 switchable flash patters 
available. 12 ft. cord with 12V on/off acces-
sory plug. Light on plug indicates if light is 
on or off. Heavy duty non-scratch magnets 
have 35 lbs. of pull strength. Durable poly-
carbonate amber lens. 17”W x 7”D x 3”T.

Mini LED Warning Light Bar 
w/ 7 Flash Patterns
24 high output LEDs. 12 ft. cord with 
12V on/off accessory plug. 7 flash pat-
terns available. Heavy duty non-scratch 
magnetic base. Durable polycarbonate 
amber lens. 10-3/4”W x 6”D x 2-1/2”T.

SAFETY & WARNING LED EQUIPMENT LIGHTING

$1749

$16499

$6999

$3999
$2499

BLZ # C48AW

BLZ # C4850AW

BLZ # C4855AW

BLZ # C40AW

BLZ # C43A

Conspicuity Tape
2”W x 18”L tapes. 30 ft. roll. Highly reflective material 
rated at 600 candle power and features industrial strength 
adhesive for mounting on flat or curved surfaces. Highly 
visible at long range. Tougher and more durable than 
conventional conspicuity tape. FMVSS 108 compliant.

$3999
BLZ # C285RW

Magnetic LED Emergency Light
18 diodes can be visible over 1 mile. Pow-
ered by four (4) ‘AA’ batteries (not included). 
Dual modes; on/off or flashing. Heavy duty 
magnets won’t scratch paint. Rubber gasket 
seals out water. Durable polycarbonate 
lens. 6-1/4”W x 4”D x 1-7/8”T.
BLZ # C6350 ................. Red Light
BLZ # C6350A ............ Amber Light

$1599
each

$30
GIFT CARD

WITH PURCHASE OF LSL # 3669



32 - AIR COMPRESSORS

w/ # PCE6150VK

Purchase

Great for general inflation, blowing and 
smaller SCFM air tools, yet compact 
enough for convenient storage. Features: 
all steel, electro-statically painted tank with 
drain, that is designed for years of use. 
A direct-drive pump means no belts or 
pulleys to replace for added convenience. 
Innovative shroud cover protects its vital 
components. Equipped with pressure regu-
lator, easy-to-read dual pressure gauges 
and brass quick connect output coupler.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC
AIR COMPRESSORS 

# PCE6021K

# PCE6200
# PCE6150VK

Dual Foot 
Tire Gauge
Has both straight-on chuck for inside wheels 
and 30° reverse angle for outside wheels. Cali-
brated 10-150 PSI in 2 pound increments. 
TRU # 17-565 .........................$14.99

Digital Tire
Gauge / Inflator
This highly accurate 
tire tool can be used 
for both inflating and 
deflating and comes 
with a calibration 
certificate. Single button 
operation allows user to 
select multiple units of 
measure: (0-174) PSI, (0-12) bar, (0-1200) kPa, 
(0-12) kgF/cm. Features: large LCD back-lit 
display with 90 second auto off and aluminum 
die cast body with full rubber cover sleeve to 
protect against drops and bumps. Includes 20” 
hose with spring guard and straight on chuck.
TRU # 17-877 .........................$89.99

Digital 
Tire Pressure
Gauge / Inflator
The back-lit 4 digit digital display lets you take 
readings in the dark work environments or at 
night in the pits. Can be used for both inflating 
and deflating via push button bleeder valve. 
User can select multiple units of measure: 
(0-200) PSI, (0-13.8) bar, (0-1380) kPa, (0-14) 
kgF/cm. Features dual foor long reach chuck 
and has 1/4” FNPT inlet.
TRU # 17-879 .........................$34.99

CYCLONE™ High-Flow
Pistol Grip Tire Pressure
Gauge / Inflator
BlackJack spent over 3 years and thousands of 
dollars developing this gauge. Inflates 25% FASTER 
than other tire inflater gauges. Features a large 
2-1/2” diameter gauge that can be rotated for right or 
left hand operation. Large easy grip squeeze lever 
to inflate and an opposite side push button allows 
you to deflate. Has EPDM rubber hose with swivels 
on each end. If any of the parts of this gauge break 
due to unforeseen circumstances it is 100% service-
able or re-buildable. 

• 0-150 PSI - Digital Gauge
BJK # GA-445 ........................$74.99
• 0-160 PSI - Analog Gauge
BJK # GA-345 ........................$57.99

5 Gallon Steel Tank
w/ Ball Valve Discharge
PRT # W10012 .....................$149.99
5 Gallon Aluminum Tank
w/ Quick Release Valve
BJK # PN-300 ......................$259.99

# W10012

 TTN # 19391 ................4” Shaft - Pistol Grip Gun w/ Rubber Tips ................ $9.99
 TTN # 19360 ...........................4” Shaft - Pistol Grip Gun ........................... $6.79
 TTN # 19387 ..........................20” Shaft - Pistol Grip Gun .......................... $9.49
 TTN # 19993 .........................36” Shaft - Long Reach Gun ....................... $11.99
 TTN # 19994 .........................48” Shaft - Long Reach Gun ....................... $13.99
 BJK # PN210 .......................... Blow Gun w/ Rubber Tip ............................ $9.49

These air blow gun are a great way to keep your shop, body shop, garage or factory free from debris and 
liquids. Choose from multiple shaft length and design. Have all metal 1/4” NPT air inlet.
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Chrome Handle T-Bone Handle

BLUE COBRA ®

Truck Tire Demount Tool
Comfort grip steel handle with press-fit 
soldid steel head provides optimum leverage for less back strain. Demount tires 
without lifting the wheel off the ground. Aluminum bead support grabs top bead 
of super single and super wide tires. High quality steel construction with heavy duty 
nylon rollers. Includes leather wheel protector for alloy wheels.
KEN # 35440 ..........................................................................................$308.79

1 2 3 4

Rubber Coated
Deadblow Hammers
Unlike rubber mallets, these non-marring, hi-visibility 
deadblow hammers are designed to deliver maxi-
mum kinetic force with no bouncing effect. Great for 
tire changing and general shop use.
PRT # M7216 .......... 16 oz.........$8.99
PRT # M7232 .......... 32 oz.......$12.99
PRT # M7248 .......... 48 oz.......$13.99
PRT # M7264 .......... 64 oz.......$15.99

Wheel Weight Hammer
Soft hammer face to avoid scratches and 
dings during weight installation. Has a 
specially designed hardened steel claw horn 
dismounting hook to remove old weights.
BJK # WW-905 ......................$11.99

Pneumatic Bead Seaters
Provides a blast of air between the tire and rim for 
a fast, safe and economical way to seat even the 
most stubborn beads. Features automatic pressure 
relief pop-off safety valve, on/off inlet ball valve 
allows controlled filling of the tank and easy-to-read 
air pressure gauge to accurately monitor tank air 
volume. Has large grab handle for stability during 
discharge and overall portability. Designed to hold 
up to 120 PSI max.

Part # Description Plug Length Plug Qty. SALE PRICE
BJK # KT340 ............T-Bone Handle Kit ................4” ........... 20 lg / 20 sm dia .........$44.79
BJK # KT335 ............T-Bone Handle Kit  ...............6” ........... 15 lg / 20 sm dia .........$44.99
BJK # KT220 ............Sport T-Handle Kit................4” ...................... 20 .....................$35.99
BJK # KT20SC ........Chrome T-Handle Kit ...........4” ...................... 20 .....................$34.99
BJK # KT20S ...........Plastic T-Handle Kit .............4” ...................... 20 .....................$26.99

Tire Plug Repair Kits There is no good time for a flat tire. Plugging a tire tremendously re-
duces the amount of hassle and down time that a flat tire brings. These BlackJack repair kits come fully equipped 
with the following items: Two (2) t-handle tools (spiral reamer & open-eye needle) for repairs, repair inserts,  razor 
blade for removing excess repair, a jar of specially formulated lube and snap lock heavy-duty plastic storage case.

 TANK AIR MAX PUMP SALE
MODEL NUMBER SIZE DELIVERY PRESSURE TYPE PRICE

PSR # PCE6021K 2 Gallon 1.5 CFM @ 40 PSI 100 PSI Oil-Less $89.99   0.7 CFM @ 90 PSI   

PSR # PCE6150VK 15 Gallon 5.2 CFM @ 40 PSI 115 PSI Oil-Lubricated $264.99  4.2 CFM @ 90 PSI  

PSR # PCE6200 20 Gallon
 6.2 CFM @ 40 PSI 115 PSI Oil-Lubricated $269.99  5.2 CFM @ 90 PSI  
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Model # SAN # IPA1882054 SAN # ILA1883054 SAN # ILA3606056
Running HP 1.9 HP 1.9 HP 3.7 HP
Tank Size 20 Gal. Portable 30 Gal. Portable 60 Gallon
Tank Style Horizontal Vertical Vertical
Voltage/Phase 120 (240) / 1** 120 (240) 1** 240 / 1
CFM @ 40 psi 7.0 7.0 13.4
CFM @ 90 psi 5.7 5.7 11.5
Working Pressure 125-155 psi 125-155 psi 125-155 psi
Weight 148 lbs. 150 lbs. 247 lbs.
Sale Price $499.99 $545.99 $589.99

Model # SAN # IV5048055 SAN # IV5038055 SAN # IV7518075 SAN # IH9919910
Running HP 5.2 HP 5.5 HP 7.5 HP 10.0 HP
Tank Size 80 Gallon 80 Gallon 80 Gallon 120 Gallon
Tank Style Vertical Vertical Vertical Horizontal
Voltage/Phase 240 / 1 230 (460) / 3* 240 / 1 230 (460) / 3*
CFM @ 100 psi 17.9 17.9 22.1 35
CFM @ 175 psi 17 16.2 21.2 33.6
Working Pressure 145-175 psi 145-175 psi 145-175 psi 145-175 psi
Weight 470 lbs. 559 lbs. 623 lbs. 920 lbs.
Sale Price $1,349.99 $1,724.99 $1,899.95 $2,399.99

 ABOUT TWO-STAGE AIR COMPRESSORS

Engineered for commercial or industrial applications. 

Features thermally stable fully cast iron pumps with 

four rings per piston and hardened steel spring-load-

ed disc valves for maximum performance. Delivers 

maximum CFM @175 PSI, providing enough power 

to operate more than one air tool or device at a time. 

Pumps use oversized tapered roller bearings and is 

shipped with synthetic blend non detergent oil for 

optimum performance and long life. IndustrialAir™ 

units are backed by a 2-year limited warranty.

Other features include: ASME rated stationary air tank 

with manual drain, tank pressure gauge, clear easy-to-

read oil sight glass and uniquely designed metal belt 

guard to improve compressor pump cooling.

 ABOUT SINGLE-STAGE AIR COMPRESSORS

Sure to please anyone from farmers to do-it-your-

selfers. The twin cylinder pumps features a thermally 

stable, one-piece cast iron crankcase with an alumin-

ium head and durable Swedish stainless steel reed 

valves. Pumps use automotive-style ball bearings and 

is shipped with a synthetic blend oil for optimum per-

formance and long life. IndustrialAir™ units are backed 

by a 2-year limited warranty.

Other features include: ASME rated air tank with 

manual drain, tank pressure gauge, 12” cast iron bal-

anced flywheel and clear easy-to-read oil sight glass. 

Available in stationary or portable models.

SINGLE-STAGE ELECTRIC COMPRESSORS
OIL LUBRICATED & BELT DRIVENOIL LUBRICATED & BELT DRIVEN
SINGLE-STAGE ELECTRIC COMPRESSORS

TWO-STAGE ELECTRIC COMPRESSORS
OIL LUBRICATED & BELT DRIVEN
TWO-STAGE ELECTRIC COMPRESSORS
OIL LUBRICATED & BELT DRIVEN

*Dual Voltage Motor - factory wired for 230-Volt outlet and may be converted for 460-Volt applications

**Dual Voltage Motor - factory wired for standard 120-Volt outlet and may be converted for 240-Volt applications

# ILA1883054

# IPA1882054

# IH9919946

# IV5248069

GAS COMPRESSORS

 5.5 HP Honda, 8 Gallon Wheelbarrow
This portable belt driven compressor uses a single stage, cast iron, twin 
cylinder pump powered by a 5.5 horsepower OHV Honda gas engine. 
The twin “wheelbarrow” tank design uses two (2) low-profile 4 gallon 
tanks and single turf-tread tire that provides great mobility. Delivers 125-
155 PSI working pressure for optimum tool performance. For accurate 
air readings this unit is equipped with a liquid filled tank pressure gauge. 
Produce 11.6 CFM @ 40 PSI and 9.9 CFM @ 90 PSI. 
SAN # CTA5590856.01..........................................$999.99

GAS COMPRESSORS

 9 HP Honda, 30 Gal. w/ Electric Start
This belt driven compressor uses a single stage, cast iron three 
cylinder pump. Delivers 125-155 PSI working pressure. Produce 
20.6 CFM @ 40 PSI and 18.1 CFM @ 90 PSI. The 9 horsepower 
OHV Honda gas engine features electric start, 3 amp charging sys-
tem and automatic low oil shutdown to protect engine from failure. 
A 30-gallon truck mountable receiver air tank provides more air for 
longer run times on air tools. 
SAN # IHA9093080ES ..................................$1,939.99

 11 HP Honda, 50 Gallon Horizonal Tank
This belt driven compressor uses a two stage, cast iron twin cylinder pump. Delivers 
145-175 PSI working pressure. Produce 17.9 CFM @ 100 PSI and 17.0 CFM @ 175 
PSI. The 11 horsepower OHV Honda gas engine features engine-mounted throttle and 
choke controls, fuel shut-off valve and electronic ignition. An automatic low oil shutdown 
protects engine from failure and the automatic 
un-loader valve releases compressed air when 
the tank is at full capacity. Large 50-gallon 
truck mountable receiver air tank provides 
more air for longer run times on air tools. A 
uniquely designed metal belt guard improves 
cooling by as much as 60°F. 
SAN # IH1195023 .............. $2,249.99

IndustrialAir
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FILTERS + REGULATORS

Part # Series Port SCFM Microns Capacity Sale
TRU # 24-243 Mini 1/4” 13 5 1 oz. $58.99
TRU # 24-201 Compact 1/4” 55 40 5 oz. $73.99
TRU # 24-211 Compact 3/8” 65 40 5 oz. $73.99
TRU # 24-221 Standard 1/2” 105 40 5 oz. $99.99

Accurate pressure regulation with maximum water and dirt separation in a single unit. 
Comes complete with filter element, pressure gauge and locking knob adjustment. Each 
unit has a polycarbonate bowl. Two ports. Max 
pressure (poly bowls): 150 PSI @ 125° F primary, 
125 PSI secondary. Manual drains.

SPRING RETRACTABLE HOSE REELS

Part # Length Hose Size Working Pressure Brand SALE PRICE
 TRU # 510HR-RET ......25 ft. ........3/8” I.D .......... 300 PSI ........ Tru-Flate® .......$99.99
 TRU # 505HR-RET ......50 ft. ........3/8” I.D .......... 300 PSI ........ Tru-Flate® ......$189.99
 TRU # 515HR-RET ......50 ft. ........1/2” I.D .......... 300 PSI ........ Tru-Flate® ......$199.99

Part # Length Hose Size Working Pressure Brand SALE PRICE

 REE # 7650 OLP ..........50 ft. ........3/8” I.D .......... 300 PSI ........ ReelCraft® ......$382.69
 REE # 5650 OLP ..........50 ft. ........3/8” I.D .......... 300 PSI ........ ReelCraft® ......$309.99
 REE # A5850 OLP .......50 ft. ........1/2” I.D .......... 300 PSI ........ ReelCraft® ......$344.99

Medium Duty Spring Retractable 
Open Face Air Hose Reel
This polypropylene spool is a lighter-weight, 
spring retractable hose reel. Features an 
industrial-grade drive spring which is protected 
from the environment for longer service life. The 
guide arm adjusts to seven positions, allowing 
the reel to be mounted on floors, walls and ceil-
ings. With 50 ft. 300 psi 3/8” air hose. 
REE # RT650OLP ................$227.99

These spring powered auto-rewind reels are constructed of durable heavy gauge steel and have a multi-
position guide arm that allows the reel to be mounted on floor, wall or ceiling. Included with each reel are 
adjustable hose bump stops to maintain the desired working length of hose. The reel’s guide arm contains 
four direction rollers to allow the air hose to be coiled up with a simple tug of the hose.

Ultra Air™ 
Hybrid Air Hose Reel
Retracts hose quickly and automatically sav-
ing you valuable time. Features an enclosed 
durable plastic case with locking ratchet brake 
and a side-to-side rewinder that lays an even, 
balanced coil as the hose is retracted. Swivel 
mounting bracket for wall or ceiling. Includes 
50 feet of Amflo’s Ultra Air™ 3/8” highly flexible 
premium hybrid hose which has extreme cold 
weather flexibility. Has a maximum pressure of 
300 psi making it ideal for most projects. 
TRU # 540HR-RET.....................$84.99
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360° Swivel
Male & Female Couplers
These Industrial / Milton plugs swivel a full 
360° to help prevent the air hose from kinking 
and twisting.
TRU # 12-229 ......... Male ..........$4.99
TRU # 12-239 ....... Female ........$5.79

Airline
Swivel Splitters
Allows multiple tools to be connected to a single 1/4” 
air supply line. Universal quick connect couplers en-
sures fast connection. 360° swivel feature reduces 
kinks in air hose. 250 psi max working pressure.
TTN # 19446...........3-Way .......$19.99
TTN # 19445...........2-Way .......$14.99

Ultra Air™ “Whip” Hoses
Rubber/PVC hose has 1/4” NPT fittings. Hose is 
ligher weight and more flexible because of its hybrid 
construction. Hose protects coupler from vibration 
and impact and reduces twisting and kinking.

48” x 3/8” Lead-In Hose
TRU # 57L-48B-RET ................$9.99

30” x 3/8” Lead-in Hose
TRU # 57L-30B-RET ................$9.49

  Hose Working  SALE
Part # Length Size I.D. Pressure Color PRICE

DAY # 80006 ............ 25 ft.........3/8” ...... 200 PSI ...... Blue ..... $32.99
DAY # 80007 ............ 50 ft.........3/8” ...... 200 PSI ...... Blue ..... $59.99
PRT # M601P ........... 25 ft.........3/8” ...... 300 PSI ..... Black .... $13.79
PRT # M603P ........... 50 ft.........3/8” ...... 300 PSI ..... Black .... $21.99
TRU # 552-50AE ..... 50 ft.........3/8” ...... 300 PSI ...... Red ..... $32.99

Shop Air Hose Assemblies
These multi-purpose air hoses are designed for 
various industrial, construction, garage and 
home applications. Features an abrasion 
resistant outer coating to survive tough 
conditions. The rubber reinforced braid 
construction offers optimal durability and 
long service life. Each hose includes 
brass 1/4” NPT male couplings.

Polyurethane Flexible Air Hose 
Polyurethane hose is up to 50% lighter than bulky rubber hose. Resistant 
to oils and greases while remaining flexible in subzero (-40°) tempera-
tures. Easy visual inspection. Construction is smooth, non-marring and 
abrasion-resistant. Swivel 1/4” NPTM end fittings reduce hose twist and 
bend restrictors reduce kinking. 210 PSI working pressure at 70°F.
FRN # 75442 .............. 1/4” x 50 ft. Hose .............$36.69
FRN # 75443 ............. 1/4” x 100 ft. Hose ............$64.99

Standard air hose can kink, curl and require extra effort. Hybrid air hose is a 
specialized lightweight blend of rubber and PVC making the hose extremely 
flexible and kink resistant, even under pressure. Features a 
superior bend radius and has zero memory 
so it lies flat and/or coils up effortlessly after 
use. 1/4” NPT, 300 PSI.

EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE HYBRID HOSE

3/8” x 50 ft. Hose
TRU # 575-50A ............. $22.99

3/8” x 100 ft. Hose
TRU # 575-100A ........... $43.99

3/8” x 50 ft. Hose
PRT # M617 .................. $24.99

WIDE
for big
airflow!

HI FLO® Coupler & Plug Sets
These provide more air delivery than standard couplers and plugs resulting in optimum air 
tool performance. Advanced lightweight aluminum construction resists corrosion and reduces 
user fatigue. Push-to-connect 6-ball quick couplers provide a stronger seal and better plug 
alignment. Universal 1/4” quick coupler will also accept (M) & (A) style standard plugs.

4 Pc. HI FLO ® Coupler & Plug Set
Includes: (1) 1/4” NPTF coupler
(2) 1/4” NPTM plugs - (1) 1/4” NPTF plug

10 Pc. HI FLO ® Coupler & Plug Set
Includes: (2) 1/4” NPTF couplers - (1) 1/4” NPTM
coupler (4) 1/4” NPTM plugs - (3) 1/4” NPTF plugs

$999

$1999

TRU # 13-903

TRU # 13-907
# 13-903

# 13-907
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At-Hand In-Line
Air Regulators
Measures just 1-1/4” diameter 
and 2-1/2” in length. These small 
lightweight air regulators allow the 
user to make precise air pressure 
settings for various type tools 
or product applications at the 
tool. Black anodized aluminum 
body with red slider to lock in 
desired PSI setting. Has 1/4” 
FNPT inlet and outlet port. 

TRU # 41-143 ......10-60 PSI .....$29.99
TRU # 41-145 .....40-140 PSI .....$30.99

3/8” x 25’ Nylon Recoil Air Hose
Self-coiling properties retracts quickly to store itself when 
finished. Has 3/8” NPTM brass swivel end fittings to 
reduce hose twist. Bend restrictors reduce kinking and in-
crease the life of the hose. 200 psi max working pressure. 
TRU # 6-25 ............................................ $31.99

Air Tanks 
Feature an on/off air adjustment 
dial and a preset safety valve to prevent overfilling 
of the 125 PSI maximum pressure tank. Air hose, 
gauge and tire chuck are included with each unit.

10 Gallon Air Tank
SFA # W1010A ......................$49.99
5 Gallon Air Tank
PRT # W10005 .......................$39.99
3 Pc. Hose & Fitting Repair Kit
PRT # W10058 .......................$14.99

Retractable
Hybrid Air
Hose Reel
Features an enclosed durable plastic case 
with swivel mounting bracket for wall or ceil-
ing. The automatic hose roller guide ensures 
smooth and even recoil. Includes 50’ of 3/8” ID 
highly flexible hybrid rubber/PVC hose with a 
working pressure of 300 psi, making it ideal for 
most projects. The 1/4” NPT brass fittings with 
bend restrictors at each end to prolonging the 
life of the hose. 
PRT # M613 ...........................$84.99

Manual
Open Frame 
Air Hose Reels
These steel framework reels 
have a mounting bracket 
that can be mounted on 
the floor, wall or ceiling. 
Features brass 360° inlet 
swivel with 1/4” NPT, easy crank 
handle and spring tension brake. 
Holds up to 100 feet of 3/8” air hose.

Reel w/ 50’ Air Hose
PRT # M610 ...........................$49.99
Reel Only Models:
TRU # 502HR-RET.................$33.99
LIS # 50350 ............................$79.99

PROFESSIONAL SHOP AIR SYSTEMD-I-Y SHOP AIR SYSTEM

Part # Description SALE PRICE 
PRT # 60700 ................................ 3/8” AirTIGHT Kit ................................... $69.99
Kit includes: (65’) roll 3/8” nylon tubing, (1) Tubing cutter, (16) Tubing clamps, (1) Inline shut-off 
valve, (1) Inline check valve, (3) T-connector fittings, (6) 90° Elbow fittings, (4) Union fittings, (3) 
1/4” NPT female connector fittings, (3) 1/4” NPT male connector fittings, (2) reducers, (3) Wall 
mount outlets, (3) Industrial-style quick couplers and (1) Industrial-style female plug. 

PRT # 60750 ................................ 1/2” AirTIGHT Kit ................................... $69.99
Kit includes: (100’) roll 1/2” nylon tubing, (1) Tubing cutter, (4) 90° Elbow fittings, (2) Brass union 
fittings -1/4” NPTM, (6) Straight connector fittings -1/4” NPTM, (1) Machined aluminum compres-
sor block, (3) brass plugs, (2) Machined aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve. 
mount outlets, (3) Industrial-style quick couplers and (1) Industrial-style female plug.

Air Anywhere! Reduce shop clutter. No more 
dragging out the compressor or untangling the air 
hose and electrical power cord. This compressed 
air piping system allows you to design and install 
your own personalized air system anyway you 
want without expensive tools. The flexible tubing is 
lightweight, corrosion/abrasion resistant and flows 
around large radius corners easily. The system can 
be mounted on the surface of a wall or behind/in-
side the wall. Simply push the tubing into the quick-
connect fitting until fully seated with no soldering or 
threading required. It is easy to add and change air 
drops as needed, since the hose and fittings can be 
easily disassembled and reused.

EASY
ASSEMBLY

# W10058

MXL # M8001 ........ 1/2” Tubing x 3/8” NPT Fitting ..........$4.99 
MXL # M8005 ........ 3/4” Tubing x 1/2” NPT Fitting ........$11.49
MXL # M8010 ................... 1/2” ‘T’ Fitting .....................$8.49
MXL # M8011 ................... 3/4” ‘T’ Fitting ...................$16.79
MXL # M8080 ...................1/2” 90° Fitting .....................$6.69
MXL # M8067 ...................3/4” 90° Fitting ...................$13.49
MXL # M8021 .................1/2” Union Fitting ...................$6.69
MXL # M8022 .................3/4” Union Fitting .................$11.49
MXL # M8038 ..............1/2” Inline Hand Valve .............$16.99
MXL # M8039 ..............3/4” Inline Hand Valve .............$31.99
MXL # M8026 ....................1/2” End Cap ....................$10.49
MXL # M8027 ....................3/4” End Cap ....................$12.49
MXL # M8064 ............ 1/2” Pipe Clips (10 pack) ..............$8.49
MXL # M8065 ............ 3/4” Pipe Clips (10 pack) ............$11.69

# M8067
# M8022

# M8039

# M8027

MXL # M8201V................. 3/4” Dual Port Outlet w/ Shutoff Valve ...................$74.99
Includes wall block, drain valve, shutoff valve

and tubing adapter
MXL # M8201 ...............................3/4” Dual Port Outlet ...............................$59.99

Includes wall block, drain valve and tubing adapter.
MXL # K93217 ............................3/4” Filter & Regulator ..............................$69.99

Unit has a large adjustable knob, mounting bracket and an integrated gauge. 300 CFM. 3/4” 
NPT port. 175 max operating pressure. Can be adjusted from 0 - 150 psi. 5-micron filter. Manual 

drain. Reversible flow direction.

# M8005

# M8201V

# K93217

This air system features premium semi-flexible HDPE/Aluminum core 
multilayer tubing with corrosion-free smooth inner wall that will never 
build up scale or rust. Can be easily bent by hand and maintains the 
desired shape, giving a professional appearance with no tubing sag. 

Tubing can be buried underground or in concrete. The MaxLINE fittings are nickel plated brass designed for 
years of long term performance. Its double o-ring compression design is engineered to be a leakproof system, 
that can be easily disassembled and reused. No expensive install tools required and meets OSHA guidelines.

MXL # M3800 .......................... 1/2” MaxLINE Master Kit ............................ $149.99
Kit includes: (100’) roll of 1/2” MaxLINE tubing with a bend radius of 4”- 6”, (1) T-connector fitting, 
(5) 90° Elbow fittings, (6) Straight connector fittings -1/4” NPTM, (1) Straight connector fitting 
-1/2” NPTM, (1) Machined aluminum compressor block, (4) brass plugs, (3) Machined aluminum 
single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, (1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool.

MXL # M7500 .......................... 3/4” MaxLINE Master Kit ............................ $199.99
Kit includes: (100’) roll of 3/4” MaxLINE tubing with a bend radius of 6”-8”, (20) Pipe mounting clips, 
(2) T-connector fitting, (4) Straight connector fitting -1/2” NPTM, (3) brass plugs, (3) Machined 
aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, (1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool.

MXL # M7580 .......................... 3/4” MaxLINE Master Kit ............................$389.99
Kit includes: (300’) roll of 3/4” MaxLINE tubing with a bend radius of 6”-8”, (20) Pipe mounting clips, 
(2) T-connector fitting, (4) Straight connector fitting -1/2” NPTM, (3) brass plugs, (3) Machined 
aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, (1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool, (1) male 
3/4” NPT fitting.

SHOP AIR SYSTEMS - 35
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 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

 1355-XL 10,000 3/8” 1350 500 ft/lbs. 6 2.75 6.0

1375-XL 10,000 1/2” 1350 500 ft/lbs. 6 2.75 6.0

 1076-XL 9,000 3/8” 1650 550 ft/lbs. 8 2.5 4.25

 1056-XL 9,000 1/2” 1650 550 ft/lbs. 8 2.5 4.25

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

 1200-K 8,000 1/2” 950 900 ft/lbs. 8 4.5 8.25

 1250-K 8,500 1/2” 1000 950 ft/lbs. 8 4.5 8.25

1750-K 4,500 3/4” 1000 1,300 ft/lbs. 24 9.0 9.75

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1300-TH 10,000 3/8” 1,700 450 ft/lbs. 8 2.63 6.75

1000-TH 8,000 1/2” 1,300 800 ft/lbs. 8 4.5 7.50

1350-TH 10,000 3/8” 1,700 500/100 ft/lbs. 6 3.15 6.3

1460-XL 9,500 1/2” 1,600 725 ft/lbs. 8 5.75 7.25

1295-XL 7,500 1/2” 1,600 900 ft/lbs. 8 4.6 6.62

FPM # 1300-TH ....................... 3/8” Drive - ‘COMPOSITE’ .......................... $199.99
“Super Clutch” twin hammer design creates higher speed and faster blows per minute. Patented 
quiet tuned exhaust (86 decibels) and easy operation flip lever forward & reverse. 
FPM # 1000-TH ....................... 1/2” Drive - ‘COMPOSITE’ .......................... $209.99
“Super Clutch” twin hammer design creates 1,000 ft/lb. of loosening torque. Patented quiet tuned 
exhaust (86 decibels) and easy operation flip lever forward & reverse.
FPM # 1350-XL ....................1/2” Drive - ‘HIGH PRESSURE’ ....................... $199.99
Designed for tire shops to operate up to 125 psi air pressure. Features hard hitting twin hammer 
mechanism, cross bolt style forward/reverse switch with built-in regulator and reliable throttle 
design with tease trigger.
FPM # 1460-XL ................. 3/8” Drive - ‘HIGH- LOW TORQUE’ .................... $169.99
Refined design twin hammer increases blow frequency and efficiency providing 500 ft/lb. maxi-
mum torque and 100 ft./lb low torque. Has torque switch for instant change of power.
FPM # 1295-XL .................. 1/2” Drive - ‘COMPACT LENGTH’ ..................... $249.99
The shortest length full size 1/2” impact wrench available, yet delivers 1,150 ft/lb. of loosening torque. 
Has “Protected design” air rotor rear support and hammer cage front flange to reduce vibration 
increasing tool life and reliability. One hand operation & control—unique “one click” foward & reverse.

 1/2 ”
DRIVE

 1/2 ”
DRIVE

 1/2 ”
DRIVE

 3/8 ”
DRIVE

 3/8 ”
DRIVE

TWIN
HAMMER

High-Low

Torque Switch

for Instant Change

of Power

‘XTREME POWER’ Air Impact Wrenches 
• No non-sense, hard hitting twin hammer mechanism delivers 

an industry leading 700 (ft-lbs) of loosening torque.
• Patented easy operation flip lever forward and reverse. 

• Durable Kevlar™ reinforced “Body Armour” housing.
• Patented quiet tuned exhaust (86 dBA)

‘COMPACT’ Composite Air Impact Wrenches 
• Reliable jumbo hammer mechanism delivers

550 (ft/lbs.) of loosening torque.
• Triple heat treated ni-cr-mo alloy steel hammer mechanism 

parts and anvil, provides ultimate reliability.
• Composite housing reduces weight.

 1/2 ”
DRIVE

 1/2 ”
DRIVE

 3/8 ”
DRIVE

 3/8 ”
DRIVE

$14999

$22499

$22999

$14999

FPM # 1056-XL

FPM # 1355-XL

FPM # 1375-XL

FPM # 1076-XL

Magnetic Work Mat
This 12” x 12” flexible / foldable magnetic 
mat is embedded with high-energy, super-
strong magnets that adhere to any ferrous 
surface keeping your most used tools, 
parts and hardware right at hand. Du-
rable chemical resistant material won’t 
scratch paint. Can be used vertically on 
the outside of a tool chest or use the 
grommets for wall or peg hanging. 

$1899
FPM # 300-C

Tools Not
Included

KEVLAR™ Twin Clutch Impact Wrenches
• Durable Kevlar™ reinforced “Body Armor” housing with ergonomically engineered handle 
designed to relieve stress and fatigue on the operators hands, wrists and arms. 

$31499$44999

$26999

FPM # 1250K
FPM # 1750K

FPM # 1200K

 1/2 ”
DRIVE

 1/2 ”
DRIVE 3/4 ”

DRIVE

When you’ve got work to do....
GRAB HOLD OF AN AIRCAT

ADVANTAGES OF THE...
#1200-K  •  #1250-K  •  #1750-K
Features a Smooth Powerful Hard Hitting Twin Clutch 
mechanism to create a high torque initial impact. The 
Twin Clutch design uses a hammer fixed directly 
onto the input shaft, with a pair of pins acting as 
clutches. When the hammer rotates past the anvil, 
a ball ramp pushes the pins outwards against a 
spring, extending them to where they will hit the 
anvil and deliver the impact, then release and 
spring back into the hammer, usually by having 
the balls "fall off" the other side of the ramp at 
the instant the hammer hits. Since the ramp 
need only have one peak around the shaft, 
and the engagement of the hammer with the 
anvil is not based on a number of teeth be-
tween them, this design allows the hammer to 
accelerate for a full revolution before contact-
ing the anvil, giving it more time to accelerate 
and delivering a stronger impact.
      Resulting In . . .
• Slower, but Harder Hitting Impacts
• Recommended for High Torque Applications

TECH TALKTECH TALK



HEAVY DUTY - 3/4” DRIVE

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90-120 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1680 4,500 3/4” 950 1,200 ft/lbs. 8.0 12.6 8.9

1770-XL 6,500 3/4” 1,300 1,400 ft/lbs. 8.0 7.4 8.25

HEAVY DUTY

TWIN
HAMMER

TWIN
HAMMER

3/4” Drive
‘Super Duty’
Air Impact Wrench
• Best suited for heavy duty 
fleet maintenance and 
industrial MRO work 
• Refined design twin hammer 
increases blow frequency and efficiency. 
• Titanium hammer case has bumpers to 
protect tool from side impacts.
• Power switch with (3) three power settings. 
• 2-Year parts and labor limited warranty.
FPM # 1770-XL ................... $449.99

3/4” Drive
‘Xtreme Duty’
Air Impact Wrench
• Best suited for bus, large 
truck, tractor and agricul-
tural service vehicles. 
• Hard-hitting twin hammer 
mechanism design for long operating cycles. 
• Industrial-Grade aluminum housing has 
grease fitting for twin hammer lubrication.
• Large easy reach flip lever lets you quickly 
change directions. (forward-reverse)
• 2-Year parts and labor limited warranty.
FPM # 1680 ......................... $389.99

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90-120 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1994 4,500 1” x 8” 1,100 2,300 ft/lbs. 16.0 35.0 26.0

1891 6,000 1”x 8” 1,600 1,700 ft/lbs. 8.0 15.8 19.0

FPM # 1891 ..................... 1” Dr. ‘Low Weight’ Air Impact Wrench ................ $599.99
• Reliable hard-hitting twin hammer mechanism design 
is very durable and particularly suitable for long 
operating cycles • Dual large diameter wheels 
allow user to select from forward/reverse 
and power management settings 
• The twin hammer is lubricated 
via a grease fitting located the 
housing • Angled air inlet avoids 
air hose catching on ground • Triple heat treated alloy steel hammers, hammer cage and anvil 
• Lightweight aluminum motor housing with ergonomic side handle to relieve stress and fatigue 
on the operator’s hands, wrists and arms.

HEAVY DUTY - 1” DRIVE

DIE GRINDERS

FPM # 1994 ......................1” Dr. ‘Super Duty’ Air Impact Wrench ................ $399.99
• Large pin-less hammer mechanism provides added 
hitting power with less moving parts. The pin-less 
hammer is twice as durable (low wear) as 
other impact mechanisms. 
• Uses a strong triple heat 
treated alloy steel hammer 
cage and 8” extended anvil. 
• Provides 2,300 ft./lbs maximum torque. 
See additional specifications listed below. • Combined forward/
reverse and power management system switch. • Lightweight brushed aluminum motor housing 
and ergonomically engineered handle and side handle to relieve stress and fatigue.

 FPM # 800 ............................. 1/4” Drive Mini Air Ratchet ......................... $99.99
45 ft/lb. loosening torque. Single pawl ratcheting mechanism provides added reliability and consis-
tent performance. Feather trigger for added control. Ergonomically designed composite housing.
 FPM # 802 .........................3/8” Drive Twin Pawl Air Ratchet .......................$119.99
75 ft/lb. loosening torque. Twin pawl mechanism provides added reliability. Most comfortable trig-
ger lever in the industry. Ergonomically designed composite housing reduces operator fatigue.
 FPM # 803RW ............... 3/8” Drive ‘Reaction-Less’ Air Ratchet ...................$149.99
80 ft/lb. loosening torque. Internal impact mechanism eliminates torque reaction or in other 
words absorbs kickback when the nut/bolt runs tight and risk of finger trapping. Very quiet 
compared to conventional air ratchets.
 FPM # 805HT ..................3/8” Drive ‘High-Torque’ Air Ratchet ....................$166.69
130 ft/lb. loosening torque. Features a 360° rotational exhaust with silencing technology. The 
patented single pawl head design eliminates the ratchet head from spreading under extreme 
torque. Rapid response and variable speed squeeze trigger. Ergonomic ontoured grip and trigger 
provide ultimate operating comfort.

 Model Free Speed Square Sound Work Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length
 Number (rpm) Drive Pressure @ 90-120 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

800 320 1/4” 82 dBa 35 ft/lbs. 3.5 1.63 8.5

802 280 3/8” 82 dBa 70 ft/lbs. 4.0 2.75 10.5

803RW 600 3/8” 79 dBa 80 ft/lbs. 4.0 2.4 10.5

805HT 180 3/8” 84 dBa 130 ft/lbs. 6.0 3.3 12.45

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

FPM # 6201 ....................... 8.5” Straight Line Die Grinder............................. $79.99
FPM # 6210 ..........13.5” ‘Extended Reach’ Straight Line Die Grinder ............. $149.99
FPM # 6255 ............................. 7” Angle Die Grinder ................................... $99.99
FPM # 6200 ....................6.5” Mini Straight Line Die Grinder ......................... $79.99

AIR RATCHETS

 Model Free Speed Motor Motor Wheel Size Air Cons. Weight  Length SALE
 Number (rpm) (hp) Drive (inch) (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.) PRICE

6520 18,000 0.5 Direct Drive 3.0 4.0 1.60 7.00 $89.99
6525 18,000 0.6 Direct Drive 3.0 6.0 2.20 7.95 $119.99
6275-A 14,000 1.0 Spiral Bevel 4.0 6.0 3.75 15.5 $239.99

Each of these composite houseing cut-off tools can cut 3/4” rolled steel (18ga). #6520 features adjustable ro-
tational direction that increases wheel life and also the direction of sparks. #6525 straight-cuts material easily 
thanks to no-stall operation and ergonomic handle. #6275A can reach much further with its extended barrel.

CUT-OFF
TOOLS

AIRCAT® - 37

4-1/2” Angle Grinder
Dual Hi-Low speed adjustment control with 11,000 rpm free speed. New 1.0 HP motor eliminates 
stall and increases reliability. Easy wheel change with spindle lock. Direct exhaust with the ro-
tational muffler. Multi position rotational guard improves access. Lightweight composite housing 
and throttle trigger has been ergonomically designed to provide unmatched comfort. Weighs only 
2.25 lbs. 8.75” long. 6.0 CFM with 1/4” air inlet.

Power to complete your jobs effort-
lessly and quietly! The composite body 
offers the user a sleek comfortable 
ergonomic design with a significant 
reduction weight. Built with superior steel 
grade internal bearings and direct drive 
gear mechanism that delivers 20,000+ 
rpm’s of free speed. Average air consump-
tion is 4 CFM. Features: 1/4” collet size, rear 
handle exhaust and feather trigger for better 
speed control. 2yr. limited warrant.

$20999
FPM # 6340

DRILLS & DRILL BITS

 Model Chuck Motor Free Speed Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number Size (HP) (rpm) (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

4338 3/8” Keyless 5/8 1,800 6.0 2.5 7.0

4450 1/2” Keyed 5/8 400 6.0 3.0 8.0

These drills have rugged sleek red composite 
bodies, feather triggers, and superior grade steel 
planetary gears for longer life. Both feature patented, 
tuned exhaust muffler technology that allows discharged 
air to pass without developing back pressure, thus retain-
ing more power, while significantly reducing noise! (85dBa) 
Backed by a two year limited warranty.
FPM # 4338 ..................................... $109.99
FPM # 4450 ..................................... $119.99

# 6255 # 6210

# 6201



6-Point Impact Sockets
All Sunex impact sockets are 
forged from the finest chrome 
molybdenum alloy steel and 
feature a radius corner design. 
This design enables the socket to 
grab the sturdy wall or flat side of 
the socket instead of the fastener 
corners, thus extending the life 
of the fastener. Sunex impact 
sockets come with a heavy molded 
storage tray and carry a manufacturer’s 
lifetime full-replacement warranty (except 
for socket adapters and thin wall sockets).

LIFETIME
WA R R A N T Y

SNX # 5699 ............... 9 Pc. SAE Set .................... $159.99
 1”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-3/8”, 1-1/2”, 1-5/8”, 1-3/4”, 1-7/8” & 2”

SNX # 5681 ........... 8 Pc. Deep SAE Set ................. $154.99
 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, & 1-1/2”

SNX # 5685 ...... 5 Pc. Wheel Service SAE Set ........... $114.99
 Deep sockets: 1-1/2”, 33mm • Thin wall sockets: 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”
 Square socket: 13/16”

SNX # 5697M .......7 Pc. Deep Metric Set ............... $149.99
 27, 33, 35, 36 & 41 mm • Square sockets: 17 mm & 21 mm

SNX # 1810 ...................10 Pc. SAE Set ................. $27.99
 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”

SNX # 1811 ............... 10 Pc. Deep SAE Set .............. $31.99
 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”

SNX # 1813 ........6 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ....... $62.99
 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16”

SNX # 1809 ..................9 Pc. Metric Set ................ $26.49
 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12  & 13 mm

SNX # 1812 .............. 9 Pc. Deep Metric Set ............. $34.99
 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12  & 13 mm

SNX # 3650 ............... 8 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $24.99
 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

SNX # 3360 .............. 12 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $42.99
 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16” & 1”

SNX # 3652 ........... 8 Pc. Deep SAE Set ................... $36.99
 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

SNX # 3361 ...........12 Pc. Deep SAE Set .................. $56.79
 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16” & 1”

SNX # 3654 ......7 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ......... $83.99
 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

SNX # 3656 ... 7 Pc. Deep Universal / Swivel SAE Set .... $94.99
 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

SNX # 3651 ............. 8 Pc. Metric Set ..................... $24.99
 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17 & 19 mm

SNX # 3358 ............ 13 Pc. Metric Set .................... $26.99
 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18  & 19 mm

SNX # 3653 ..........8 Pc. Deep Metric Set ................. $39.99
 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17 & 19 mm

SNX # 3359 ......... 13 Pc. Deep Metric Set ................ $42.99
 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18  & 19 mm

SNX # 3655 ....7 Pc. Universal / Swivel Metric Set ....... $87.99
 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 & 18 mm

SNX # 3657 ...... 10 Pc. Universal Metric Set ............ $117.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

SNX # 3660 ....10 Pc. Deep Universal Metric Set ....... $134.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

SNX # 4680 ............... 8 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $79.99
 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”

SNX # 4683 .............. 17 Pc. SAE Set .................... $349.99
 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”,
 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16” & 2”

SNX # 4681 ........... 8 Pc. Deep SAE Set ................. $109.99
 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”

SNX # 4685 ...........17 Pc. Deep SAE Set ................ $424.99
 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16” ,
 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16” & 2”

SNX # 4684 ............ 17 Pc. Metric Set .................. $269.99
 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, & 46 mm

SNX # 4686 ......... 17 Pc. Deep Metric Set .............. $424.99
 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, & 46 mm

SNX # 4070M ..... 7 Pc. Deep Truck Metric Set ......... $114.99
 27, 30, 33, 35, 41mm • Square sockets: 17 & 21 mm

¼
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LIFETIME
WA R R A N T Y

# 2645

# 5699
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SNX # 2650 .............. 13 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $52.99
 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”,
 1-1/16”, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4”

SNX # 2640 .............. 19 Pc. SAE Set ...................... $89.99
 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”,
 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”

SNX # 2690 ..........16 Pc. Jumbo SAE Set ............... $334.99
 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 
 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 2-3/16” & 2-1/4”

SNX # 2651 ...........13 Pc. Deep SAE Set .................. $79.99
 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”,
 1-1/16”, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4”

SNX # 2641 ...........19 Pc. Deep SAE Set ................ $179.99
 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 
 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”

SNX # 2691 ...... 16 Pc. Deep Jumbo SAE Set ............ $449.99
 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”,
 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 2-3/16” & 2-1/4”

SNX # 2848 .... 8 Pc. 5” Extra Long / Deep SAE Set ..... $149.99
 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8” & 15/16”

SNX # 2845 ........5 Pc. Extra Deep SAE Set ............. $134.99
 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”

SNX # 2654 ......7 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ......... $99.99
 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16” & 7/8”

SNX # 2657 ......9 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ....... $124.99
 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”

SNX # 2644 .....14 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ...... $229.99
 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”,
 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”

SNX # 2658 ... 10 Pc. Deep Universal / Swivel Metric Set ... $149.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 mm

SNX # 2652 ............ 14 Pc. Metric Set .................... $49.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26 & 27 mm

SNX # 2645 ............ 26 Pc. Metric Set .................. $119.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 mm

SNX # 2653 ......... 14 Pc. Deep Metric Set ................ $84.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26 & 27 mm

SNX # 2646 ......... 26 Pc. Deep Metric Set .............. $214.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 mm

SNX # 2851 ...12 Pc. 5” Extra Long / Deep Metric Set .... $199.99
 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24

SNX # 2692 ........ 12 Pc. Jumbo Metric Set ............. $104.99
 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34 & 36 mm

SNX # 2693 ...... 12 Pc. Deep Jumbo Metric Set ........ $149.99
 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34 & 36 mm

SNX # 2655 ....7 Pc. Universal / Swivel Metric Set ....... $99.99
 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm

SNX # 2665 ... 13 Pc. Universal / Swivel Metric Set .... $199.99
 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 mm
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For those applications when you need a little more reach then standard 
depth impact sockets can provide, yet fit into a tight space where deep 
sockets are too long. Tapered for improved access over straight wall 
designs.

SNX # 3327 ..............13 Pc. 3/8” Drive SAE Set ..................$65.99
 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”,
 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1” and Universal Joint Adapter

SNX # 3328 ............14 Pc. 3/8” Drive Metric Set ................$58.99
 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21 & 22mm

Wobble Impact Extensions Sets
Wobble function provides 15° of additional accessibility for fasteners in 
tight space. Constructed of chrome molybdenum steel with steel ball 
retainer on male end. Both sets include: 3”, 5”, 10” & 15” lengths.

4 Pc. Impact Extension Sets
Chrome molybdenum steel. Sets Include: 3”, 5”, 10” & 15” lengths.
SNX # 3500 ..........................3/8” Drive Set ........................$52.99
SNX # 2500 ..........................1/2” Drive Set ........................$69.99

# 2343
# 3305 # 4503# 4405

Impact Adapters & Reducers 
SNX # 2343* ......................... 3 Pc. SUPER Reducer Set ...............................$32.99
 1/2” (F) x 3/8” (M) • 3/8” (F) x 1/4” (M) • 3/4” (F) x 1/2” (M) 
SNX # 4405 ...................... 5 Pc. 3/4” & 1” Drive Master Set ......................... $147.99
 3/4” (F) x 1” (M) adapter • 3/4” (F) x 1/2” (M) reducer • 1” (F) x 3/4” (M) reducer
 3/4” (F) x 3/4” (M) universal/swivel adapter • 1” (F) x 1” (M) universal/ swivel adapter
SNX # 3305 ..................... 5 Pc. 3/8” & 1/2” Drive Master Set ......................... $49.99
 3/8” (F) x 1/2” (M) adapter • 1/2” (F) x 3/8” (M) reducer • 1/2” (F) x 3/4” (M) adapter
 3/8” (F) x 3/8” (M) universal/ swivel adapter • 1/2” (F) x 1/2” (M) universal/ swivel adapter

Individual Adapters & Reducers
SNX # 3303 ........3/8” (F) x 1/4” (M) SUPER* Reducer .......................................$6.99
SNX # 2301 ..............1/2” (F) x 3/8” (M) Reducer .............................................$6.99
SNX # 2303 ........1/2” (F) x 3/8” (M) SUPER* Reducer .....................................$12.49
SNX # 2302 .............. 1/2” (F) x 3/4” (M) Adapter ..............................................$9.99
SNX # 4305 ........3/4” (F) x 1/2” (M) SUPER* Reducer .....................................$24.99
SNX # 5305 .........1” (F) x 3/4” (M) SUPER* Reducer .......................................$37.99

MID-DEPTH

EXTENSIONS

SNX # 3504 ..................  3/8” Drive Wobble Set .................$34.99
SNX # 2504 ...................1/2” Drive Wobble Set .................$47.99

Locking Impact Extensions Sets
No more dropped sockets! Positive locking ball detent with quick release 
sliding collar locks the socket to the extension. Useful in hard to reach 
areas. Constructed of chrome molybdenum steel with steel ball retainer 
on male end. Set includes: 3”, 6” & 12” lengths in a heavy duty blow 
molded storage case.
SNX # 3501 ....................... 3/8” Drive Set ..........................$49.99
SNX # 2501 ....................... 1/2” Drive Set ..........................$67.99

NOTE:
SUPER* Adapters Carry

A Lifetime Warranty

masteR sets

masteR sets
SNX # 1848 ....... 48 Pc. SAE / Metric Master Set ......... $99.99

• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”,
5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16” • 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15mm

SNX # 1874 ...... 74 Pc. SAE / Metric / Torx  Master Set ...... $299.99
• Shallow Sockets Sizes: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 

7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 & 15 mm • 
Deep Sockets Sizes: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 

1/2”, 9/16”, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, & 15 mm • Universal Sockets 
Sizes: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14 & 15 mm • Internal Star (Torx) Sockets: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27 & T30 • 

Extensions: 2”, 4” & 6” • Universal Adapter: 1/4”F x 3/8”M

SNX # 1818 ....23 Pc. Magnetic SAE / Metric Master Set ...... $99.99
• Magnetic inserts located inside the impact socket, hold fasteners 

securely during installation and removal • Shallow Sockets Sizes: 3/16”, 
7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 

12, 13, 14 & 15mm • Extensions:  2” • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/4” Drive

SNX # 3325 ............ 25 Pc. SAE Master Set ............ $119.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 
11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16” & 1” • Universal/Swivel Joint: 3/8” Drive

SNX # 3329 .......... 29 Pc. Metric Master Set ........... $119.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets:  8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 19, 21 & 22 mm • Universal/Swivel Joint: 3/8” Drive

SNX # 3360DD .... 28 Pc. Deep SAE / Metric Master Set .... $119.99
• Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 

13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16” & 1”, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21 & 
22mm • Extensions:  3” • Universal/Swivel Joint Adapter: 1/2”F x 3/8”M

SNX # 3342 ....... 42 Pc. SAE / Metric Master Set ....... $117.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”,

5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4” • 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm
• Extensions: 3” • Universal/Swivel Joint Adapter: 3/8” (F) x 3/8” (M)

SNX # 3580 ...... 80 Pc. SAE / Metric / Torx Master Set ...... $269.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 

11/16”, 3/4”, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19mm
• Universal Sockets Sizes:  3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19mm • Internal Star (Torx) Sockets: T20, T25, 
T27, T30, T40, T45, T47, T50 & T55 • External Star (Torx) Sockets: E5 E6, E7, 

E8, E10, E11, E12, E14 & E16 • Extensions:  3”, 5”, 10” & 15”
• Universal/Swivel Joint Adapter: 1/2”F x 3/8”M

SNX # 2569 .......... 43 Pc. Metric Master Set ..........$209.99*
Have the most complete 1/2” metric set on the market!

Standard: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 
27 & 30mm. Deep: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 26, 27 & 30mm. Includes a full compliment of extentions plus 

universal joint adapter.

SNX # 2568 ............ 43 Pc. SAE Master Set ...........$259.99*
Have the most complete 1/2” SAE set on the market!

Standard: 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 
1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16, 1-1/4, 1-5/16, 1-3/8, 1-7/16 & 1-1/2. Deep: 3/8, 

7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 
1-3/16, 1-1/4, 1-5/16, 1-3/8, 1-7/16 & 1-1/2. Includes a full compliment 

of extentions plus universal joint adapter.

SNX # 2824 ............ 24 Pc. SAE Master Set ............ $179.99
• Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 

13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 
1-7/16”, 1-1/2” • Extensions: 3”, 5”, 10”

• Universal/Swivel Joint Adapter: 1/2” (F) x 1/2” (M)

SNX # 2668 ............ 39 Pc. SAE Master Set ............ $229.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 

3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16’, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16’, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16’, 
1-3/8”, 1-7/16’ & 1-1/2” • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive

SNX # 2669 .......... 39 Pc. Metric Master Set ........... $179.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, & 30 mm • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive

SNX # 5153DD ... 29 Pc. Deep SAE / Metric Master Set ..... $169.99
• Deep Sockets Sizes:  7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 

15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16’, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4” • 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
21, 22, 26, & 27mm • Deep Flip Sockets: 3/4” x 13/16” & 19 x 21mm

# 3303

# 2303

These sets 
include 
both shallow 
and deep 
impact sockets 

in the most popular sizes. The impacts are forged from the 
finest chrome molybdenum alloy steel and come in a heavy duty 
blow molded storage case. The 6-point sets feature a radius corner 
design that causes the socket to grab the sturdy wall or flat side of the 
fastener resulting in less corner wear on the fastener. The advantage 
of the 12-point sets are they make getting on the bolt or turning the 
bolt far easier especially in hard-to-reach areas. A 12-point socket is 
not capable of delivering as much torque as a six-point without the 
possibility of damaging the fastener.

½

¼

LIFETIME
WA R R A N T Y

# 1874
1/4” Master Set

# 3580
3/8” Master Set

# 3329
3/8” Master Set

masteR sets

FREE
Sunex # SX231P

1/2” Impact Wrench
w/ Purchase of

# 2569 (or) 
#2568

Retail Value
$12999



MULTI-PURPOSE GEAR PULLERS

2-Ton Capacity Pullers
Part # Reversible Jaws Spread Reach Adjustable SALE PRICE
SNX # 3905 .......Yes ............ 2 .............4” max..........3-3/8” max. ....... 4-Way ...........$17.99
SNX # 3906 .......Yes ...........2-3 ...........4” max..........3-3/8” max. ....... 8-Way ...........$21.99
LIS # 31320 ........No ............. 3 .............4” max..........3-1/2” max. ........... -- ...............$21.99
SNX # 3919 .......Yes ...........2-3 ....... 4-3/4” max ......3-3/8” max. ..... Compact .........$29.99

5-Ton Capacity Pullers
Part # Reversible Jaws Spread Reach Adjustable SALE PRICE
LIS # 41700 ........No ..............2 ............6” max..........5-1/2” max. ....... 4-Way ...........$28.99
SNX # 3907 .......Yes ........... 2-3 ....... 4-3/4” max ......3-1/4” max. ....... 4-Way ...........$34.99
SNX # 3908 .......Yes ........... 2-3 ...........7” max..........5-1/2” max. ....... 8-Way ...........$44.99
LIS # 31330 .......Yes ........... 2-3 ...........7” max..........5-1/2” max. ....... 8-Way ...........$57.99

 SNX # 3909 .................... 10 Ton / 6-Way Hydraulic Ram Puller Set .............. $179.99
This puller applies constant and even pressure while giving up to 10 tons of pulling capacity. Use 
the direct thrust of the hand operated hydraulic ram to create maximum pulling power. This kit is 
capable of making 8 different combinations of 2 or 3 jaw pullers in standard or long reaches.
Features include: Jaws made of CR-MO alloy steel for greater strength and performance, blow 
molded case for organization and transportation..

 PRO # 4212SJB .................. 6 Ton / 2-Way Straight Jaw Puller ................... $179.99
Features four straight jaws, with two of those jaws being extendable by using the holes and grooves 
in the leg. Has a maximum spread of 6” with an overall length of 7”. Includes: forcing screw with a 
sharp reinforced detachable tip, high strength forged steel 2 arm crossbar and metal storage case.

SLIDE HAMMER PULLERS

2-1/2 lb. Reversible Puller
Ideal for pulling applications involving gears, bearings, outer races, 
grease retainers, and oil seals. Reversible two or three puller jaws 
may be used to perform “inside” as well as “outside” pulling jobs. 
Measures 27” in length with a hammer weight of 2-1/2 lbs.
SNX # 3918 ............................$89.99 

5 lb. Master Set
Set includes: 5 lb. heavy duty slide hammer, 
internal or external reversible pulling jaws with 
a 2 and 3-way cross block and cone provide 
the perfect jaw configuration for most jobs. A 
puller hook, rear axle puller, dent puller, special 
grip wrench adapter and steel carrying case.
SNX # 3911 ............................$99.99

2-1/2 lb. Internal Puller Set
For removal of pilot bearings, needle bearings 
and other jobs that require an internal puller. 
Includes four (4) collets: 3/8” to 1/2”, 9/16” to 
11/16”, 5/8” to 1”, 1” to 1-1/4” which adjust and 
expand to fit a wide-range of pulling applica-
tions. The 2-1/2 pounds slide hammer has a 
T-handle for a sure grip while pulling. Comes 
housed in a blow-molded plastic storage case. 
Has replacement part availability.
PRT # W89742 .....................$159.99

Pilot Bearing Puller
Designed to pull flywheel pilot bearings in 
close quarters where a slide hammer cannot 
be used. Will operate on many model vehicles 
with engine mounted in chassis. Capacity 1” 
to 1-1/2” with an I.D. reach of 3/4”.
SNX # 3916 ............................$64.99

Cam & Crank 
Shaft-In Seal Puller
Engage the adjustable hook behind the seal 
then slide the adjustable rod which will be 
used as a brace or leverage point. You can 
now push on the handle to remove the seal 
without damaging the shaft
LIS # 58430 ............................$15.99

Burn Protecting
Full Arm Kevlar Gloves
Heat resistant Kevlar material protects hands 
and arms from hot surfaces. Works on both 
right and left hands. The glove portion is 
coated with a vinyl tread for greater gripping 
power. Extends to 24” length. Washable.
LIS # 21260 ............................$21.49

3/8” Drive
7 Pc. Deep 
Spark Plug
Master Socket Set
Forged from chrome vanadium steel with a 
rubber piece inside the socket that holds the 
spark plug secure while it is maneuvered into 
position. Includes: 6” deep sockets in the 
following sizes: 9/16”, 5/8” & 13/16” • 2-1/2” 
deep sockets in the following sizes: 9/16”, 
5/8” & 13/16”, plus one thin wall 16mm spark 
plug socket for Honda/Acura and Toyota.
SNX # 8845 ............................$77.99

3/8” Drive
4 Pc. Universal 
Spark Plug Socket Set
Fully polished chrome vanadium alloy steel 
sockets with universal joint design for easy ac-
cess in confined areas, plus a rubber insert that 
holds the spark plug securely during installation 
and removal. Includes: 5/8”, 3/4”, 13/16” and 
NEW 9/16”, in a convenient blow molded case.
SNX # 8844 ............................$39.99

 LIS # 53460 ...................... Harmonic Balancer Installer Kit ..................... $000.00
Save yourself time and frustration when you’re installing and removing balancers. Utilizes a 
thrust bearing to allow the drive nut to rotate freely so the balancer is pressed on or pulled off 
smoothly and evenly. Set includes a driving screw, thrust bearing and threaded adapters neces-
sary to work on a wide range of domestic and some import harmonic balancers. Has two (2) long 
adapters for use on Dodge Hemi and Generation III GM motors. The 1.75” spacer allows the tool 
to work more effectively on deep harmonic balancers.

 LIS # 51700 ........................ Harmonic Balancer Puller Kit ...................... $000.00
Updated jaw design gives it unparalleled jaw strength and the clevis pins allow jaws to be quickly 
removed and replaced. Features the puller hardware and special pulling screws to remove most 
automotive harmonic balancers. Kit includes: traditional GM 3300 & 3800 V6 harmonic balancer 
puller with shoulder bolts and adapters for a clean pull without damage to the crank sensor. The 
updated low profile, harmonic damper pulley puller for Chrysler, GM, Mitsubishi and Dodge, 
eliminates the need to remove the radiator. Equipped with magnetic jaw spacers for 5.9L Dodge.

 Ford Pitman Arm Puller
Designed for the large Pitman arms found on 
2005 and later Ford F250 and F350 trucks.
LIS # 41970 ............................$34.99

 Pitman Arm Puller
Features a heat treated center screw and 
drop-forged puller body for added strength. 
4-1/4” long with 1-5/16” jaw opening.
LIS # 41900 ............................$26.99

Battery Terminal
& Wiper Arm Puller
This dual purpose puller is designed to easily 
remove battery terminals from the post with-
out damaging the battery. By tightening the 
knurled cone, it forces the jaws underneath 
the bottom edge of the cable clamp for excel-
lent grip. Also removes bolted-on windshield 
wiper arms. The puller screw pad is designed 
to fit the top of the spline post for easy pulling.
LIS # 54150 ............................$21.49

HARMONIC BALANCER TOOLS

These 2 & 3 jaw pullers can be assembled 
for standard or long reach allowing addi-
tional stability and a broader range of pulling 
capacity. Can be used for a variety of jobs in 
the shop or around the house.
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 LIS # 53460 .................. Harmonic Balancer Installer Kit ......................... $109.99
Save yourself time and frustration when you’re installing and removing balancers. Utilizes a 
thrust bearing to allow the drive nut to rotate freely so the balancer is pressed on or pulled off 
smoothly and evenly. Set includes a driving screw, thrust bearing and threaded adapters neces-
sary to work on a wide range of domestic and some import harmonic balancers. Has two (2) long 
adapters for use on Dodge Hemi and Generation III GM motors. The 1.75” spacer allows the tool 
to work more effectively on deep harmonic balancers.

 LIS # 51700 ....................Harmonic Balancer Puller Kit .......................... $149.99
Updated jaw design gives it unparalleled jaw strength and the clevis pins allow jaws to be quickly 
removed and replaced. Features the puller hardware and special pulling screws to remove most 
automotive harmonic balancers. Kit includes: traditional GM 3300 & 3800 V6 harmonic balancer 
puller with shoulder bolts and adapters for a clean pull without damage to the crank sensor. The 
updated low profile, harmonic damper pulley puller for Chrysler, GM, Mitsubishi and Dodge, 
eliminates the need to remove the radiator. Equipped with magnetic jaw spacers for 5.9L Dodge.
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Digital Outside Micrometer
Ideal for the professional tradesperson or the 
committed DIYer who appreciates quality. A 
simple push of the button converts the LCD 
digital readout from inches to millimeters. Fea-
tures C2 carbide ground anvil and spindle with 
‘Thimble Lock’  for added accuracy and smooth 
operation. Measures up to 1” with accuracy of  
0.0001” of an inch. Includes: rolling measure-
ment adaptor, battery and storage case.
PRT # W80156 .......................$59.99

0” - 4” Digital Caliper
Durable carbon fiber construction. Measures 
outside and inside dimensions up to 4” or 
100 mm. Graduated in 1 mm and 1/10” incre-
ments. Large easy to read LCD display that 
can be reset to zero at any position within the 
measuring range. Battery is included.
PRT # W80157 .........................$7.99

0” - 6” Digital Calipers
Designed for  inside, outside, step and depth 
measurements. Features a LCD multi-function 
display that can be set to zero at any position 
in the measuring range. Includes fine adjust-
ment thumbwheel, locking knob and hardened 
stainless steel components. Complete with 
extra battery and protective storage case.
Decimal / Millimeter / Fractional 
TTN  # 23173 .........................$24.99
Decimal / Millimeter
TTN  # 23175 .........................$21.99

0” - 6” Dial Calipers
These calipers are designed for inside, outside, 
depth and step measurements. Features a 
shockproof fully adjustable dial, smooth thumb 
roller action and chrome satin finish with 
engraved markings. Measures up to 6” with 
0.001” graduations and 1-5/8” jaw depth. Other 
features include hardened stainless steel com-
ponents, thumb-operated fine adjustment roller, 
locking dial / slider and protective storage case.
SNX  # 6013 ...........................$49.99
PRT  # W80151 ......................$29.99

Parts 
Washers
Feature all-steel constructed cabinets with a red 
powder-coated finish and have a removable shelf 
for better versatility. Includes flexible chrome plated 
steel spigot and nozzle with 110 volt electrical pump 
that re-circulates 50 gallons per hour. PLEASE 
NOTE: use a non-solvent, water-based concentrate 
cleaner/degreaser with these units.

• 20 Gallon Model w/ stand
This unit has a large work area of 31” x 21” 
x 36” and uses a fusible link to automatically 
closes lid in the event of a fire.
PRT # W54040 .....................$166.69

• 3-1/2 Gallon Model
Perfect size to use on any workbench with 
dimensions of 17-3/8” x 14-1/4” x 8-3/4” as-
sembled. Heavy gauge steel construction with 
removable tray and 110 Volt, UL pump.
PRT # W54041 .......................$69.99

Small 
Portable 
Parts Washer
Small portable eco-
nomic parts washer 
designed to fit most 
5 gallon buckets. Self-contained 4.5 gallon/
minute submersible pump sets conveniently 
in the base of the bucket. Bi-level basin 
keeps parts separated while cleaning. Comes 
complete with nylon cleaning brush.
PRT # W54043 .......................$49.99

PRT # 1116
Parts

Cleaning
Brush
$1.99

Ball
Attachment

This line of quality manual gear and bearing pullers raises new standards for quickness, ease and conve-
nience. This patented T-handle & Cage ® controls prevent the jaws of the puller from slipping off the work 
surface. This gives substantially increased productivity and tool life, plus it eliminates dangerous situations 
for technicians. Made in the USA.

Part # Capacity Jaws Spread Reach Max Torque SALE PRICE
PSL # D103 ........2-Ton ...........3 ....... 1/4” to 4-1/2” ......... 3” ...................-- ................$89.99
PSL # D104 ........5-Ton ...........3 .......... 1/2” to 5” ............ 4” .............40 ft./lbs. .........$139.99
PSL # D106 .......10-Ton ..........3 .......... 1/2” to 7” ............ 6” ............130 ft./lbs. ........$184.99
PSL # D108 .......17-Ton ..........3 ......... 3/4” to 12” ........... 8” ............220 ft./lbs. ........$249.99
PSL # D110 .......20-Ton ..........3 ...........1” to 15” ...........9.67” .........275 ft./lbs. ........$269.99

• Slim tapered jaws 
allow for easier 

gripping and better 
access to tight spots

• Cage guides jaws for 
fast setup, solid contact 

& superior safety

• Nut recessed to
avoid mushrooming & 

disfiguration from impact

• Center bolt threads designed for 
less effort to apply high torque

• Hardened Tip

“The Cage is
the Key”

5-Ton Capacity 
Puller Kit
w/ Hub Collar 
Adapters

Hub adapters paired together with a manual 
gear / bearing puller adds ease, quickness, 
and convenience to the removal of many 
industrial and automotive applications such 
as fan hubs, blower wheels bearings from 
housings or shafts and motor repair.
Includes: D104 puller, HP-30 (small collar 
adapter), HP-40 (large collar adapter), HP-70 
(tip reducer/extender) and blow-molded 
carrying case. 
PSL # HP2......................... $274.99

Hook Jaw Sets
SNX # 3904 ...........3 Pc ..........$54.99
SNX # 3903 ...........2 Pc ..........$35.99
‘U’ Bolt Set
LIS # 62300 ...........2 Pc ..........$62.99

Bearing 
Splitter
Adjusts to vari-
ous sizes from 1-3/4” 
to 6-1/2”. Distance between 
adjustment screws: 7-1/2.
SNX # 52BS ...........................$26.99

Strut & Coil Spring 
Compressor Sets
These spring compressors can be used on or 
off the car to quickly compress the coil spring to 
allow shock absorbers, spring sets and damaged 
spindles to be replaced safely and easily. Available 
with strong steel jaws or an enclosed ‘U’ bolt that 
securely hooks onto the coil spring.

SHOP PRESS & ACCESSORIES

SNX # 5720 ...................... 20 Ton Capacity Hydraulic Press ....................... $849.99
Can be used for installation and removal of pressure-fitted parts like bearings, gears, U-joints, 
bushings, ball joints and pulleys plus bending or straightening of metal. This high quality H-frame 
press is US built with an all-welded steel design to prevent flexing or distortion. Has a reinforced 
head plate/bolster and features pinned adjustable beds. Included FREE with press: 3 pc. punch 
kit, (2) bed plates and bearing shield.
 Total Inside Press Feet Bed Ram Working Pin
Capacity Height Width Length Width Stroke Height Diameter  
20 Ton 64.5” 24.5” 26” 11-1/4” 5.125” 1.5” - 33” 1”

10,000
PSI Capacity 
Air / Hydraulic Foot Pump
Can be used with single acting cylinders, 
rams and presses. A durable and portable 
power source for a variety of hydraulic tools. 
The high performance pump requires 100 
PSI air pressure to produce 10,000 PSI 
hydraulic pressure. Hands free operation.
Features: include a built-in hydraulic fluid 
filter, pressure relief valve for overload pro-
tection, metal reservoir with 98 cubic inches 
of usable fluid. 1/4” - 18 NPT air inlet port and 
3/8” - 18 NPT fluid port. 
SNX # 4998 ......................... $314.99

1YEAR
WA R R A N T Y

3 Piece 
Punch 

Kit
w/ 20 Ton Press Purchase

FREE! FREE! FREE!



BLACKHAWK PORTO-POWER KITS
These models shown below give you the pushing 
and spreading power you need to make fast work 
of everyday repairs. Sets feature: snap-lock heavy 
walled extension tubes designed to stand up in tough 
application yet provide for quick, easy assembly. A 
long ram handle helps to provide low pumping action. 
Automatic pump overload system helps prevent 
damage to rams and equipment. 1/2 ton capacity 
spreader has 2” jaws and spreads from 5/8” 
to 3-3/4”. Includes rugged blow molded 
storage tool case.

4 Ton Kit
Includes: 4-ton hydraulic ram & pump, 6’ hose 
w/ coupler, 19-1/2” extension tube, 16-1/2” ex-
tension tube, 8-1/2” extension tube, 6” exten-
sion tube, 3” extension tube, male connector, 
1/4” NPT female & male coupler, wedge head, 
serrated saddle, flat base, ram toe, plunger 
toe, rubber head and 90° ‘V’ base.
SFA # B65114 ......................$199.99

10 Ton Kit
Includes: 10-ton hydraulic ram & pump, 6’ 
hose w/ coupler, 27” extension tube, 18” 
extension tube, 10” extension tube, 4” exten-
sion tube, male connector, 1/4” NPT female & 
male coupler, 1/2-ton spreader, wedge head, 
serrated saddle, flat base, ram toe, plunger 
toe, rubber head and 90° ‘V’ base.
SFA # B65115 ......................$299.99

AUTO

HOME

INDUSTRIAL

Recordable
Inspection
Camera
Perform detailed visual inspection in 
hard-to-reach areas, even in total dark-
ness or under water. Record videos and 
store image files using the 32MB built-in 
memory or micro SD card slot. Has TV/
video output jack for future playback. 
2.7” color LCD screen with 640 x 480 
VGA resolution and image rotation. 
Features: 40” flexible neck gets 
into tight areas and small 11/32” 
(9mm) diameter borescope / camera 
has 4 adjustable white LED’s with 
adjustable brightness illumination. 
Includes: mirror - hook clip - magnet - USB 
cable - video cable - (4) AA batteries.
PRT # W50046

Wrinkle Band 
Ring Compressor
Insert a full set of pistons in half the time. 
Wrinkle band compressors cut friction in half so 
that rings slide in easily, plus they’re designed 
to keep from slipping down into the cylinder. 
Cam operated, allows you set the adjustment 
screw just once for an entire set of pistons.
LIS # 21700 ............................$14.99

Engine 
Cylinder 
Hone Set
This rigid micrometer controlled pressure 
hone features a bottom guard plate to helps 
prevent the stones from accidentally hitting the 
crankshaft. Universal joint action makes grinding 
of back cylinder easy. The 5” long clip-on stones 
and wipers are easily changed in seconds. Has 
a standard range of 3” to 4-1/4”, but a big range 
(2-3/4” to 10-1/4”) is available with optional rack 
and stone sets.
Includes: cylinder hone body with one set of 
standard range racks (range is 3” to 4-1/4”). One 
set each of: coarse stones and medium stones 
with optional stones available in five different 
grits. Complete with cleaning brush and dress-
ing paddle in a sturdy storage case.
LIS # 15000 ..........................$192.99

Universal 
Camshaft Bearing Tool
This set will remove or insert cam-
shaft bearings in nearly all engines 
from compact cars to heavy trucks. 
Size ranges of 1.125” to 2.69”
EASY ON BEARINGS! The expander 
has a neoprene sleeve over which the split 
driving plugs are mounted and expanded to 
size. Two sets of rubber sleeves are supplied 
for each expanding driver. The brown sleeves 
are used when driving thin wall bearings (.065). 
The black sleeves should be used when driving 
thick wall bearings (.090).
Includes: driving shaft, driving shaft extension, 
expander unit, five (5) split driving plugs, 
two (2) driving collars, centering cone and 
illustrated operating instructions with parts list. 
Complete with organized blow molded case.
LIS # 18000 .........................$199.99

Engine Tranverse Bar
This adjustable support bar can 
expand from 34.6” up to a full 61” 
and supports FWD engine weight up 
to 700 lbs. Excellent for transmission 
and engine mount repairs. Features 
fully adjustable support arm (for 
off-center loads), two (2) screw hooks 
adjustable to 14”, and two (2) 1/8” braided 
steel cables to connect to the engine.
SNX # 5207 .......................... $129.99

Galvanized
17” Round Drain Pan
CRR # AT21 ...........................$13.99

$14999
PRT # W50046

Universal
Engine Lift Plate
Lift your engine at 
three different angles, 
with the intake manifold 
installed. Universal 
design fits 90% of the 
cast iron and aluminum intakes 
applications including Holley® Dominator 
manifolds. 1,000 lbs. maximum load capacity 
allows you to remove or install engines with 
the transmission attached. Can be used to 
seal the intake for safe storage as well.
PRT # W41034 .........................$9.99

3/4 Ton Capacity 
Engine Sling
Closed link for ease 
of use with standard 
hoist hook. ACME 
thread for strength 
and ease of adjust-
ment. Includes (4) 12” 
long chains and angle 
brackets for easy 
mounting.
SNX # 5208 .......................... $66.69

Flat Bottom
Slow Release
Long Ram Jacks
Ideal for extra long power stroke re-
quirements. Features hydraulic bypass 
system to prevent over extension of 
ram and ductile iron base for added 
strength. Electrostatically painted to 
prevent corrosion. Specifications: 
24-3/8” lowered height, 19-1/2” ram 
travel, 43-7/8” raised height.

Flat Bottom to Round
Bottom Ram Adapter
Models 5041B and 5081B 
have a flat base but can be 
converted to a pivot base 
by using this adapter.
SNX # 5085 ............................$15.39

4 Ton
SNX # 5041B

$99.99

8 Ton 
SNX # 5081B

$129.99

 SNX # 5222 ...............2-Ton Dual Piston Folding Engine Crane  ............... $499.99
This engine crane has some awesome new features like: dual pump pistons designed to reach 
max height 25% faster than single pump designs. New low 4.7” leg clearance to fit under wide 
range of vehicle frame without jacking up the vehicle. Has a 4-position boom can be adjusted 
from: 1000 / 2000 / 3000 / 4000 lb. settings, Boom Length: 48” / 41.5” / 34” / 27”, Boom Capacity 
(tons): 0.5 / 1 / 1.5 / 2 ton, Maximum Height: 96.5” / 90.5” / 84.5” / 78.5”. Unique drop forged 
steel hook swivels 360 degrees. Crane fold up when it’s not in use. (21.5” x 31.5” area). 

 PRT # W41029  ...........2-Ton Capacity Folding Engine Crane  ................. $324.99
This 4,000 lb. capacity folding crane is perfect for shops that have limited space but needs the lifting 
capabilities of a crane. Features a 4-position telescoping boom with heavy steel hook that provides 
additional reach when pulling engines from vehicles. The 6-wheel/caster design adds mobility even 
during storage. Quick-release ring pins make setup and teardown of the foldable body a snap.

ENGINE CRANES & ACCESSORIES

Max Height
6 ft. 4-3/4 in.

Crane Folds
for Easy
Storage!

21.5” x 31.5” Area

Dual Piston
Ram is

25% Faster

A

A

B

B
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ENGINE STANDS

COMPRESSION TESTERS

Diesel Engines
Includes two injector adapters to fit Dodge 24 
valve 5.9L Cummins (1999-2003), 5.9L Cum-
mins ISB & ISBE and Case/Cummins Series 
“B” 2.9L, 3.9L, 5.9L through 1998. Also in-
cludes a total of four glow plug adapters fitting 
Volkswagen 1.9L TDI, GM 4.3L, 5.7L (1978-
1985), GM 6.2L, 6.5L (V8), Navistar 6.9L, 
7.3L thru 1994 plus Ford/Navistar 7.3L power 
stroke (1994-2003). A universal right-angle 
adapter and field service kit with replacement 
Schrader valves are also included.
LSL # MV5535 .....................$229.99

Gasoline
Engines
Everything is included to perform wet and 
dry compression tests commonly used to 
detect ring or cylinder head problems, sticking 
valves, blown head gasket(s) and more. 
Includes adapters for use on motorcycles, 
marine and small engines, and an air-hold 
adapter for performing valve seal repairs 
without removing the cylinder head(s).
LSL # MV5532 .....................$129.99

Digital Tester Kits
This comprehensive engine compression test kit 
features an electronic tester that memorizes the peak 
compression value for each cylinder, which can be 
quickly reviewed at the push of a button . Displays 
values in PSI, Bar and kPa. The gauge face is sealed, 
to prevent contamination and has rubber protective 
boot to protect it from shock. The backlit LCD display 
is easy-to-read from any angle or in any light. Uses 
standard 9V battery. Automatically shuts-off after 3 
minutes of non-use (memory is retained).

Analog Tester Kits
These kits feature a dual-calibrated and color-coded 2-1/2” dial face gauge with slide-release valve that allows for 
repeated compression tests without disconnecting the hose. Includes direct shaft attachment for quick testing. 

 EQU # 3615 ...................... 7 Pc. OHC Tester Plus™ Kit ............................ $49.99
Designed to perform compression tests on vehicles with difficult access points and recessed spark 
plug holes, including SOHC (single overhead camshaft) and DOHC (dual overhead camshaft) ap-
plications. Includes 15” high pressure hose with stainless steel casing and 8” long reach adapter. 
The 10mm and 12mm adapters fit most motorcycles, ATVs, snowmobiles and watercraft. The 
14mm long reach adapter is excellent for those long reach spark plug applications.

 EQU # 3614 ..........................6 Pc. Tester Plus™ Kit ................................$39.99
Includes 15” high pressure hose with stainless steel casing with 14mm and 18mm adapters. The 
10mm and 12mm adapters fit most motorcycles, ATVs, snowmobiles and watercraft. The 14mm 
long reach adapter is excellent for those hard-to-reach applications.

 EQU # 3612 .....................4 Pc. Compression Tester Set ........................... $27.99
Can test a wide variety of applications with its color-coded, 2-1/2” dial face gauge; that is dual-
calibrated and has Bourdon tube meter movement. The slide-release valve that  allows for re-
peated compression tests without disconnecting the hose. Includes a 15” hose with both 14mm 
and 18mm thread, 12mm adapter, 14mm long-reach adapter and instruction manual that is printed 
in English, Spanish and French.

C
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AUTOMOTIVE MADE EASY

SNX # 8259 ..............1,250 lb. Capacity Foldable Engine Stand .................... $199.99
Has fully adjustable mounting head and adapter fingers. Long handle rotates mounting head. 
Two (2) rigid rear wheels and two (2) locking swivel caster wheels provide stability when engine 
is mounted. Folds into the 3 wheel storage position by simply removing one detent pin.

SNX # 8750 ..................... 750 lb. Capacity Engine Stand ............................ $129.99
Fully adjustable mounting head and adapter fingers. Tubular steel 4 leg design for maximum 
stability. Two (2) rigid rear wheels and two (2) locking swivel caster wheels for easy maneuver-
ability. You can’t beat this price!

# 8750

# 8259

# 82591YEAR
WA R R A N T Y

Part # Description SALE PRICE
 TTN # 21315 ..........................12” Strap Wrench  ...................................$13.49
• Loosen or tighten cylindrical, rectangular and odd shaped objects. Works great for installing or 
removing timing belt sprockets or belt pulleys. Non-Marring nylon web belt prevents scratching 
and damage to finished surfaces. Handle made of special aluminum alloy with 36” strap length.
 LIS # 28500 ...............................Strap Wrench ....................................... $19.99
• Operating range from 1” to 6-5/8” diameter. The durable strap has a tensile strength 1350 P.S.I. 
Handle is made of glass-filled polypropylene which provides superior strength.
 LIS # 60200 .................. Heavy Duty Filter Strap Wrench  .......................... $19.99
• This strong web strap can be used with a 1/2” drive hand wrench to remove and install filters or other 
objects up to 6-1/2” in dia. Features a 3-5/8” long heat treated alloy steel yoke that fits into tight areas.

X

X

Y

Y

Z

Federated ® Fender Cover
Protects your vehicles finish while you work. 
This leather grained vinyl cover has a non-
slip, cushioned backing and sewn-in seams to 
help hold this cover firmly in place.
EPP # 5436 ............................$13.99

Large Rectangle Drip Pan
Great work surface for messy jobs or keeping 
contaminant off of your garage, shop floor, or 
driveway. Made of very durable, galvanized 
metal. 47” x 25” with 1/2” rounded lip.
CRR # AT20 ...........................$29.99

Scott Pro
Shop Towels
Super strong and 
solvent resistant. 
Ideal for performing 
clean up tasks during 
general automotive 
maintenance. Absorbs 
liquids, oils, grease and 
is 3 Times stronger when 
wet verses the Original Scott® 
Shop Towels. 200 blue towels. 9” x 12.5”.
MID # 39360 ...........................$13.99

 NPG # 25400 .......................30” x 150 ft. Perforated Roll ..................................$129.99
  Tear off the length you need for the job. 30”x10” sheets, 180 sheets per roll. 
 NPG # 25201 ........................15” x 50 ft. Perforated Roll .....................................$19.99
  Tear off the length you need for the job. 15”x10” sheets, 60 sheets per roll.

A

B

Universal Absorbent Mats
Faster easier way to cleanup of leaks, drips and spills anywhere in your shop. These charcoal gray mats 
absorb and retain oils, coolants, grease, gasoline, solvents, auto fluids, paint, battery acid, and most other 
liquids—including water. Use PIG Mat to line benches, toolboxes and shelves. It absorbs liquid, cushions 
delicate parts and keeps tools from rolling off the bench. Eight layers of fine fiber polypropylene are thermally 
bonded to make PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; won’t rip, fray or fall apart, even when saturated.

A B

#1
In Shop

Absorbents

#1
In Shop

Absorbents

Form-A-Funnel®
Simply mold, bend and twist it into custom 
shapes to create leakproof channels. Can 
also be formed into funnels, drip trays and 
other liquid-management tools. Easy to clean 
and can be stored either flat or roll up to 
conserve space. Features soft rubber edges 
that form a seal around filters or drains. 6-1/2” 
wide x 14-1/2” long.
NPG # 18609 ..........................$24.99
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TRANSMISSION JACKS

Wheel Arms™
2-Post Lift Accessory
Here is a solution for your 
aching back! These make tire/
wheel installation and removal 
easy while performing brake 
jobs, wheel bearing replace-
ment, suspension work and 
tire rotations. 
Safe, Easy Access: safely and securely holds  the vehicle’s tire 
and wheel assembly at lift arm height avoiding the need for bend-
ing over to set down or pick up large heavy wheels and tires.
Dual Adjustable Design: easy slip-over installation to lift arm 
frames of varying thickness. Once in place the Wheel Arm™ bar 
can be folded up or positioned to the side when not in use. 
Set Includes: two (2) 150 lb. capacity wheel arms and two (2) 
magnetic tool trays which are great for holding the lug nuts/bolts.
SFA # 92100 ..................................................$99.99

Includes
Two FREE
Magnetic

Trays

6 Pc. Pilot Pin Kit 
for Hub Wheel Applications
Makes easy wheel installation & removal for 
European vehicle that have lug bolts. Contains three 
pairs of metric threaded wheel stud pilot pins which 
allows the technician to hang wheel without having 
to balance the wheel on the small lip of the hub. 
Simply thread the proper size pins into the hub bolt 
holes as you remove the lug bolts. Set includes: (2) 
12mm x 1.5, (2) 14mm x 1.25 and (2) 14mm x 1.5 
threaded pins in a handy rubber holder of storage.
LIS # 13950 ............................... $43.79

LIFT DRAIN PANS

8 Gallon Capacity Lift Drain
Features quick release height adjustment and 8 gallon specially shaped, 
translucent polymer jug base that will not warp with hot oil. Its lower center of 
gravity increases stability and four swivel 2-1/2” ball bearing wheels provide 
mobility. The telescopic metal drain tube has a wide working range from 36-
1/2” to 74”. 15” diameter drain funnel has strainer built-in to catch drain plugs.
LIS # 11102 ..................................................................$114.99

Transmission
Drain Funnels
Heavy-duty plastic lift drain funnels extend 
the catch area of any lift drain. A molded in 
screen catches any loose parts or pan bolts.
PLE # 75836.................Round - 24” .................$44.59
LIS # 17902 ........... Rectangle - 24” x 36” ..........$44.99
LIS # 17892 ............. Square - 22” x 23” ............$15.99

 LSL # 3601 ............................18-Gallon Oil Receiver ............................. $229.99
This all-steel design, including the reinforced caster supports, provide an affordable option for 
draining, transferring and evacuating used oil quickly and safely. Features: 15” diameter tele-
scoping bowl with a height adjustment range of 45 to 72 inches. The reinforced dispensing hose 
doubles as a sight gauge to prevent overfilling. A preset air regulator allows the use of standard 
shop air (up to 150 PSI) to evacuate used oil.

 LSL # 3508 ......................... 8-Gallon Used Fluid Drain ........................... $110.49
 LSL # 3518 ........................ 18-Gallon Used Fluid Drain .......................... $179.99
These low capacity drains are new from Lincoln. Collect used fluids; including motor oil, trans-
mission fluid and coolant from lift-mounted vehicles. Designed for stability and efficiency, these 
drains quickly and easily adjust to the proper height using an adjustment clamp. Available in both 
8 & 18 gallon models. Both have an integrated oil filter drain shelf for convenience, eliminating 
the need for a secondary surface to drain the filter or place tools.
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1.6 Qt. Funnel w/ Lid & Spout Cap
Multi-purpose polypropylene funnel with detachable flex-
ible spout. Translucent color allows you to see the fluid 
inside the funnel. The funnel also comes with a lid and 
spot cap to keep contaminants out and avoid leaks when 
not in use. Overall length of the funnel is 15.25” x 6.69” 
wide with a 4” hole on top of the funnel.
LIS # 19832 ............................................. $9.99

$10
GIFT CARD

WITH PURCHASE OF LSL # 3508

$15
GIFT CARD

WITH PURCHASE OF LSL # 3518

1,500 lb. Capacity
12” wide diameter base provides maximum stability. 
Low height: 53”, raised height: 79”
SNX # 6809 ................................... $99.99

1,500 lb. Capacity w/ Foot Pedal
Same as above unit, but with a foot pedal assist for 
hand free operation. Use the foot pedal to lift vehicle 
component weighting 400 pounds another 1-1/4”.
SNX # 6810 ................................. $114.99

Under Hoist Support Stands
These steel stands are prefect for stabilizing vehicles on over-
head vehicle lifts. Can help hold exhaust, or other components 
in position during replacement. Features quick adjust spin type 
handle with thrust bearing and hardened AMCE screw thread 
for precise height adjustment.

1,000 lb. (1/2 Ton) Air /Hydraulic
Telescoptic Transmission Jack
This model is very similar to #7793B but with 
these additional features: a universal saddle 
with four ratcheting arms that quickly adjust 
to the transmission pan configuration. Nylon 
strap tie down secures the load to the saddle. 
The air/hydraulic ram operates by depressing 
the foot pedal marked “UP” to raise the jack to 
maximum first stage height. Pump the handle 
on the hydraulic second stage in order to raise 
the saddle to the desired height.
• Lowered Height: 35-1/2” • Raised Height: 73-1/2”
• Saddle Tilt:  12° Side to Side, 37° Forward, 26° Aft
SNX # 7796 ................................................$999.99
SNX # 8019 ..............FREE Work Table w/ Purchase

700 lb. Capacity
Transmission Jack
This pedestal transmission 
jack can be disassembled 
into two parts (base & ram) 
for easy transportation / 
storage. Includes universal 
saddle with four corner 
brackets and safety chain.
• Lowered Height: 49-1/2”
• Raised Height: 74” 
• Saddle Tilt: 
  12° Side-to-side
  15° Forward & Aft.
SNX # 7700B
$279.99

Fuel Tank Adapter
Unique saddle adapter fits most transmission 
jacks. Four supports can be quickly adjusted 
to fit most fuel tanks up to 40 gallon capacity. 
Foam pads are provided to protect fuel tanks. 
(2) nylon straps are included to support the 
tank during installation.
SNX # 7706 ..........................$219.99

1000 lb. (1/2 Ton)
Telescoptic
Transmission Jack
Remove, install and transport transmissions, 
transfecases and fuel tanks (using optional 
adapter) on vehicles that are supported by 
lifts / hoists. Dual purpose foot activated pump 
pedal for hands free raising and lowering of 
the ram. Additional release knob provides 
slow, controlled lowering of the load. New low 
height allows easy transfer of transmission to 
work table. Overload valve prevents jack from 
being used beyond its rated capacity. Wide 
base legs with swivel casters, provide stability 
and easy maneuverability even under load.
• Lowered Height: 35-1/2”
• Raised Height: 75-1/2”
• Saddle Tilt:  +10° -30° Side to Side, 53° 
Forward, 30° Aft
SNX # 7793B........................$649.99

FREE
TABLE!

Sunex®
17” x 20”

Work Table
220 lbs.
Capacity

1YEAR
WA R R A N T Y

1YEAR
WA R R A N T Y
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PowerLock Coupler
• For single-handed use of any grease gun.
• Optimize lubricant delivery with this
lever-activated coupler allows quick 
attachment and release from grease fitting.
• Ergonomic design with protective grip.
• Less grease bypass lowers lubricant cost.
• Durable, all-steel construction 
• 7,500 psi (525 bar)
LSL # 5900 .............................$26.99

LSL # MV6840 .......................Pressurized Bleeding System ...................... $329.99
This professional hydraulic brake and clutch bleeding system dispenses fluid under pressure 
forcing the old fluid to be expelled through the bleed screw(s). Internal pump components are 
sealed against exposure to fluids. Kit Includes: 1.2-gallon (5-liter) manual pump fluid reservoir 
with integrated pressure gauge and pressure relief valve. Has a 5’ fluid dispensing hose with flow 
control and auto-shutoff valves. Complete with seven (7) master cylinder adapters that utilize 
push-to-connect, quick-change style fittings. Other accessories include a fluid dispensing wand, 
hanging hook and user’s manual.     

LSL # MVA811 ...........................Pressure Bleed Adapter ............................ $79.99
Unique adjustable double chain clamping design applies pressure to the center of the adapter for 
a more uniform seal. Fits rectangular shaped master cylinders ranging in size up to 3 1/2 “ x 6”.

$329.99   Invoice Price
- $79.99   Free #MVA811
- $30.00   Gift Card
$220.00   Actual Cost

# MVA811 $30
GIFT CARD

WITH PURCHASE OF LSL # MV6840

w/ # MV6840 Purchase

CORDLESS GREASE GUN KITS

POWERLUBER® Battery Operated Grease Gun Kits
Lithium-ion technology offers one of the best energy-to-weight ratios while providing a consistent level of 
performance from the beginning to the end of the battery cycle. Features integrated hose storage and three-
point base keeps the tool conveniently upright. A new dual-lip follower enables bulk or cartridge delivery and 
eliminates grease bypass. Handy vent valve purges trapped air to assure easy prime. 

LSL # 1884 .............................. 20 Volt (2) Battery Kit  ...............................$329.99
Delivers grease at up to 10,000 psi in both high and low-output settings. Contents: (1) 20V 
grease gun with 36” high-pressure hose, (2) 20V lithium-ion battery packs, (1) one-hour wall 
charger, (1) blow-molded carrying case.  
LSL # 1264 .............................. 12 Volt (2) Battery Kit ................................$239.99
Capable of delivering up to 8,000 PSI max operating pressure. Contents: (1) 12V grease gun 
with 30” high-pressure hose, (2) 12V lithium-ion battery packs, (1) one-hour wall charger, (1) 
blow-molded carrying case.

w/ Grease Gun Purchase

# 5900

Retail Value
$26.99

$40
GIFT CARD

WITH PURCHASE OF LSL # 1884

$20
GIFT CARD

WITH PURCHASE OF LSL # 1264

LSL # 1884
Multifunction LCD

Displays Grease Output, 
Battery Charge and 

also alterts the user of 
blocked fittings and loss 
of prime. The red rocker 
style switch allows the 
user to select low or 

high volume dispensing.

Cooling System AirEvac Kit 
Eliminate time consuming bleeding and purging. 
Refills automotive cooling systems including 
heater core in seconds, while eliminating the 
risk of trapped air. The kit combines Mityvac’s 
universal cooling system adapter with a powerful, 
compressed-air-operated venturi vacuum to quick-
ly install and evacuate air from an empty cooling 
system. Once purged of air, the system can be 
monitored for leaks before using the vacuum to 
draw in new coolant. The entire purge-and-refill 
process is simple, clean and reliable.
LSL # MV4533 ...........................$99.99

Fluid Transfer & Inflation Pump 
Use it on cars, boats, motorcycles, ATVs, lawn and garden 
equipment, or use it to inflate toys, air mattresses, sports balls or 
bicycle tires. Also can be used to drain engine oil or transmission 
fluid through the dipstick tube. Provides clean, quick, no-hassle 
method of transferring or evacuating virtually any non-
volatile fluid including engine oil, coolants, 
transmission fluid, brake fluid or power 
steering fluid. Polyethylene pump won’t 
rust or corrode, two intake/discharge 
hoses, two hose connectors with in-line 
reducer, air-pressure hose, dipstick 
hose and instruction manual.
LSL # MV7241 ...........................$13.99

2.3 Gallon - Manual 
Fluid Evacuation
Hard to reach drain bolts or afraid of stripping 
the threads? Evacuate it instead. This unit is 
lightweight, portable and ideal for draining/
evacuating engine oil, coolants, transaxle 
grease, and power steering, transmission, 
and brake fluid. Requires NO compressed air 
or electricity. In fact the hand operated pump 
produces maximum efficiency and works just 
like a bicycle air pump. Features: quick drain 
pour spout, large base with retractable foot 
stabilizer and chemical resistant polyethylene 
construction. 
Includes: (3) different diameter 5 ft. 
flexible hoses for evacuating directly 
through the dipstick tubes. 
LSL # MV7201 ............ $119.99

Push-Thru Button
changes the flow from vacuum 
to pressure for evacuating or 

dispensing fluids

$10
GIFT CARD

WITH PURCHASE OF LSL # MV7801

ATF Refill Adapter Kit
Designed to connect directly to and/or service OEM 
transmissions when the fluid level is low or following 
a filter change. Contains (10) adapters for servicing 
Ford, Toyota, Volkswagen, Audi, Volvo, BMW, Honda, 
Nissan, and Mercedes sealed (lifetime) automatic 
transmissions. Includes custom-molded case.
USE WITH:  #MVA6852 - 1.5 Liter Capacity Fluid 
Syringe or #MV7201 Fluid Evacuator (#MVA7210 
connection hose must be purchased separately)
LSL # MVA5800 .................. $125.79

LSL # MVA6852 .... 1.5 Liter Capacity Syringe w/ ATF Adapter .......$49.99
LSL # MVA6851 .................. 7 oz. Capacity Syringe .....................$25.99

Fluid Extractor / Dispenser Syringes
Simple-to-use, syringe-action tool for quick, efficient fluid transfer into or out of reservoirs. Fluids such as 
diesel fuel, motor oil, brake fluid, transmission fluid, rear differential fluid, and coolant in vehicle service 
applications. Streamlined design enables access into tight spaces. Lightweight and easy to clean. 

Clear hose enables 
operator to see fluid 

being transferred

Double-seal 
plunger design

Twist-valve

Sturdy, 
polymer-based 
construction

Integrated stand to 
prevent rolling

INCLUDES:
ATF adapter
connector
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VISA GIFT CARD REQUIREMENTS
This offer valid on purchases of one or more of the eligible models between

April 1 & June 30, 2017. See lincolnpromotion.com to print your promotional claim form. 
Then simply submit claim form along with required documentation (dated receipt and 

original UPC bar code) and the gift card will be mailed directly to you.



PLASMA CUTTER 140 MIG WELDER MULTIPLE
PROCESS WELDER

190 MULTIPLE PROCESS WELDER
MIG • STICK • TIG

INCLUDES:
15’ Torch, 15’ Ground cable, 15’ Power cable & clamp, Power 

adapter (20A-15A), Box of consumables. Protected under our 
industry leading 5/3/1 warranty.

QUICK SPECS:
Input Power: 120V (with 20A to 15A adapter)

Rated Output: 10A - 20A
Cutting thickness recommended: 1/4” up to 3/8”

Duty Cycle: 50% @ 20A
Dimensions: 17” x 8” x 15.5”

Weight: 30 lbs.

INCLUDES:
MIG gun with 10’ lead, 10’ ground cable & clamp,

Gas hose and regulator. Protected under our industry 
leading 5/3/1 warranty.

QUICK SPECS:
Processes: MIG (GMAW); Flux Cored (FCAW)

Input Power: 120V
Amperage Range: 30-140A

Wire Diameter Range: .024” - .035”
Plate Thickness Range: 24 ga. - 1/4”

Duty Cycle:115A@20%, 90A@35%, 60A@60%, 55A@100%
Dimensions: 19” x 9.5” x 16.5”

Weight: 57 lbs.

INCLUDES:
Torch with 10’ Lead, Ground cable and clamp, Stick electrode

holder, 8’ input power cable, Gas hose & regulator,
20A to 15A adapter cord. Protected under our 5/3/1 warranty.

QUICK SPECS:
Processes: MIG (GMAW); Flux Cored (FCAW); Stick (SMAW); TIG (GTAW)

Input Power: 120V
Welding Mode: DC CC/CV

Rated Output: 60A @ 60% Duty Cycle
Electrode Range & Wire Diameter: Up to 1/8”; Up to .035”
Duty Cycle: MIG 20% 100A, STICK 60% 60A. TIG 100% 45A

Weight: 38 lbs.

$92499 $49999 $79999
FRN # 302 FRN # 309 FRN # 322

ACTUAL
COST !

ACTUAL
COST !

ACTUAL
COST !

$744.99 $399.99 $639.99
- $180 - $100 - $160

INCLUDES:
Torch with 10’ Lead, 10’ Ground cable and clamp, 10’ Stick electrode holder, 

15’ input power cable, Gas hose & regulator, 50A to 20A adapter cord. 
Protected under our 5/3/1 warranty.

QUICK SPECS:
Processes: MIG (GMAW); Flux Cored (FCAW); Stick (SMAW); TIG (GTAW)

Input Power: use with either 230V or 120V
Welding Mode: DC CC/CV

Electrode Range & Wire Diameter: Up to 5/32”; Up to .035”
Duty Cycle: MIG 170A@20%, STICK 100A@60%. 

TIG 85A@ 100% 
Dimensions: 19” x 9.5” x 16.5”

Weight: 38 lbs.

DOUBLEDOUBLEDOUBLE

ACTUAL
COST !

$799.99
- $200 DOUBLE

$99999
FRN # 324

DOUBLE
UP!UP!

DOUBLE

$90
Rebate

$50
Rebate

$80
Rebate

$100
Rebate

Ultimate Vision
& Clarity!

Choice of 3 Different 
Viewing Screen Sizes

MODEL NUMBER FRN # 55712 FRN # 55707 FRN # 55701, 55702
Viewing Area 9.144 sq/in.  7.70 sq/in. 5.97 sq/in.
Optical Clarity Rating 1/1/1/1 1/1/1/2 1/1/1/2
Numbers of Arc Sensors Four (4) Four (4) Two (2)
Switching Speed 1/20,000 per second  1/16,000 per second 1/16,000 per second
Controls Internal step-less Internal step-less Internal stitch
Variable Shade Selection DIN 5 to 8 & 9 to 13 DIN 9 to 13 DIN 9 to 13
Shade Selector Internal shade selector External shade selector External shade selector
 with grind mode. knob with grind mode. knob with grind mode.
Low TIG Amps Rated 5 AMP 8 AMP 15 AMP
Impact Resistant Shell 18.51 oz. Nylon 16.22 oz. Nylon 15.34 oz. 
Power Supply Solar cells w/ (2) replaceable Solar cells w/ (2) replaceable Solar cells w/ (1) non-
 3V lithium batteries 3V lithium batteries replaceable lithium battery
Auto On/Off Technology YES YES YES

MASTER
 SERIES™

ADVANTAGE
SERIES™

PREMIER
SERIES™

Qualifying purchases must be made
during April 1 & June 31, 2017 to be eligible

for rebate. For rules and rebate
form see:  forneyind.com/greenback

$17999

$12499

$5999

$7999

FRN # 55712

FRN # 55707

FRN # 55701

FRN # 55702

Welding
Helmets



Includes the following: --1” Long Bits:  • Slotted 1/8”, 
13/64”, 7/32”, 15/64”, 5/16” • Phillips: #0, (2) #1, (4) 
#2, #3 • Pozidriv: (2) #2, #3 • Star: T8, T9, T10, T15, 
T20, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T35, T40 • Tamper 
Resistant Star: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T35 • 
Hex bits: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8mm 
• Tamper Resistant Hex: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7mm 
• Spanner: #4, #6, #8, #10 • Robertson/
Square: S0, S1, S2, S3, S4. -- 2” Long 
Bits:  • Slotted: 13/64”, 15/64” • Phillips: #1, 
(3) #2, #3 • Star: T25 • Robertson/Square:  S2, (2) 
S4. -- (1) 2-1/2” magnetic bit holder, (1) 1/4” drive socket 
adapter, (1) 3/8” drive socket adapter

106-PC. WEATHERPROOF
HEAT SHRINK ASSORTMENT
PRT # W541

Adhesive lined inner wall seals out moisture. 
2-to-1 shrink ratio. Sizes include: 1/8”, 3/16”, 
1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2” in a handy storage case.

2-SPEED ELECTRIC HEAT GUN
PRT # W50076

Features dual temperature control switch (572° & 932°), a 
lightweight pistol grip double insulated housing. Includes 
6’ power cord and hang ring for convenient storage.

4-PC. HEAT GUN NOZZLE SET
PRT # W50076A

Expand the functionality of your heat gun with these universal adapters. Fits 
heat guns with 1-3/8” nozzle. Used to control the flow of air and focus heat to 
the desired area. Includes air spreader, reducer, scraper & deflector adapters.

VARIABLE 
SPEED
AIR BLOWER
PRT # W50061

This smaller 12 amp blower can move air at 300 cubic 
ft./min. Features a 5 position rugged ABS case with 
no-scratch contact pads, carrying handle, built-in 15 Amp 
3-prong grounded AC receptacle.

150’ CAPACITY 
CORD REEL 
PRT # W2274

This 13” dia. orange cord storage reel is made of heavy 
duty impact resistant plastic and holds up to 150 feet (16 
GA.) or 100 feet (2 GA.) cord. Extension cord not included.

171-PC. HEAT SHRINK ASSORTMENT
PRT # W540

Protect and insulate solder connections and components. 2-to-1 shrink ratio 
with flame or heat gun. Includes various diameters and lengths from 1-3/16’’ to 
39-3/8’’. Two-tier storage case for great organization.

3-PC. DEAD BLOW HAMMER SET
PRT # M7234

Free-flowing steel shot filled canister head creates 
a dead blow effect, absorbing shock on impact 
and reducing rebound. Chemical resistant molded 
urethane covering is bright orange for high visibility and 
safety. Set include: (1) 12 oz. hammer with brass platted cap 
that can be used for non-sparking applications, (1) 16 oz. peen ham-
mer with steel faces for striking punches and chisels as well as shaping 
and straightening unhardened metals, (1) 24 oz. urethane coated hammer used 
for non-marring / non-sparking applications.

1/2” DRIVE TORQUE
LIMITING EXTENSION SET
PRT # W32903

Converts any 1/2” drive impact gun into an instant 
torque wrench. Extensions are color-coded for quick 
torque reference range. Set includes: 75, 80, 90, 100 
and 110 ft/lb extensions (7-5/8” length) with storage case. 
Must be used with thin wall sockets for accuracy.

6-PC. STRIKE CAP SCREWDRIVER SET
PRT # W1729

Designed to provide more torque for tough 
applications. Unique full-tang heat treated 
shafts have hex drive bolster end caps which 
means the screwdriver blade is continuous from 
tip to end cap. Feature heat resistant handles and 
magnetic screwdriver tips. Tip sizes include: #1, #2, 
#3 phillips and 3/16”, 1/4,” 5/16” slotted tip

1,600 WATT 
INDUSTRIAL STYLE HEAT GUN 
PRT # W50078

Gun features a cast housing with a generous 1” dia. 
aluminum nozzle that provides 6 SCFM air delivery. Has a 
temperature range between 1,000 - 1,100 degrees F° and 
utilizes a cool blower feature with three position switch. 
Includes a detachable 3-position non-slip steel base for 
hands free operation and 7’ UL-listed power cord.

# W50076

# W50078

# W541

# W540

75-PC. FLIP CASE SPECIALTY BIT SET
PRT # W9027

$2499

$1499

$7679

$1999

$2899

$10899

$7999

$599

$699

$449

$999

$5499

Double
Sided!

# W50076A

3 SPEED 
AIR BLOWER
PRT # W50068

Feel the air flow up to 30 feet away with this 1,200 cfm 
unit. Features a 4 position rugged ABS case with no-
scratch contact pads, carrying handle, built-in 15 Amp 
3-prong grounded AC receptacle.

Special Deals

A/C Tools .................................10, 11
Air Compressors ......................32, 33
Air Couplers .............................33, 35
Air Die Grinders .......................26, 37
Air Drills .........................................37
Air Impacts ...............3, 26, 30, 36, 37
Air Grinders / Cut Offs ...............3, 37
Air Hose / Reels / Systems ......34, 35
Air Ratchets  ............................26, 37
Air Tanks / Bead Seaters .........32, 35
Battery Back-ups .....................16, 18
Battery Chargers .................2, 18, 19
Battery Testers ................................2
Binoculars ......................................19
Blowers / Fans .....................4, 16, 47
Blow Guns .....................................32
Brake Bleeder ................................45
Brooms / Handles ............................9
Clamps / C-Clamps .......................20
Cleaning Products .......................7, 8
Code Readers ...............................14
Compression Testers ....................43
Drills / Drill Presses .........................4
Drills - Cordless ...........................4, 5
Engine Stands / Cranes ...........42, 43
Filter / Strap Wrenches ............23, 43
Fire Extinguishers ............................6
Flaring Tools ..................................13
Fluid Evacuation / Syringe .............45
Fuel Transfer Pump .......................48
Funnels ..............................13, 43, 44
Garden Hoses .................................7
Gas Containers ................................6
Generators ...............................16, 18
Grease Guns .......................4, 44, 48
Grills - Pellets ................................17
Grill Grates / Accessories ..............17
Grinders - Angle ..........................4, 5
Hammers .....................20, 32, 47, 48
Heat Guns .....................................47
Hex Bits / Drivers .................1, 27, 47
Impacts - Cordless .......................1, 5
Jacks - Service ..................28, 29, 30
Jacks - Bottle .................................28
Jack Stands / Legs ............28, 29, 44
Jacks - Transmission .....................44
Jump Starters ................................16
Light Bars ................................31, 48
Lights - Flashlight / Work .4, 5, 18, 19
Line Disconnect / Stoppers ......11, 12
Line Repair ..............................11, 13
Magnetic Mat .................................36
Multi-Meters / Testers ....................15
Nut Drivers / Setters ........................1
Oil Drain Pans / Lift ............31, 43, 44
Plasma Cutters ..............................46
Pliers ............................12, 13, 15, 23
Polishers ..........................................8
Pressure Washers / Parts ................7
Pullers ............................................40
Razor Blades ...................................6
Relay / Circuit Testers ...................12
Sanders -Air .....................................3
Saws / Chop Saws ..........................4
Scan Tools .....................................14
Scrapers ..........................................6
Screwdrivers / Bits ...............1, 23, 47
Service Carts .................................26
Snap Ring Pliers ......................23, 30
Sockets - Impact ....25, 26, 27, 38, 39
Sockets - Chrome ....................22, 40
Sockets - Master Sets .............22, 39
Sockets - Storage ..........................22
Test Leads / Accessories ..............22
Tie Downs / Straps ........................30
Thermometers ...............................10
Transmission Jacks .................29, 44
Trim Tools ........................................6
Tire Tools / Plug Kits .........32, 44, 47
Tire Tools / Gauges .......................32
Toolboxes / Triangle ..........21, 31, 48
Tow Chains / Load  ........................30
Triangles - DOT .............................30
Vacuums / Shop ..............................9
Vacuum Pumps / Testers ........10, 12
Vises ........................................20, 48
Water Nozzles / Brushes .............7, 9
Welders / Helmets .........................46
Wheel Dollies .................................28
Wrench Racks ...............................22
Wrenches - Adjustable ............23, 24
Wrenches - Combination .........24, 25
Wrenches - Crowfoot .....................25
Wrenches - Ratcheting ..................25



Underbody
Steel Toolbox
Fits under flatbeds, on chassis 
trucks and semi trucks, including 
trailers. Rugged, high-strength 
14ga steel with powder coated 
finish. Door has full length stainless 
steel hinge. 1/2” gasket to keep 
moisture out. 18”H x 18” D x 36” W.

THIS ADVERTISEMENT WAS PREPARED IN ADVANCE, THEREFORE MERCHANDISE AVAILABILITY IS SUBJECT TO MANUFACTURER’S SCHEDULED DELIVERY. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

6” All-Terrain
Portable Hitch Vise
• Provides 1 ton of clamping force. 
• Lightweight, with an integrated 
carrying handle.
• Drive tight set screws provide a 
tight fit in the hitch to limit vibration 
and movement while driving. 
• Its ideal working height doesn’t interfere 
with truck bed or tailgate. 
• Water resistant construction provides all 
weather protection while it’s on your vehicle. 
• Features: heavy-duty 60,000 PSI ductile iron 
body with large striking anvil/work surface. 
built-in self centering pipe jaws clamp and re-
placeable hardened serrated steel jaw faces.
Jaw Width ................................................................ 6”
Opening Capacity (max) ............................ 5-3/4”
Throat Depth .......................................................... 5”
Pipe Jaw Capacity .................................. 3/4” to 3”
Overall Height..............................................19-1/4”

Mounts to a Bench or Trailer
• 4-bolt mounting bracket included

Mounts to your Vehicle
• Fits standard 2” receiver hitch

• Includes hitch pin

$19999

$34999

$34999

JET # 10010

SIR # TB1836

LSL # 1550

12 Volt DC Fuel Transfer Pump
Transfer diesel, kerosene and mineral spirits at 15 
GPM. Features self-priming, cast-iron pump with 
long-life, low-friction polymer vanes. Special seal 
design and stainless steel 90° outlet withstands the 

harshest environments. Pre-wired 18’ cable with 
quick connect alligator clips for easy user op-

eration. A 360° locking bung enables proper 
positioning of the pump. Has 30 minute duty 
cycle. Includes: 13’ commercial-grade kink 
resistant hose and 3-piece telescopic pick-
up tube for varying tank depths.

DOUBLE ROW
7” Light Bar • 2.5k Lumens • 2.4 Amp Draw
(x12) 3W LEDs • 7” L x 3” H x 3.5” D
BZR # CWL518 ................................ $44.99

13” Light Bar • 6.7k Lumens • 4.5 Amp Draw
(x24) 3W LEDs • 13” L x 3” H x 3.5” D
BZR # CWL513 ................................ $84.99

24” Light Bar • 9.6k Lumens • 8.3 Amp Draw
(x48) 3W LEDs • 24” L x 3” H x 3.5” D
BZR # CWL524D ........................... $139.99

SINGLE ROW
24” Light Bar • 4k Lumens • 4.5 Amp Draw
(x24) 3W LEDs • 26” L x 3” H x 3” D
BZR # CWL524S .............................. $79.99

36” Light Bar • 6k Lumens • 6.6 Amp Draw
(x36) 3W LEDs • 38” L x 3” H x 3” D
BZR # CWL536S ............................ $114.99

50” Light Bar • 6.8k Lumens • 8.4 Amp Draw
(x50) 3W LEDs • 51” L x 3” H x 3” D
BZR # CWL552S ............................ $149.99

$30
GIFT CARD
WITH PURCHASE OF LSL # 1550

$349.99 Invoice Price
- $52.60 Free #1133
- $30.00 Gift Card
$267.39 Actual Cost

Double & Single
Row LED Light Bars
Blazer off-road lights provide quality performance 
and durability for any off-road application. Per-
fect for ATVs, Jeeps, golf carts, pickup trucks, riding lawn mowers, 
boats, snowmobiles and more. Features low profile cast aluminum 
housing to resists corrosion and an impact resistant polycarbonate lens 
designed not to yellow. The patent-pending 4D optic design helps to 
drive more LED light rays through the lens. The outer most LEDs have 
a flood beam pattern while the center LEDs provide a spot beam for a 
combination of long distance and broad viewing all in one light.

Wireless Remote
Light Management System
Controls 8+ auxiliary lights, warning lights 
or accessories on the fly. Installation is a 
snap—no crimping terminals or drilling. 
The main module attaches directly to the 
vehicle’s 12V battery. The wireless remote 
can be stored conveniently away in the 
sun visor. The remote can operate lights up 
to 100 feet away. Unit automatically shuts 
down lights when low voltage is detected.

$5499
BLZ # C3050K 

FREE # 1133 Pistol 
Grip Grease Gun with

Purchase of # 1550

Fence Plier
This versatile 10-1/2” fencing tool is 
specially designed for installing and main-
taining wire fence on metal or wooden 
posts. Features: hook and hammer face, 
staple starter/puller, wire 
stretcher, wire splicer, and 
wire cutters on each side 
which will cut double 
strand barbed wire.

$3089
CNL # 85

SHOP IRON HAMMERS

TTN # 63125 ......................5 Pc. General Hammer Set .................................. $54.99
 Includes: (1) 16 oz. & (1) 32 oz. ball pein hammer, (1) 3 lb. sledge & 
 (1) 3 lb. cross pein hammer, (1) 32 oz. rubber mallet.
TTN # 63126 ...............................5 Pc. Hammer Set .......................................... $54.99
 Includes: (1) 16 oz. dead blow hammer, (1) 12 oz. soft face hammer,  
 (1) 16 oz. rubber mallet, (1) 2.5 lb. stoning hammer, (1) 16 oz. ball pein hammer.
TTN # 63144 ................... 4 Pc. Dead Blow Hammer Set ............................... $39.99
 Includes: (1) 8 oz. (1) 16 oz. (1) 24 oz. (1) 32 oz. dead blow hammer
TTN # 63216 ............ 2 lb. Spark Resistant Brass Hammer ........................ $37.99
TTN # 63040 ............ 3 lb. Spark Resistant Brass Hammer ........................ $54.99

Dead Blow

Ball Pein

Brass Head

Rubber Mallet

SledgeCross Pein

DURABLE MOLDED HANDLES WITH NON-SLIP TEXTURED GRIPS


